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ABSTRACT

This docurnent defines the interfaces to production software
support services at the Upper Atnosphere Research Satellite (UARS)
central Data Handling Facility (CDHF) and production testing services
on Remote Analysis Computers (RACS). These services developed under
the UARS CDHF Software Systen (UCSS) contract support access to all
leve1s of instrurnent data files and other types of cataloged data
including Level 0 enqineering, quality, spacecraft, and onboard
conputer (OBC) data. In addition, the UCSS provides routines to
initialize and terrninate production programs and to perform error
reporting.
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1.1 PT'RPOSE AND SCOPE

The purpose of this document is to define the Production software
support services provided under the Upper Atnosphere Research
satellite (UARS) central Data Handling Facility (CDHF) Software Systen
(UCSS) contract. CaIIing seqluences are provided for the services
needed by the Principal Investigators (PIs) to develop their
production processing software. The orbit and attitude services are
addressed in the UARS Progranmer I s Guide for orbit/Attitude Services
(Reference 4).

The Ucss production software support services are divided into
three areas. The production control routines are used to pass
information to and from production programs. These routines aid in
the control and monitoring of the production processing f1ow. The
file access services provide access to Ucss-manaqed data fiIes.
Services are provided to access all levels of j.nstrument data,
calibration fi1es, correlative fi1es, user status fi1es, and scratch
files. The utility services provide functions including error
reporting.

L.2 UARS PRODUCTION PROCESSING OVERVIEI{

one of the prinary activities performed at the UARS CDHF is the
processing of the scientific data fron Level O to L€veI 38.
Scientific data processing is perfonoed at. the CDHF for 9 of the 10
UARS instruments. The instrument investigators are responsible for
developing the data processing software. The UCSS provides a
collection of production softrrare support services which are used by
the PI-deveLoped prograns to access Ucss-nanaged data files and to
control the processing f1ow.

The PIs will initially develop the data processing software on
the Remote Analysis Computers (RACS). The UCSS provides a set of
sinurated software support services to aid the prs in the testing oftheir softrrare at the RACs. The carli.ng sequences of the sinulated
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INTRODUCTION

services are identical to those of the production servj,ces. As a
result, production programs developed using the simulated services do
not have to be nodified in order to use the production services.

Eventually, after sufficient testing, the data processing
software will be run in a production node at the CDHF. The UCSS
provides scheduling tools that are used by CDHF operations personnel
to schedule and run production jobs. The information needed to
schedule production processing is naintained under configuration
control by operations personnel . Original (first tine) processing is
scheduled when the required input data becomes availabte and when
there are sufficient coDputer resources to run the job. Reprocessing
( subsequent tines) is perforned as requested with the approval of the
UARS Project. Changes in software, calibration tables, or input files
nornally result in reprocessing of data.

The UCSS provides a capability to run data processing software in
the production environment in test mode. The PIs can use this
capability to perforo finaL testing of their softrrare or for testing
after minor changres have been nade to their prograns.

This document is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1
provides an introduction to the types of support services provided for
production programs. Chapter 2 presents an overview of production
processing environment. Chapter 3 describes the detailed interfaces
of the production Eoftware support services. chapter 4 discusses the
sinulated services which are provided for use in testing production
programs at the RACS. Chapter 5 describes the analysis services.
Appendix A provides a detailed description of the UARS date and time
fornat used in Dany of the calling sequences to the software support
services. Appendix B provides an example to denonstrate the use of
some of the services, and Appendix C presents the gruidelines for
l€ve1 1 and 2 qata processing. Appendix D presents a detailed
description of the L€vel o file for:uats. Appendix E contains the
description of the I€veI 3A file foraats. Appendix F provides
infornation about error handling. Appendix G gives the Level 0 SFDU

File Description. Appendix H gives infornation needed for using the
oBcDEcoDE routine. Appendix I is a glossary and Appendix J is a list
of references.

1.3 DOCT'}iENT ORGANIZATION

l-2



CIIAPTER 2

UCSS PRODUCTION PROCESSING ENVIRONI,TENT

one of the prinary UcsS functions is the support of UARS

scientific data processing. The instrument investigators are
developing the softrrare to process the data fron Levef 0 to Leve1 3A.
The Ucss provides production software support services which are used
by the Pl-developed programs. These services provide access to UARS
data files and aid in the control of the production processing flow.
In addition, the UCSS provides scheduling tools which are used by CDHF

operations personnel to schedule and run production jobs. The
scheduling tools also support the capability of running jobs in a test
mode.

The Ucss must provide a flexible production environment that
acconmodates a wide range of processing needs. In order to meet these
diverse needs, ,the Ucss has established sone guidelines for the
production processing software. The purpose of this section is to
define these guidelines. section 2.1 provides an overview of the UARS
catalog. Section 2.2 describes in detail the elements of a production
job. section 2.3 discusses the ucss approach to production scheduling
and provides a description of the infornation the PIs must supply in
order to schedule processing. Section 2.4 provides guidelines for
recovery of production jobs. section 2.5 describes the approach to
testing production software in the production scheduling environnent.

2.I UARS CATAIPG

The UARS Catalog is an index of the Ucss-nanaged files that are
availabLe to the UARS connunity. The fiLes tracked in this catalog
are the L€vels O, lr 2,3AT, 3AS, 3AL, and 3BS, correlative,
calibration, orbit, attitude, L€veI 3 parameter fiIes, and production
program fiLes. Files can be added to the Catalog during production
processing or uhen the UCSS receives files fron an external source
(e.9. Leve1 .0 files fron the Data Capture Facility). The UARS Catalog
is used.to identify and locate the lnput files required for production
processing.

2-t



UCSS PRODUCTTON PROCESSTNG ENVTRONIqENT

The catalog can be viewed as a collection of logical records
descr:ibing important characteristics or attributes of each file. In v
production processing, sone of the attributes of output files are
supplied by the user progran and sone are supplied by the UCSS
software. The user program provides the initial file attributes when
assigning or opening a new file using the ASGCAT, OPENL3AT, OPENL3AL,
OPENL3S, OPENL3TP, and OPENL3LP services (see Sections 3.2.2 and 3.2.7
through 3.2.11). Additional attributes can be provided when the user
prograrn requests that a file be cataloged using the CLoSELF or DASLID
services (see Sections 3.2.24 and 3.2.25). For input cataloged fiIes,
the user progran specifies the catalog attributes necessary to
identify the required file when opening or assigning the files using
the OPENLO, ASGCAT, ASGCAL, ASGCOR, OPENL3AT, OPENL3AL, OPENL3S,
OPENL3TP, or OPENL3LP services (see Sections 3.2.1 through 3.2.4 and
3 .2.7 throuqh 3.2. 11) .

The UARS Catal
tables nanaged by t
Data Base Administr
structure of these
this task, the DBA
each class of data
example, the DBA nu
instrument. The UC

catalog structure a
Attributes can be a
possible values can
authority.

og is
he IN
ator
tabl e

naintained as a collection of relational
GRES data base nanagenent system. The UCSS
(DBA) is responsible for defining the
s in the UARS Catalog. In order to accornplish

must have knowfedge of the attributes applicable to
and of the valid values of the attributes. For
st know the val-id Level 3AT data subtlrpes for each
SS is reguired to be able to support changes in the
s these changes are identified and approved.
dded or deleted from the catalog structure or their
be changed with approval by the controlling

Errors occur when a user program attenpts to catalog a fiLe with
an unknown attribute or invalid attribute value.

2.2 PRODUCTTON JOBS

A production job is a job requiring support services that is
initiated by the UcSs scheduler. A production job nominally processes
all data for an instrunent from one level of data abstraction to the
next higher level for a specified time period. other types of
production jobs can be supported such as sj,ngle species or multilevel
processing. A production job is run as a series of one or nore
production programs, executed in a specific order, using cataloged
input data, and producing cataloged output files, user status files,
and auxiliary files. Figure 2-1 depicts a sarnple production job. The
UCSS supports the capability of conditional branching within the
production job's runstream so that specific paths can be taken for
data dependent processing (see Section 2.2.61 .
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UCSS PRODUCTION PROCESSING ENVIRONMENT

Figure 2-1. Sanple UARS Production Job

**************

Level 11

Data Files

ca I ibrat i, on
Data Files

Corre lat ive
Data Files

orb it / Att itude
Data Files

UARS

Production

Job

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Level N

---> Data files

User Status
> Files

Auxi liary
---> Files

---> scratch

***,1,1*******!t*

2.2.L PRODUCTION PROGRA}I

A production program is a load nodule that is used in the
processing of UARS scientific data. Production prograns ard
rnaintained under configuration control by CDHF operations personnel
and are tracked in the UARS catalog. A production program may be used
in nore than one production job. A production progran processes data
from a specific instrument for a given data Level or Ievels. The
input data tirne range is provided to the progran by the UCss PGfNIT
service (see section 3.1.1) at run tine. Noninally, the input data
tine range should correspond to the output data tirne range. ALl UcSs-
nanaged files used by a production progran, including both input and
output files, are assi.gned dynanically using the UCSS subroutine
interfaces (see Section 3.2) at run time.

2.2.2 PROCESSING TII{E RANGE

The noninal tiure span for production processing jobs is one day.
Holrever, the UCSS provides the flexibility to support nultiple day and
partial day processing. These processing alternatives are addressed
in the following sect j.ons.
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UCSS PRODUCTTON PROCESSING ENVIRONI{ENT

2.2.2.1 Default Input Fife Time Span

A nominal Level 1 production processing job reads 24 hours erorth
of Level 0 data and produces a
hour period. The UCSS schedule
processed. Holrever, in order t
boundaries, the tirne span actua
24 hours. An event that crosse
one output file. If the event

el 1 file(s) spanning this sane 24
rovides the actual time span to be
andle events spanning day
processed may not be exactly
day boundary can be processed into

to be associated with the start day

output data is stored in the file for the start
the next day's data nust ignore the partial event
the day. If the event is to be associated vith
event, processing begins at the start of the event
and the output data is stored in the file for the

ng of the first day's data nust ignore the partial

Lev
rp
oh
11v
sa
is

of the event, processing continues into the next day until the event
is conplete and the
day. Processing of
at the beginning of
the stop day of the
in the previous day
stop day. Processi
event at the end of
files do not corres

the day.
pond exactl

output files frorn successive d
catalog entries for these file

Using either alternative, the output
y to the nominal day boundaries, but the
ays processing would not overlap. The
s indicate the actual tirne coverage.

The Level 1 file produced in this rray is described in part by a
day nunber ( UARS day) that corresponds to the nunber of days fron the
Iaunch date. The catalog entry for the file contains the UARS day
nunber associated with the file, the file start and stop tines, and
other pertinent infornation. UARS day provides a means of identifying
the production processing run for a set of data.

In general, each subsequent level of processing uses files with
the same UARS day nunber as input and produces files hrith those same
characteristics as output. The tine range for a fiLe cataloged with a
given UARS day nunber must at least partially overlap the tine range
of the Level 0 file with the same UARS day nunber.

2.2.2.2 Multiple Day and sub-Day Processing

Some production processing jobs require input data that spans
several fulI days. The UCSS accornmodates this type of processing job,
but assunes that the output files produced by such jobs adhere to the
UARS day conventj.ons discussed above. For example, a production
processing job reguiring 3 days of input data would produce three
output data fil.es, each containing 1 day of data.

There are production processing job designs that lrould Produce
rnore than one output file of a given tlt)e for a day. For exarnple,
rrithin a certain day, an instrurnent nay have been cycled fron a data-
taking state to a standby state and back to a data-taking state' The
developers of the production software tnay prefer to ignore standby
periods, which would appear to result, in this case, in two separate
output trfilesn of the same type for the given day. The Ucss assumes
that the two rrfilesrt produced for the sarne day are concatenated to
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UCSS PRODUCTION PROCESSING EWIRONMENT

form a single file that is identified by the UARS day.

2.2.3 PRODUCTION INPUT

2.2.3.1 Input Files

A11 input files to a production job nust be cataloged. cataloged
files are read-only files that are assj,gned using catalog attributes
of the file such as instrument, UARS day number, and
Production programs can also use, as input, files cr
previous program in the same production job. These
intended for subsequent cataloging or scratch files
Section 2 .2 .5\ -

1e
eat
fil
(se

ve1.
edbya
es can be files
e

Al1 input files rnust be assigned with the oPENLo, oPENL3AT,
OPENL3S, OPENL3AL, OPENL3TP, OPENL3LP, ASGCAT, ASGCAL, ASGCOR, OT

ASGSCR services (see section 3.2). For Level 0, 3AT, 3As, or 3AL data
and parameter files associated with Level 3AT or 3AL data, the UcSs
treats the data as if it hrere a single virtual file. The production
progran does not need to be aware of how many physical files are to be
accessedr' it sees the data as one logical file. The UCSS provides
read services for Level 0, 3AT, 3AS, and 3AL data and for parameter
files associated with Level 3AT or 3AL data, which have norninal levels
of 3TP and 3LP, respectively. The user is responsible for developing
read services for Level 1, LeveL 2, cafibration, correlat5.ve, and
scratch fi1es.

2.2.3.2 Progran Paraneters

Each production program can define and use up to 50 input
paraneters which are specific to the progran. These parameters are
passed from the UCSS scheduler to the production program by the PGINIT
service. PGINIT also supplies the processing tine range and the
prinary processing day to the progran,

2.2.4 PRODUCTION OUTPUT

2 -2.4.1 cataloged Files

A production progran creates files to be cataloged and can both
write to and read from these fiLes. Level 3AT files are opened using
the OPENL3AT service (see Section 3.2.7). Level 3AL files are opened
using the OPENL3AL service (see Section 3.2,8). Level 3AS or 3BS
files are opened using the OPENL3S service (see Section 3.2.9).
Paraneter files are opened using the OPENL3TP or OPENL3LP service (see
sections 3.2.10 and 3.2.11). Level l and 2 files are assigned using
the AsccAT service (see Section 3.2.2). The UcSs provides write
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UCSS PRODUCTTON PROCESSING ENVIRONI,IENT

services for al-l type of Level 3A files. The user is responsible for
providing the write services for Level 1 and 2 fi1es. The CLOSELF
(see Section 3.2.24) and DASLID (see Sectj,on 3.2.25) services are used
to actualJ.y request cataloging of the Level- 3A and the Level 1or 2
files, respectively. Once a file is requested to be cataloged, it
cannot be modified by subsequent production programs.

The information used in creating catalog entries for data files
cones from two sources. The production program supplies initial file
attributes via the caLl to the OPENL3AT, OPENL3AL, OPENL3S, OPENL3TP,
OPENL3LP, or ASGCAT services. Additional attributes are provided by
the call to the CLOSEL,F or DASLID services. The UCSS suppl.ies the
other attributes including the file location.

These catalog entries are not actually finalized in the catalog
until the successful completion of the production job. If any of the
progratns i.n a production job fails or terminates abnornally, then
catalog entries created by the programs in that production job are not
inserted into the catalog. The corresponding fiLes renain onl,ine for
further analysis.

2.2.4.2 User status Files

User status files are tenporary files that are maintaj.ned in the
Ucss-nanaged disk space. There are separate user status file
dj,rectories for each production job definition (e.9. HALOE Leve1 1
processing job). These files are maintained cyclically so that only
an operationalLy controlled nunber of versions are saved on the disk.
User status files are assigned using the ASGUSR service (see
section 3.2.6). The user is responsible for providing any I/o
services reguired. User status files are deassigned using the DASLID
servj.ce (see Section 3.2.25).

2.2.4.3 Auxiliary Files

Auxiliary files are output files that are created .in the user-
nanaged disk space of the instrument investigator responsible for the
job. These files are not cataloged. Auxiliary files cannot be used
as input to production jobs.

The instrument PI is responsible for insuring that there j,s

sufficient quota and free space available in the auxiliary directory
used by the production jobs. If sufficient disk space is not
avail-able, then the production job cannot generate the auxiliary
fi1es. In order to avoid job failure due to problems creating
auxiliary fi1es, the production software nust have sufficient error
detection logic to handle I/o errors encountered srhen processing
auxiliary fi1es. Auxiliary files are not primary production
processing outputs. A11 prinary production processing output files
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should be cataloged.

The only UcSs support o
Iogical name AUX_DIRECToRY i
logicat narne identifies the
create auxiliary files. It
device and directory when op

xiliary files is the definition of the
ch production jobrs runstream. This
device and directory to be used to
be used by the program to specify the

g an auxiliary file. In addition, the

fau
nea
d isk
must
en in

Fortran logical unit nunbers 100 to 119 are reserved for I/O to
auxiliary files. Use of dedicated logical unit numbers is necessary
in order to prevent collisions lrith assignments nade internally within
the UCSS services.

2.2.4.4 Program Summary Report

The UCSS produces a program sunmary report for each progran
executed during the job. This report provides infornation about the
progran including conpletion status, processing tine range, input
paraneters, input files and output files. The format of this report
is described in Figure 2-2. A hride discrepancy bethreen an estinated
output file size and the actual file allocation is marked in the
Program Summary Report by an asterisk to the left of the output file
name .
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Figure 2-2. Program Sunmary Report

PROGRAM ST,I,II.{ARY REPORT

UCSS JOB ID: . . . JOB STEP NIJI.IBER: . . .

PROCESSING TIUE RANGE: UARS PRIMARY

INPUT PARAI.{ETERS:

PARAMETER NAIIIE PARA},IETER VALUE

CATALOGED INPUIT FILES:

LOGICAL FILE ID
UARS

TYPE SUBTYPE LEVEL DAY VERS

OUTPUT FILES:

UARS
TYPE SUBTYPE LEVEL DAY

PROGRAM TD: .

PROCESSING DAY:

CALIB SOI'RCE
CYC ID ID

LOGTCAL FILE ID
EST ALIOC

VERS CYC SIZE SIZE DISP

SCRATCH FILES:

EST
LOGICAL FILE ID SIZE

USER STATUS FILES:

USER STATUS
FILE NWBER

ERROR T{ESSAGES:

PROGRA},I START TIME: .
PROGRAM COMPLETION STATUS:
DIRECT I/o coUNT: . .

DISP

USER STATUS FILE NAME

PROGRAM STOP TTME:
PROGRAI.{ CPU USAGE:
BUFFERED I/O COT'NT:

SCRATCH FILE NAI{E
ATLOCATED
SIZE

PROGRAM COII{PLETION COMUENTS :

* Asterisks tnark wide discrepancies between afLocation and estiDate
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2.2.4.5 Job Summary Report

The UCSS produces a job sunmary report at the end of each
production job. This report provides inforrnation about the job
including the job identifier, job conpletion status, job statistics,
input files, and output files. The format of this report is described
in Figure 2-3.

Figure 2-3. Job Sumnary Report

JOB SIJIIIIIIARY REPORT

UCSS JOB ID: M

UCSS VERSION: XXXXX

JoB START TIME : DD-MMI.I-YYYY HH : Ml,!: SS

JOB STOP TIUE DD-II{IID{-YYYY HH: U}I: SS

JOB COMPLETION STATUS: AAAA

DIRECT I/O COT,NT: NNNNNNNNNN

}.{AX WORKING SET SI ZE : NNNNNNNNNN

CPU ID: AAAAA

UOAS VERSION: XXXXXX

JOB CPU USAGE: DDD HE:IIM: SS.CC

BUFFERED I/O COUNT: NNNNNNNNNN

JOB ERRoR MESSAGES 3

2.2.4.5 Error }tessages

A production progratn can use the UCSS service ERRCDE (see
Section 3.3.1) to report and log any serious errors detected by the
prograrn. These error nessages are $/ritten to a UcsS log file and are
included on the prograrn sunmary report.

2.2.5 SCRATCH FILES

Scratch files are naintained in the Ucss-nanaged disk space.
They are created during a production job for the Life of the job on1y.
They can be used to pass infornation between programs in a job or as a
scratch area. Scratch files can both be written and read by
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production programs. The ASGSCR service (see Section 3.2.5) nust be
used to assign scratch files so that the UCSS can manage the disk
allocation. The user i,s responsible for providing the I/O services to
access scratch files. The DASLID service (see Section 3.2.25) is used
to deass j,gn scratch files.

All scratch files associated with a job are deleted at the
successful completion of the job. Since the scratch files are not
deleted when a job reports a failed condition or when a systen failure
occurs, they can aid in deternrining the cause of a failure and in
recovering the job if the prograrDs qrere rrritten to take advantage of
this capability.

2.2.6 CONDITIONAL PROCESSING

2.3 PRODUCTTON SCHEDULING

Production scheduling is the routine scheduling of scientific
data processing jobs. The UCSS provides scheduling tools which are
designed to aid the operations personnel in efficient and tinely
scheduling of production jobs. The UCSS provides automatic scheduling
of production jobs over a specified tirne period. The scheduling tools
also alLorr, the operator to nanuaLly schedule individual production
jobs. The primary functions of the scheduling software are to insure
availability of the resources required by the production jobs and to
subnit the jobs for execution at the appropriate tine.

The Ucss scheduler schedules production jobs based on infornation
contained in production progran catalog entries, production job
definitions and schedulj-ng requests. A11 of the scheduling
infornation is rnaintained under configuration control. The UCSS

scheduler uses this inforrnation to detennine r{rh ich jobs need to be
run. These data structures are naintained by operations personnel,
but rely heavily upon information supplied by the instrument PIs. The
following sections describe each of these structures.

2 -10

A production program exits with a condition code that can be
tested by job control statements. This condition code is set using
the PGTERM service (see Section 3.1.2). The results of these tests
can be used to control further job execution (e.9., which program to
execute next). The message number, associated nessage text, and
rnnernonic nane for each nessage must be defined by each investigator
supplying production software. The Virtual Address Extension (VAX)
Virtual t{emory Systen (VMS) nessage utility should be used to define
the message number and mnemonic in order to generate a standard VMS
condition code. See the VAx vltts Utility Reference Manual for further
infornation.
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2.3.I PRODUCTTON PROGRAM CATALOG ENTRIES

The Ucss tracks all versions of the production prograns in the
UARS catalog. A program catalog entry identifies the program name,
progran version, load module location, the memory and cPU resources
required by the program, and other irnportant information. New
versions of production programs are cataloged upon approval by the
UARS Project.

The following information must be supplied in order to create
progran catalog entries:

- Progran identification, including progran nane, prolrran
version, and instrurnent identifier

User status file infornation

Resource usage information including estirnated cPU usage,
waI1 clock tirne, and working set size

Auxiliary file flag indicating whether the program needs to
access auxil j.ary files

Required input file specifications (type, subtype, level, and
relative tine range for each requi.red input file)

output file requirements (sizing estinates)

orbit and attitude data requirenents

scratch file requirements (sizing estinates)

2.3.2 PRODUCTION JOB DEFINITIONS

A production job definition defines the basic structure of a
production job. It identifies the production programs that are
invoked by the job, the input data requirenents, and the skeletal
runstrean including any special job control needed to test progran
exit status.

The following i.nforrnation nust be supplied in order to define a
production job to the scheduling software:

- Job identification, including job name and version

Orbit and attitude data requiretnents (predicted, definitive,
best, or none)
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- Auxiliary file disk and directory

- DcL runstream defining the job

- Default program parameter values

2.3.3 SCHEDULING REQUESTS

A scheduling reguest is a request to run a specific production
job for a given tine period. It identifies the production job, the
applicab).e time range, and parameters indicating execution frequency
and times alLohred. It also specifies the version rul,es to be used for
the input and output cataloged fiLes. Optionally, program paraneters
can be nodified.

The followinq infornation must be supplied in order to schedule
production processing :

- Job identification, including job name and version

- start and end date/tine of the processing period

- Input data file version information

- Modified program paraneter values

- Auxiliary file output location

Orbit and attitude data requireloents (predicted, definitive,
best, or none)

The Ucss scheduler uses the scheduling request to identify which
jobs to run. The infornation in the scheduling reguest is used in
conjunction with the production job definition to identify the input
data required, the output files to be produced, the program
parameters, and the time range for each production job to be
scheduled. This information is used to create the expanded production
job runstrearn for each job. The scheduler stages required input files
to insure that the data is available on magnetic disk. The scheduler
subnits jobs for execution vhen the required resources are avalIable
and srhen the constraints on the job can be satisfied.

2.4 UCSS PRODUCTION RECOVERY GUTDELINES

It is expected that there.will be tirnes during the operation of
the CDHF that the systen will halt while a variety of actj.vities are
underway, incJ.uding the processing of production jobs. The ucss is
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responsible for detecting and recovering from this kind of problem
\-,, only for Ucss specific functions such as production scheduling and

catalog managelnent. The recovery of the production jobs is initiated
by the Ucss but relies on PI-developed recovery software and
instructions. PI-developed recovery systens must include the software
and control language necessary to confirrn the existence of alL
requ.r-re
proces s
proces s

df
ing
ing

iles and data, elirninate guestionable fi1es, and reinitiate
. several options are available to the production
software. developers for this capability. These are

discussed in the following sections.

2.4.I PRODUCTION JOB RERI'N

one option available to the production processing developers is
to do nothing; recovery means sinply deleting aII partially completed
files and reschedul,ing production processing from the beginning. This
option is desirable for those production jobs that can run to
cornpletion without requiring rnassive CDHF resources and this avoids
the expense of developing cornplicated recovery systems.

Another option is to restart the production job at a particular
job step. In this case the state of the fiLes generated by the job
rnust be restored to the restart point and any files created at or
beyond that point rnust be deleted.

Both options are available through the UCSS Job Recovery
function.

2.4.2 OPERATING SYSTEM CHECKPOINT/RESTART

For those production jobs that rnay require a significant fraction
of a day to conpletef sorne neans of periodically saving internediate
results is desirable. one option that nay be available is the use of
checkpoint/restart procedures provided with the operating systen and
utilities. Periodically taking file checkpoints during processing
would cause the state of the production job to be saved to that point
in processing. If a systen failure were to occur, a UCSS invoked
restart routine could reinitiate the processing of that job frorn the
point of the last checkpoint. It shouLd be noted that a proven vendor
provided checkpoint/restart capability is not available with the DEC
VAX system. lloreover, this type of capability can, when available,
consume significant amounts of systen resources. Given the expected
probability of systen failure, it rnay not be cost effective to use the
vendor provided checkpoint/restart capability.
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2.4.3 USER SUPPLIED RECOVERY

The renaining options for production job recovery rely
exclusively on software and control language produced by the
developers of the production job. Two alternatives to this option are
apparent: rnultiple-program production jobs and periodic file
closings. There are t'graytt areas between these options as wel,1. A
Ucss production job may consist of a seguence of prograns, where each
progran produces either scratch product files used in subsequent
programs of the job, or a separate file for one of the conponents of
the output product (e.9., specie concentrations) . Production job
recovery in this case could be implemented by deternining which file
had been partially conpleted among the sequence of fiLes that should
have been produced. That file rrould be elirninated and the
corresponding job step reinitiated. Alternately, the production job
developers nay elect to use a single progran that produces one or nore
files. An approach to recovery in this situation is to periodically
execute a Fortran CLOSE on the currently open fiIes. This saves the
results produced to that point in the processing. The fiLe(s) nay
subsequently be reopened and used for further processing. On recovery
from system failure, the user developed softirare would need to oPEN
the partially conpleted file(s), deterrnine the point in processing at
which the faiLure occurred, and reinitiate processing.

It should be reiterated that the last tlro recovery schenes
described above rely heavily upon Pl-developed software. The UCSS
woul.d detect the systen failure condition, provide for recovery of
Ucss functions, and invoke the appropriate PI-developed producti.on
processing recovery job. In generaL, production processing recovery
jobs are required for each leve1 of processing, and perhaps more than
one may be required for a given level of processing.

2.5 PRODUCTTON PROGRA}I TESTING

The Ucss provides the capabil.ity of testing production prograns
while in the production processing environnent. This test node shoul,d
be used after conpletion of i.nitial testing of production programs
using the UCSS sinulated services (see Section 4).

The UCSS scheduling tools can be used to create catalog entries
for test programs. Test prograns do not have to be configuration-
control,Led. A test progran can remain in the user directory so that
it can be rnodif ied without updating the catalog entry each time. A
job definition (see Section 2.3.2) that uses the test program must be
created. To run the test job the user subrnits a scheduling request to
CDHF operations.

Any job that includes a test progran is defined as a test job.
A11 of the output catalog products are identified as test files.
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CHAPTER 3

UCSS PRODUCTION SOTTWARE SUPPORT ROUTINES

The Ucss production software support services are divided into
three areas. Section 3.1 describes the producti.on control services
which incLude production progTram initialization and termination
routines. The file access services are discussed in Section 3.2.
Section 3.3 describes the utility services. Appendix A docunents the
UARS date and time format (UDTF) that is used in nany of the calling
seguences. Appendixes B and c provide exanples of the usage of the
production software support services. Appendix F provides informatj.on
about error handl ing.

3.1 PRODUCTION CONTROL ROIITINES

3.1.1 PROGRAM INITIALTZATION (PGTNIT)

PGINIT provides the nechanisn for passing input parat0eters to a
production program. The paraneters are supplied to the production job
by the scheduling softlrare. PGINIT also inj.tializes the production
environment for the progran and updates the UCSS production accounting
tables with the initial program statistics. PGINIT nust be called at
the start of each production progran.

The processing start and stop tirnes provided by pcINfT define the
expected time range of the output data to be generated by the
production program. For a nominal UARS production job, these times
would specify a 24 hour period starting at OO Greenwich lrlean
Tine (G!,IP).

PGINfT supplies the user defined paraneters to the program
through an ASCII tab1e. The dinension of this table is ipeiifiea fy
the optional argunent PARAITT rBL srzE. A roaxirnum of 50 paiameters cln
be specified. The defaurt rs zd paraneters if pARAl.t rBi srzE is not

3-1
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given, A table entry consists of two items, the name of the paraneter
and the parameter value. The parameter values are provided to the \-,
scheduler at job definition tirne or, optional.ly, at schedule request
tirne (see Section 2.3). No specific order of the table entries should
be assuned.

The calling sequence for PGINIT is as follows:

CALL PGINIT ( PARAI,!_TABLE, STRT_DATTfU, STOP_DATTII,{, UARS_DAY

[, PARAIT{_TBr._SIZE] )

ARGlIMENT TYPE r.Lg

o

DEFINITION

A table used to pass parameters forPARAM TABLE CHAR* 2 O

(2,*) control of processi
the table consists
paraneter nane and
value. Parameters
particular producti
size of this table
50 entries as speci
PARAM TBL SI ZE.

. Each entry in
a pair, a

s corresponding
e specific to a
program. The

y be fron 1 to
ed by

ng
of
it
ar
on
na
fi

STRT DATTTM t*4 (2)

STOP DATTIM r*4 (2)

UARS DAY r*4

PARAM TBL SIZE I*4

Start date and tine of nominal
processing range in UDTF

Stop date and tine of noninal
processing range in UDTF

First UARS day (DDDD) for catalog
output fron this program

Specifies the size of PARAI.! TABLE

o

o

o

I

The last argument, PARAIT{ TBL SIZE, is optional. If it is not
specified, the size of PARAI.{-TABLE is CHAR*2o (2,2O) by default.
PARjAM_TBL_S I ZE nay be fron l-to 50.

3.1..2 PROGRAII TERMINATION (PGTERI,T)

PGTERIT{ terninates the production program. The production prograDl
is responsible for deterrnining the success or failure of the
processing and reports this deternination to PGTERII. PGTERM updates
the Ucss accounting statistics l{ith program completion inforrnation and
produces a standard format progran sunmary report (see Figure 2-2) to
a disk file. PGTERM must be called at the end of execution of each
production progran. Any proqrarn that does not call PGTERM is
iutornatically marked with a failed status by the Ucss softrrare. This
precaution is necessary so that the UCSS can properly handle
uncontrolled progran aborts.
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PGTERM sets the user progranrs exit condition code to the value
supplied in coND_coDE. If the progran fails, the condition code
uniquely identifies the reason for the faiLure. In the case of a
successful run, this parameter can be used to control the subsequent
program flow via the use of conditional job control language.

The ca]ling sequence for PGTERM is as follows:

CALL PGTERM (PASS_FAIL, COND_CODE, PROG_COtr.lIrlENT )

ARGt'I.IENT TYPE !l_e DEFINITION

PASS FAIL

COND CODE

CHAR*4 I

r*4 I

Progran conpletion status
tPASST = successful conpletion
TFAILT = unsuccessful conpletion

A VIUS condition code speclfying
additional status information about
the progran completion

PRoG CoMMENT CHAR'| 80 I A character string supplied by the
production progran to indicate any
additional inforrnation. This nessage
will be displayed on the program
sunnary report.

3.2 FILE ACCESS

This section describes the production software support services
designed to provide access to Ucss-nanaged files. Silrvices are
provided to access all levels of instrunent data, calibration files,
UARS day oriented correlative files, user status files, and scratch
files. Table 3-1 sunmarizes the use of the file access services by
file type.
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Table 3-1. ca11in9 Routine Matrix

FI LE
OPEN READ

Level 0

-Eng ineer ing
- I nstrument
-onboard

computer
-Quality

-Spacecra ft

Level 1

Level 2

Level 3AT

Level 3As

LeveL 3BS

LeveL 3AL

Level 3LP

Level 3TP

Ca l ibration

Corre Iative

scratch

User Status

Aux i I iary

OPENLO
OPENLO

OPENLO
OPENLO

OPENLO

*

*

OPENL3AT

OPENL3S

OPENL3S

OPENL3AL

OPENL3LP

OPENL3TP

*

*

*

*

*

READLO
READLo or

QUALRD
READLO

*

*

READL3AT

READL3S

READL3S

READL3AL

READL3LP

READL3TP

*

*

*

*

*

WRTTE

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

*

*

WRITEL3AT

WRTTEL3 S

WRITEL3 S

WRITEL3AL

WRITEL3LP

WRITEL3TP

*

*

*

*

*

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

ASGCAT

ASGCAT

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

ASGCAL

ASGCOR

ASGSCR

ASGUSR

READLO
READLO

N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A

N/A

DASLID

DASLID

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

DASLID

DASLID

DASLID

DASLID

FILE
CLOSE

CLOSELF
CLOSELF

CLOSELF
CLOSELF

CLOSELF

*

*

CLOSELF

CLOSELF

CLOSELF

CLOSELF

CLOSELF

CLOSELF

*

*

*

*

*

DE-
ASS TGN

*

* = PI-SUPPLIED

The UCSS provides open, read, and close services for Level 0

data. The Level o read services provide a tine range read capability
so that the user does not have to be concerned with physical file
boundaries. A special service is availabfe to read quality data.
Appendix D provides a description of the Level 0 file record fornats.
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The UCSS provides open, read, lrrite, and close services for
Level 3AT data. A time range read capability is provided for the
Leve1 3AT data. The close service allolrs the user to inform the UCSS

of the filers disposition and furnishes the capability to catalogr new
Level 3AT fiIes. Appendix E provides a description of the Level 3AT
data file formats.

The UCSS provides open, read, wr
Level 3As and Level 3Bs solar data.
provided for the Level 3As and Level
a11ows the user to infonn the UCSS of
furnishes the capabiJ.ity to catalog n
Appendix E provides a description of
file formats.

, and close services for
ime range read capability is
data. The close service

e file's disposition and
Level 3AS and Level 3BS fi1es.
Level 3As and Level 3Bs data

ite
At
3BS
th

e!,
the

The UCSS provides open, read, wr j,te, and close services for
Level 3AL data. The read service provides the ability to retrieve
data for a specified latitude band over a tirne range. The close
service aIlolrs the user to inform the ucss of the filers disposition
and furnishes the capability to catalog new Levef 3AL files.
Appendix E provides a description of the Level 3AL data file fornats,

The UCSS provides open, read, write and close services for
Level 3TP data, i.e. parameter data associated with Level 3AT fi1es.
A tine range read capability is provided for the Level 3TP data. The
close service aIlows the user to inforn the Ucss of the filers'
disposition and furnishes the capability to catalog new Leve1 3TP
files. Appendix E provides a description of the Level 3TP data f il.e
fornats.

The UCSS provides services to assign and deassign Level 1,
Level 2, correlative, calibration, user status, scratch, and
orbit/attitude fiIes. For input catal.oged fi1es, the assign routines
identify the file specified using the supplied attributes, insure that
it is on magnetic disk, and associate the logical fiLe identifier with
the physical f il.e nane. For new output fiIes, the UCSS assign
routines reserve the requested file space on a Ucss-nanaged disk,
generate a file name, and associate the fu11 file specification with
the logical file identifier. For existing output files, the assign
servj,ces identify the physical file to be accessed. The user proqram
issues the open/read/urite/close calls for Level 1, Level 2,
correlative, calibration, user status, and scratch files. The logical
file identifier supplied at assign tine must be used to open the file
since the program does not know the physical location of the data.
The logical unit nunber returned at assign tirne nust also be used lrhen
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The UCss provides open, read, write and cl-ose services for
Level 3LP data, i.e. parameter data associated rrith Leve1 3AL fifes.
A tine range read capability is provided for the Leve1 3LP data. The
close service allows the user to inform the UcSs of the filers
disposition and furnishes the capability to catalog new Level 3LP
files. Appendix E provides a description of the Level 3LP data file
fomats.



calling the Fortran I/o services to prevent confl,ict with. any logical
unit numbers used internally by the production service routines. The
deassign service is called to release the file and, optionally, to
catalog a file (Leve1 1 or Level 2 onfy) . The user must specify the
file's disposition.

The useris program is responsible for issuing the I/o service
cal1s to access auxiliary fi1es. The UcSs only provides the logical
name that specifies the disk and directory nane where the auxiliary
files are to be created. Logical unit nurobers 100 to 119 are reserved
for use in accessing auxiliary fiJ.es (see section 2.2.4.3).

3.2.L OPEN LEVEL 0 DATA (OPENLo)

The oPENLo routine is used to initiate read access to Level o
data. The production progran supplies the data type and the tine
range of the Level 0 data required for Level o to 1 processing. The
tine range required. should be calculated relative to the processing
tine range provided by PGINIT. OPENLO identifies the physical Level 0
files containing the data covering the requested time range, insures
that the files are on magnetic disk, and opens the files for read
access in shared rnode. The production prograrn can subsequently use
the logical file identifier (LID) to read any data in the tine range
specified by the open calling sequence paraneters.

The calling seguence for oPENLo is as follows:

CALL OPENLO (DATA_TYPE, STRT-DATTII.{, STOP-DATTIIII, LID, STATUS)

ARGIII',IENT TYPE

DATA TYPE CHAR* 12 Level o data type
= TACRIMI

= ICLAESI

= IHALOEI

= IHRDI'

= I ISAI1S I

= r I,tLs r

= IPE}Ii

= TSOLSTICE I

= rSUSIltlAl

= TSUSIMBI

= 'WINDIII
= TENGINEERINGT

= roBcr

= iQUALTTYI

= | SPACECRjAFT I

rlo

I

DEFINITION

STRT DATTIM T*4(2') I
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start of processing date and tine range
in UDTF



ARGtJI\{ENT TYPE

STOP DATTIM I*4 (2)

DEFINITION

stop of the processing date and tine
range in UDTF

Logical file identifier associated rrith
the virtual file

lE

LID

I

CHAR*16 I

STATUS r*4

3.2.2 ASSTGN CATALOGED FrLE (ASGCAT)

ASGCAT assigns a logical file identifier (LID) to a physical
cataloged file for input or to a Level L or 2 file for output fron a
production progran. ASGCAT provides a logical unit number (LLrN) that
can be used to perform Fortran I/o.

This routine provides access to existing files which include
cataloged files and files that have been created by a previous job
step and that are to be cataloged subsequently. For cataloged files,
ASGCAT identifies the file using the input paraneters, stages the file
to nagnetic disk if necessary, and associates the file narne with the
specified logical file identifier. The production program nust open
the cataloged file for read-on1y access. To access a file that was
created by a previous program in the sane job and that has not been
cataloged, the LID must be the same as the one used by the program
that created the file. Files that have not yet been cataloged can be
nodified.

ASGCAT also provides access to nel, fi1es. It reserves disk space
on a Ucss-managed disk, generates a unigue file name, and associates
the logical file identifier with the physical file narne. The
production progran is responsible for the actual creation of the file.
The logical file identifier must be used to open the file. The
logical unit number can be used to perforn Fortran I/O.

.) Status code
SS$_NoRMAL - Normal return
PFA CLSEERRoLD - Error closing file
PFA_NoDATARECS (RSS) - Physical file

v/ithout data exists in userrs
processing range

PFA NooLDFILE - No data found or held
fTIe does not exist

PFA NooPTDATA - No optional data
aTa i lab1e

PFA OPTFILIT{ISS - Missing one or nore
oltional files in a nultiday range

PFA OVRLPTIME - Two physical files
hive overlapping tirnes

PFA_SO!,IEFILSTGD - File was staged
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The cal.ling sequence for ASGCAT is as follows:

CALL ASGCAT (UARS-DAY, DATA-TYPE, LEVEL, SUBTYPE, OLD-NEW, SIZE, LID,
LIJN , STATUS )

ARGUMENT

UARS-DAY

DATA_TYPE

LEVEL

SUBTYPE

TYPE

I:t 4

CHAR* 12

CHAR* 3

7/o

I

I

DEFINITTON

UARS day number (DDDD)

Data type
Instrument identifier
for Level 2 data:

= TCLAESI

= THALOEI

= IHRDI I

= rf SAllSl
= |MLSI

= rpEMl

= rsoLsTlcEr
= I SUSI}iI I

= I WINDII I

for Level 1or

I Data
r0
r1
t2

1eve1
| = Level 0
| = LeveL l
| = Level 2

r3ASl
I3ALI
I3ATI
r3BSl
| 38 |

I3LP I

I3TPI
tt

= Level 3AS

= Level 3AL
= Level 3AT

= Level 3BS

= Level 38
= Level 3LP
= Level 3TP

= no level applicable

CHAR*12 I Subtype of data (dependent on the
DATA_TYPE and LEVEL). supply blank
string if no subtype.

OLD NEW CHAR*4

SIZE r*4

LID CHAR* 16

File existence flag
iNEI{r=newfile
|OLD | = existing file
THELD! = held file

Estinated size of data file in blocks.
This argunent is only required when
creating a new file.

Logical file identifier

Logical unit nunber

I

I

I

oLIJN I*4
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ARGI]}IENT TYPE r/o DEFINITI ON

STATUS r*4 status code
sS $_NoRMAL - Norrnal return
PFA NooLDFILE - No data found
PFA-NooPTDATA (PDS) - optional fite

not avail-able
PFA_SoMEFILSTGD - File was staged

3.2.3 ASSIGN CORRELATTVE FILE (ASGCOR)

AsccoR provides Fortran-calLable read access to UARS day oriented
correlative data. It identifies the file using the input paraneters,
insures that it is on rnagnetic disk, and associates the logical file
identifier with the physical file narne. The unique logical unit
nunber should be used to perform Fortran I/o and the logical file
identifier must be used to open the file. Correlative files must be
opened for read only access. The userrs progran is responsible for
issuing the read.

The caLl-ing sequence for AsGcoR is as follows:

CALL ASGCOR (SOTIRCE, SUBTYPE, UARS-DAY, LID, LIJN, STATUS)

TYPE DEFTNTTION

Source of correlative data

o

t/o

I

I

SOURCE

SUBTYPE

UARS DAY

LID

LIJN

CHAR 
't 

12

CHAR* 12

r*4

CHAR*16 I

I

subtype of data. supply blank string
if no subtype

UARS day number assigned to identify
the correlative fiLe

Logical file identifier

Logical unit nunbero

oSTATUS status code
SS $_NORMAL - Nornal return
PFA NOOLDFILE - No data found
PFA-NoOPTDATA (PDs) - Optional

not available
file

3.2.4 ASSTGN CALTBRATION FILE (ASGCAL)

ASGCAL assigns a logical file identifier (LID) to a cataloged
calibration fiLe for input or to a calibration file for output from a
production program. It returns a unique logical unit nunber (LIrN)
that can be used to perform rORTRAN I/o on the file. Cal,ibration
f j,1es are those user-generated, instrument-oriented files of data that
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are brought into the CDHF, placed under configuration control, and
made availabLe for production processing.

ASGCAL provides access to existing calibration fi1es, nanely
cataloged files and files that have been created by a previous job
step and are to be cataloged subsequently. For cataloged calibration
files, ASGCAL identifies the file using the input paraneters, stages
the file to nagnetic disk, if necessary, and associates the file narne
rrith the specified LID. The production progran nust open the
cataloged for read-onLy access. To access a calibration file that was
created by a previous program in the sarne job, and that has not yet
been cataloged, the LID must be the same as the one used by the
program that created the file. FiLes that have not yet been cataloged
can be nodified. Since calibration tables are tine-indexed but are
not ahrays generated on a daily basis, a pararneter is provided that
allows the user to select the calibration file closest (either before,
after, or nearest) to the processing day,

ASGCAL also provides access to new cal.ibration fiLes. It
reserves disk space on a Ucss-managed disk, generates a unique f i).e
nane, and associates the LID gith the physical file nane. The
production program .j.s responsj,ble for the actuaL creation of the fi1e.
The LID rnust be used to open the file.

The calling sequence for ASGCAL

CALL ASGCAL (SUBTYPE, CALB_ID, LEVEL,
STATUS, SIZE)

ARGIJI,IENT

is as fol lows:

UARS_DAY, DMATCH, LID, LI'N,

DEFINITION

cHAR't 12

w
ISUBTYPE

CALB-ID

LEVEL

CHAR* 12

CHAR:I 3

I

I

Instrunent ID associated with
calibration data

= TCLAESI

= I HALOE T

= IHRDII

= TISAI,ISl

= |MLS I

= rpEM I

= TSOLSTICEI

= rSUSIllll

= rI{INDIII

Calibration table identifier

Data level associated lri.th the
calibration table

r0 t = Level 0
11 I = Level 1
12 I = Level 2

'3AL' = Level 3AL
r 3AS r = Level, 3As
t3BS| = Level 3BS

UCSS PRODUCTION SOFTWARE SUPPORT ROIITINES

TYPE
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ARGUI.,IENT

UARS DAY

DMATCH CHAR*4 I

LID CHAR* 15

I*4

l*4

LUN

STATUS

SIZE r*4

3.2.5 ASSIGN SCRATCH FrLE (ASGSCR)

ASGSCR provides access t
for the file on a Ucss-manage
identifier with the physical
program must use the J.ogical
A unique logical unit number
Fortran reads and writes. s
of the production job. Upon
job, all scratch files are d
when a production job fails s
the reason for the failure.

DEFINITION

'3ATr = Level 3AT
I t = no Level applicabJ.e

uARs day number (DDDD). Actual- day
returned for input fiIe.

0 = UARS day not applicable

Day match criteria if file is old (Not
used if UARS DAY is not applicable)

iEXCT' = L5cate file for the
speci f ied
Locate fil
spec i f ied
closest da
spec i f ied
Locate fil
spec i f ied
closest da
spec i f ied
Locate f iI

TYPE

r*4

t/o

r/o

TPREVT =

TNEXTT =

INEARI :

day
ef
day
y1
day
ef
day
vg
day
ef

or the
or for the

ess than the

or the
or for the

reater than the

or the closest

I

o

o

day to +he <be.'!i f i eC Cay
Old_new_flag if file is nev or helo

rNEWr = New file
rqFr.nr = Held f il!.e

Logical file identifier

Logical- unit number

status code
SS $_NoRMAL - Nornal return
PFA NOOLDFILE - No data found
PrA-NOOPTDATA (PDS) - Optional

not available
file

Estirnated size of data in blocks. This
argurnent is only required rrhen creating
a new file.

o scratch files. It reserves disk space
d disk and associates the logical file
scratch file name. The production
file identifier to open the scratch fi1e.
is provided that nust be used to perform

cratch files exist only for the duration

e
successful completion of the production
leted. Scratch files are not deleted
o that the files can be used to determi,ne
AlL scratch files nust be assigned using

I
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the ASGSCR routine to allo!, proper nanagenent of the UcsS production
processing storage space.

Scratch files can be used to pass information from one program to
another in the sarne production job. To access a scratch file that was
created by a previous program, the sane LID nust be used. For
exarnple, PRoGRAMI created a rNEwr scratch file with LID txYzt. If
PRoGRAM2 needs to read the sane scratch fiIe, the AsGscR parameters
rnust specify that the f il,e is iHELD' and that the LID j,s 'XYZ'. If
the same LID is used to access nore than one nel, scratch file in the
same job, then no subsequent prograrn can use the LID to access the
older scratch file(s).

The caLling sequence for AsGscR j,s as follows:

CALL ASGSCR

ARGI,N,IENT

SIZE

OLD NEW

(SIZE, OLD-NEW, LID, LT'N, STATUS)

!1_9

I

DEFINITION

Estinated size of data file in blocks.
This argument is required only when
creating a nel, file.

File existence flag
tNEwt=newfile
'HELD' = held file

Logical file identifier

Logical unit number

TYPE

r*4

CHAR* 4

CHAR* 16

I

I

I*4

r.*4

o

o status code
ss$ NoRMAL - Nornal return
PFA-NOOLDFILE - File not found

3.2.6 ASSIGN USER STATUS FILE (ASGUSR)

AscUsR assigns the user-supplied LID to a user status file so
that the production progran can lrrite to it. User status files are
maintained in a directory associated with a specific type of job.
These files are naintained cyclically so that the oldest version is
deleted when a new version is created. The production progran rnust
use the logical fite identifier to open the user status file. A
unique logical uni,t nunber is provided that nust be used to perforn
Fortran writes. The user's progran is responsible for issuing the
actual writes.
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The calling sequence for ASGUSR is as follows:

CALL ASGUSR (LTD, FILE-NU}.T, LUN, STATUS)

ARGI,MENT

LID

FILE NIJ},!

LUN

TYPE !1_g

ctIAR* 16 I

r*4 I

DEFINITI ON

Logical file identifier

User status file nurnber. A job nay
access a nunber of status files up to a
naxirnurn specified in the job
definition.

Logical unit nunberl*4

I*4

o

oSTATUS Status code
ss $_NoRMAL - Nornal return
PFA NOOLDFILE - FiIe not found

3.2 7 OPEN LEVEL 3AT DATA (OPENL3AT)

The oPENL3AT routine is used to initiate access to Level 3AT
data .

To open for reading, the production prograrn supplies the file
type and the tine range of the Level 3AT data to be read. oPENL3AT
identifies the physical Level 3AT files required, insures that the
files are on magnetic disk, and.opens the files for read access in
shared node. OPENL3AT returns the base index within the UARS standard
data array and naximun number of points to indicate the lowest index
and naxj,num nunber of points available for the time range of the data.
The production program must subsequently use the logical file
identifier to read any data in the time range specified by the open.
Appendix E describes the Level 3AT file fornat.

For output fi1es, OPENL3AT reserves the necessary Ucss-nanaged
disk space, generates a unique file name, and opens the fiIe. The
base index and naximum number of points paraneters are used to
determine the record size. The production program nust use the. LID
when writing the Level 3AT record.

The calling sequence for oPENL3AT is as follorrrs:

CALL OPENL3AT ( DATA-TYPE, SUBTYPE, STRT_DATTIM, STOP_DATTIM, UARS_DAY,
OLD_NEW, SIZE, BASE_INDEX, IIIAX_POINTS, LID, STATUS )

ARGI]MENT TYPE !1_9

I

DEFTNITION

DATA TYPE CHAR* 12

3-13
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LTD

STATUS

TYPE

r*4

u-9

r/o

DEFINITION

: IHRDI I

= | ISAlilS r

= IMLSI

= | PEl.t I

= I WINDII I

SUBTYPE CHAR*12 I

STRT DATTIM

STOP DATTIM r.*4 (2) I

UARS DAY r*4

OLD NEW CHAR*4 I

r*4

BASE INDEX T*4 r/o

MAX POINTS I*4

Type of data. The set for each
instrunent is defined by the
investigator.

start date and tine in UDTF. Reguired
only when accessing cataloged Level 3AT
data .

Stop date and tirne in UDTF. Required
only when accessing cataloged Level 3AT
data .

UARS day nutnber (DDDD). Required only
when accessing a new or held Level 3AT
fi1e.

File existence flag|NEWi=newfile
|OLD | = existing file
'HELDT = held file from previous job

step

Estimated size of data file in blocks.
This argument is required only rrhen
creating a new file.

Start index (louest) into the standard
data array to be included in the file
Input when creating a new fi1e. output
when accessing an existing fi1e.

Maxinun nunber of data points reported
in the data array. Input when creating
a nes, fi1e. output when accessing an
existing file.

Open status code
ss $_NoR},IAL - Nonnal return
PFA_CLSEERROLD - Error closing file
PFA NODATARECS - No data records in

physical file in userrs processing
range

PFA NoOLDFILE - No data found or file
d6es not exist

I

CHAR* 15 I Logical- file identifier

o
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ARGlJl'lENT TYPE

DATA TYPE CHAR* 12

r/o

t/o

I

DEF I NITI ON

DEFINITTON

Instrunent identifier:
= I CLAES I

= IHRDI I

: I ISAlllS I

= iMLS I

= rPED1|

= TWINDIII

Type of data. The set for each
instrument is deterrnined by the
investigator .

PFA NOOPTDATA - No optional data
a?a i lab1e

PFA oPTFILIIISS - one or more optional
ffle(s) :nissing in the tine range

PFA OVRLPTIITE - r$ro physical files
hive overlapping data

3.2 8 OPEN LEVEL 3AL DATA (OPENL3AL)

The oPENL3AL routine is used to initiate access to Level 3AL
data .

To open for reading, the production progran supplies the file
type and the subtype of the Leve1 3AL data to be read. The tine range
of the data to be retrieved is supplied in UDTF. OPENL3AL identifies
the physical Levef 3AL files required, insures that the files are on
rnagnetic disk, and opens the first file for read access in shared
node. oPENL3AL returns the base index and naxirnum number of points to
indicate the lo$rest index and naximun number of points available for
the tine range of the data. The mj,nimun and naxinun latitudes are
also returned to identify the latitude range of the available data for
the specified tine range. The production program nust subsequently
use the logical file identifier to read any data in the tine range
specified by the open. Appendix E describes the Level 3AL file record
formats .

For output fi1es, oPENL3AL reserves the necessary Ucss-nanaged
disk space, generates a unique file narne, and opens the file. The
base index and naxinun nunber of points paraneters are used to
deternine the Level 3AL record size. The production program must use
the LID when writing the Leve1 3AL records.

The calling seguence for oPENL3AL is as follows:

CALL OPENL3AL (DATA_TYPE, SUBTYPE, STRT_DATTIM, STOP_DATTII.{, UARS_DAY
OLD NEW, SIZE, BASE INDEX, MAX POINTS, MAX LAT,
MIN LAT, LID, STATUS) 

_

ARGI]I\{ENT TYPE

SUBTYPE CHAR*l2 I
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ARGUMENT TYPE r/o

STRT DATTIM r*4 (2) I

STOP DATTI},I r*4 (2) I

Start date and tine in UDTF. Reguired
only when accessj.ng cataloged LeveL 3AL \-,
data .

Stop date and tirne in UDTF. Required
only lrhen accessing cataloged Level 3AL
data .

UA-RS day nurnber (DDDD). Required only
when accessing an uncataloged Level 3AL
fi1e.

File existence flag
rNEW i = new f il,e|OLDr=existingfile
THELDi = held file fron previous job

steP

Estinated size of data file in blocks.
This argunent is required only when
creating a new file.

Start index (Io$rest) into the standard
data array to be included in the file.
Input when creating a new file. Output
when accessing an existing fi1e.

For existing files, the highest
latitude value available for the
physical files spanned by the reguested
tine range (betr.reen -88. and 88. )

For existing files, the louest Iatitude
value available for the physical files
spanned by the requested tine range
(betvreen -88. and 88. )

CHAR* 16 I Logical file identifier

r*4 open status code
Ss $_NORMAL - Nornal return
PFA cLsEEPf,.oLD - Error closing file
PFA-NoDATARECS - No data records i.n

pEysical file in userrs processing
range

PFA NooLDFILE - No data found or file
d6es not exist

UARS DAY r*4

CHAR*4 I

SIZE I*4

BASE INDEX I*4 t/o

tlo

MAX LAT REAL*4 o

REAL*4 o

LID

STATUS

I

I

o

OLD NEW

DEFINITTON

IIIAX POINTS I* 4

MIN LAT

Maxinum nunber of data points reported
in the data array. Input when creating
a new file. Output when accessing an
existing file,
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ARGIJI4ENT TYPE r/o DEFTNITION

PFA NooPTDATA - No optional data
ava i lab1e

PFA OPTFILMISS - One or more optional
ffle(s) missing in the tirne range

PFA_OVLPTIME - ?wo physical files
have overlapping times

3.2.9 OPEN LEVEL 35 DATA (OPENL3S)

The OPENL3S routine is used to initiate access to Level 3AS and
3BS data.

To create a ne!, Leve1 3 solar data fi1e, the cal,ling proqran
supplies the instrument ID, data 1evel, UARS day number, starting vave
length, s/ave length units, and the number of wave length bins. The
number of v/ave length bins is used to calculate the Level 3 solar data
record size. OPENL3S reserves the necessary Ucss-nanaged disk space
(as specified in SIZE), generates a unique fife nane and opens the
fiLe.

To open a cataloged Level 3 solar data, the calling program
supplies the instrunent ID, data leveL, and UARS day range. OPENL3S
uses these attributes to identify the required Leve1 3 soLar data
files, opens the first physj.cal file, and returns the base wave length
in nanometers as rrell. as the number of llave Iength bins available in
the data.

The calling sequence for OPENL3S is as follow:

CALL OPENL3S ( DATA_TYPE, LEVEL, START_DAY,
OLD NEW, SIZE, BASE WLNGTH,
LID; STATUS) -

STOP_DAY, UARS-DAY,
MAX VALUES, WVLNGTH I'NITS,

ARGIJI.,IENT

DATA TYPE

LEVEL

START DAY

TYPE !l_9.

CHAR*12 I

CHAR*3 I

r*4 I

DEFINITION

Instrunent identif ier:
=TSOLSTICEI
= | susll,t I

Data level:
= r3ASt

= r3BSr

The first UARS day of a range from
which data nay be subsequently read
Required only when accessing cataloged
Level 3AS or 3BS data

The last UARS day of a range fron which
data nay be subsequently read

STOP DAY I*4 I
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ARGU},IENT

UARS DAY

OLD NEW

LID

STATUS

TYPE !l_e

I*4 T

SIZE r*4 I

BASE WLNGTH REAL*4 IlO

MAX VALUES r*4 rlo

WVLNGTH IJNITS CHAR*8 TlO

DEFINITION

Reguired only when accessing cataloged
Level 3AS or 3Bs data

UARS day nunber (DDDD). Required only
uhen accessing a new or uncataloged
fiIe.

Fil,e existence flag:
rNEwr=newfile
'oLDr=oldfileTHELDI = held file from previous job

step

Estimated size of data file in blocks.
This argument is required only when
creating a new file.

The wavelength associated with the
first value to be retrieved or written
Input r{rhen creating a ne!, f ile. Output
$rhen accessing an existing fi1e.

Maximum nunber of data values to be
written or retrieved. Input rrhen
creating a new fi1e. output lrhen
accessing an existing file.

Indicates the unit of BASE WVLNGTH. On
output, rrill only be rNMr.- Possible
values are:

tNMr - For nanometers, the standard
bin size

I STANDARD ' - Equivalent to 'Nl,! 
|

rAr - For anerstroms, calcul,ated as
the standard wavelength values
times 10

rlllcRoNr - calculated as the standard
wavelength value tines 1. E-03

rClilr - For centineters, calculated as
the standard wavelength value tines
1. E-07

Logica). file identifier

open status condition code
SS$_NORMAL - Success
PFA CLSEERoLD - Error closing f il.e
PFA NODATARECS - No data records in

rfte
PFA NOOLDFILE - No old fileor file

d6es not exist
PFA NOOPTDATA - No optional data

aia i IabIe

CHAR*4 I

CHAR*15 I

I*4 0
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3.2.10 OPEN LEVEL 3TP DATA (oPENL3TP)

The oPENL3TP routine is used to initiate access to Level 3AT
parameter fiIes, also knolrn as Leve1 3TP files.

To open for reading, the production program supplies the fiLe
type and the tine range of the Level 3TP pararneter data to be read.
OPENL3TP identifies the physical Level 3TP files required, insures
that the files are on nagnetic disk, and opens the files for read
access in shared mode. OPENL3TP returns the naximurn number of 32-bit
words to be contained in a paraneter file record. The production
progran nust subsequently use the logical file identifier to read any
parameter data in the tirne range specj.f ied by the open. Appendix E
describes the Level 3TP file fornat.

For output files, OPENL3TP reserves the necessary Ucss-managed
disk space, generates a unique file narne, and opens the fiLe. The
rnaxirnurn number of paraneters is used to deternine the record size.
The production program must use the LID uhen rrriting the Level 3TP
record.

The ca 11j,ng seguence

ARGtn,IENT TYPE !.lo

CALL OPENL3TP (DATA-TYPE,
UARS-DAY,

ARGI'MENT

DATA TYPE CHAR* 12

SUBTYPE CHAR*12 I

START DATTII.{ I*4(2) I

STOP DATTIM Ir,4 (2) I

DEFINITION

for OPENL3TP is as foll.orrts:

SUBTYPE, START-DATTIM, STOP-DATTIM,
oLD_NEW, SIZE. UAX_NP, LID, STATUS)

PFA oPTFILI.{ISS - one or more optional
ffles rnissing

PFA_oVLPTIME - Two physical files
have overlapping tines

!l_9.

I Instrunent

DEFINITION

ident i f ier

I

Type of data. The subtypes for each
j.nstrument are defined by the
investigator

start date and tine in UDTF. Required
only nhen accessing cataloged data.

stop date and time in UDTF. Required
only when accessing cataloged data.

UARS day nunber (DDDD). Required only
when accessing a new or held L,eve1 3

paraneter file.

UARS DAY r*4
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ARGUI\{ENT

OLD NEW CHAR*4 I

DEFINITION

File existence fLag
rNEwt=Nevrfile
'oLDr=Existingfile
'HELD' = HeId f il,e fron previous job

step

Estinated sj.ze of the parameter f il.e in
blocks. This argunent is required only
when creating a new fi.Ie.

For a new file, the nunber of 32-bit
words to be contained in a paraneter
file record. For an existing fi1e, the
maxirnun number of 32-bit rrords
contai.ned in a record.

CHAR*16 I Logical file identifier

SI ZE

MAX NP

LID

STATUS

r*4

r*4 r/o

I

r*4

3.2.LI OPEN LEVEL 3LP DATA (OPENL3LP)

The oPENL3LP routine is used to initiate access to Level 3AL
pararneter files, also known as Level 3LP files.

To open for reading, the production progran supplies the file
type and the subtype of the Level 3LP data to be read. The tiroe range
of the data to be retrieved is supplied in UDTF. oPENL3LP identifies
the physical Level 3LP files required, insures that the files are on
magnetic disk, and opens the first file for read access in shared
node. oPENL3LP returns the maximum nurnber of 32-bit rrords available
from each paraneter data record. The production progran must
subsequently use the logical file identifier to read any data in the
tirne range specified by the open. Appendix E describes the Level 3LP
file fornats.

For output fi1es, OPENL3LP reserves the necessary Ucss-hanaged
disk space, generates a unique file narne, and opens the fi1e. The
number of parameters is used to determine the Level 3LP record size.

o Open status code
SS $_NORlrlAL - Norna} return
PFA CLSEERROLD - Error closing file
PFA NoDATARECS - No data records in

ttle
PFA NooLDFILE - No data found or file

,d6es not exist
PFA NooPTDATA - No optional data

aiailable \/
PFA OPTFILMISS - one or more optional

ffLes nissing in tine range
PFA oVRLPTIME - fwo physical f il.es

hfve overlapping data
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The production progran must use the LID when writing the Level 3LP
records .

The calling sequence for OPENL3LP is as follows:

CALL OPENL3LP (DATA_TYPE,
UARS DAY,
STATUS)

SUBTYPE, START-DATTIM,
OLD NEW, SIZE, MAX NP,

STOP_DATTIM,
MAX_LAT, I,IIN_LAT, LID,

ARGTJ},IENT

DATA_TYPE

SUBTYPE

CHAR*12 I

CHAR*12 I

START DATTII{ r*4 (2) I

I

I

STOP DATTI},7 7*4 (2)

UARS DAY l*4

OLD NEW CHAR*4 r

STZE r*4

MAX NP r*4 rlo

MAX LAT REAL* 4 o

I'{rN LAT REAL* 4

DEFTNTTION

Instrument identifier

Type of data. The subtypes for each
instrument are defined by the
invest igator

Start date and time in UDTF. Required
only when accessing cataloged data.

Stop date and tine in UDTF. Reguired
only when accessing cataloged data.

UARS day nunber (DDDD). Required only
$/hen accessing a new or held Level 3

pararneter f ile.

File existence flag
'NEWr=Nevfile|OLDr=Existingfile
THELDT = Held file frorn previous job

step

Estinated size of the paraneter file in
blocks. This argunent is required only
uhen creating a new fiLe.

For a nes, file, the naximun nunber of
32-bit uords to be contained in a
parameter file record. For an existing
fi).e, the rnaximun nunber of 32-bit
words contained in a record.

For existing files, the highest
Iatitude val"ue available (betlreen -88
and 88)

For existing files, the lowest latitude
value available (between -88 and 88)

TYPE w

I

Logical file identifierI,ID CHAR* l.6 I
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STATUS r*4 open status code
ss$_NoRMAL - Normal return \v/
PFA CLSEERROLD - Error closing file
PFA NoDATARECS - No data records in

t 1_Le

PFA NOOLDFILE - No data found or file
d6es not exist

PFA NooPTDATA - No optional data
aia i lable

PFA OPTFILMISS - One or nore optional
ffles missing in tine range

PFA OVRLPTIME - Thro physical files
hEve overlapping data

3.2.L2 QUALITY READ (QUALRD)

QUALRD provides the Fortran-cal,lable read service for the Leve1 o
quality data. Requests for data are tirne-ref erenced by Engineering
Major Frane (EI'{AF). Each call returns the instrunent data from one
EMAF. If the reguested tine does not correspond to an actual record
tine, the closest EI1AF with a'time greater than the requested tiure is
returned. The tine of the EXTIAF is returned along with the tirne of the
next available EMAF.

The calling seguence for QUALRD is as fol-lohrs:

PARITY, FILL, VERSION,CALL QUALRD (LID, REQ DATTI},I,
STATUS )

RET DATTI},!,

ARGI]I,TENT TYPE llo DEFINITION

LID CHAR*15 I Logical file identifier as specified in
the OPENLo call

!1_9.

o

REQ DATTIM r*4 (2) rlo On input, date and tine of the
requested EI,IAF in UDTF . On output ,
date and tirne of the next EMAF
available. If the end of data has been
reached, REQ_DATTII.{ wilL be zero. If
requested tine is beyond the file stop
time, REo_DATTIM wil.l be the file stop
tine .

Date and tine in UDTF of the EMAF
returned. RET DATTIM wil.l be zero if
the requested Eirne is beyond the file
stop tine.

An array of bytes, each bi.t
corresponding to one of the 2048
Science Minor Frames (SMIFs) of the

PARITY BYTE(255) o

RET-DATTIM I*4 (2'I O
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EMAF, indicating parity errors detected
or presence of f iII

0 = SMIF has good cyclical
redundancy check (cRc)

1= SMIF has bad CRC or fill

PILL BYTE(2s6) O An array of bytes, each bit
corresponding to one of the 2048 SUIFS
of the m4AF, indicating whether the
SuIr is filled

0 = SMIF contains data
1= S!,[IF contains fill

VERS TON t*2 (2) .}

o

CCB version and cycle nurnber associated
with Leve1 0 file read

STATUS r*4 Status code
SS$_NORI,IAL - Normal return
PFA_ATCINCRMENT - ATC increment error
PFA CLSEERRoLD - Error closing file
PFA-EOF - Last record of f il-e
PFA-FILETMGAP - Tine gap between two

physical files exceed-d normal gap
PFA REQTMPAST - Requested time is

bEyond file stop tirne
PFA RETTI,TPAST - Retrieved tine is

bEyond processing stop time
PFA RETTI,IPREV - Retrieved tiroe

piecedes processing start time

3.2.13 READ LEVEL 0 (READLo )

READLo provides a Fortran-cal1able read service for all types of
Level 0 data. Requests for data are time-referenced by EMAF. Each
call returns the instrunent data fron one E![,AF. If the requested tirne
does not correspond to an actual record tirne, the closest EttlAF with a
time greater than the requested tine is returned. The tiroe of the
EI'IAF is returned along with the time of the next available EMAF. For
files with one record per ElitAF, the data returned is in the fornat
described in Appendix D. For files with trro records per EIIAF, the
data returned consists of the data header from the first record
followed by the data from both records.

When the last EITIAF of a Level 0 file has been returned as part of
a read, the returned status rril.l be set to PfA EoF to show that no
nore data is availabLe for further seguential Tnput fron the file and
the tine of the next avai.lable EI.{AF will be set to zero.

!l_9.
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The calling seguence for READLo is as follows:

CALL READLO (LID, REQ-DATTIM, RET-DATTTM, EMAF_REC, PARITY,
GAP-FI,AG, TIME-FLAG, EIITAF-RATE, VERSION, STATUS

ARGIJMENT

FTLL,
)

LID

DEFTNITION

Logical file identifier as specified in
the oPENLo call

REQ DATTI},I t*4(2) r/o

RET DATTIM t*4 (2) o

EMAF REC BYTE(*) o

PARITY BYTE(8) o

BYTE(8) o

on input, date and time of the
requested EIIAF in UDTF. On output,
date and tine of the next ETIAF
available. If the end of data has been
reached, REQ_DATTIM will be zero. If
requested tine is beyond the file stop
time, REQ_DATTfM will be the file stop
tirne.

Date and time in UDTF of the start of
the EMAF returned. RET DATTI!,! rri1I be
zero if the requested tlne is beyond
the fiLe stop time.

Level 0 telemetry record for the
selected data type. See Appendix D for
the specific format for the type of
Level 0 data to be read. El,IAf REC
contains one E:MAF of data.

A binary array of parity flags for the
64 science tlajor Franes (SU.AFS) in the
El,lAF. There is one bit f lag f or each
SMAF.

0 = aL1 SMIFs in SI{AF have good CRC

codes
1 = one or nore SlilIFs have CRC

errors or contain fill data

A binary array of fill flags for the
SUAFS in the EltAF. There is one bit
flag for each SMAF.

0 = all SMfFs in the SIIAF contain
data

1 = one. or more sMfFs contain fiII

oGAP FI,AG r*2
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TyPE tlo

CEAR*15 I

FTLL

Indicates whether or not the EIIAF
follows a gap

0=nogap
1 = EFIAF f ol lolrs a gap



ARGI'MENT TYPE

TIME FLAG r.*2

DEFINTTION

ATC time increnent flag
0 = nornal ATc increment
1= abnornal ATc increment

EMAF rate (nsec/EUAF)

CCB version and cycle number of the
Level 0 file read

r/o

o

EMAF_RATE

VERSION

r*4

r*2 (2)

r*4

o

o

oSTATUS status code
SS$_NORI.{AL - Nornal return
PFA ATCINCRMENT - ATC increnent error
PFA-CLSEERROLD - Error closing file
PFA-EOF - Last record of file
PFA FILETMGAP - Tine gap between two

physical files excetded normal gap
PFA_REQTI.{PAST - Requested tirne is

beyond file stop tine
PFA RETTI,IPAST - Retrieved time is

beyond processing stop tiroe
PFA_RETTMPREV - Retrieved time

precedes processing start tine

3.2.I4 READ LEVEL 3AT (READL3AT)

READL3AT provides a Fortran-cal lable read service for nonsolar,
time-referenced Level 3AT data. Data is requested by.tine range,
allolring the user to read nultiple records of data at a tine.
START INDEX and NIJM POINTS nust overlap the range that was returned by
the OFENL3AT routinE via BASE INDEX and MAX POINTS. READL3AT
retrieves the requested porti6ns of aII of Ehe records within the
specified tine range, with their corresponding tines. READL3AT
returns the actual nunber of records read and the tine of the next
available record. A fill value of X'OOOOSOOOT is used rrhen data for a
requested elenent of the UARS standard array is not avail"able. This
value rras chosen because it is a reserved value and not a valid
floating point number (special handling required). If the nunber of
records in the tine range exceeds the maxinurn dimension of the user
array, READL3AT only reads l4Ax DIM records and returns the appropriate
status.

When the last record of a Level 3AT file has been returned as
part of a read, the returned status will be set to PFA EoF to show
that no more data is available for further sequential fnput fron the
file and the time of the next availabLe record lril1 be set to zero.

The values of the local solar tirne and the solar zenith angle
associated with each profile are also returned if requested in the
call" via the LST and SzA arguments.
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The time ranges of the Level 3AT fifes are not expected to
overlap. Holrever, if there is tine overlap of files in the virtual
time range requested, READL3AT handles the situation. In the exanple
shown in Figure 3-1, READL3AT retrieves records fron File 1 starting
at tine T[start] through tine T[2], continues reading records frorn
File 2 with times after T[2] through T[4], and finishes by retrieving
records from File
of retrieving a si
physical fiIes, th
dependent upon whi
exanple, j.f T [r] I

3$/
ng1
ef
ch
ies

i,th tirnes betrreen T[4] and Tlstopl . In the case
e record with a ti-me that lies within two
ile fro:n which the record is retrieved is
file is the last one to have been read. For
betlreen T[3] and T[2] and Tlrl is the first

record to be read or the Last record read was fron FiIe 1, then the
requested record is retrieved fron File 1. otherwj.se, the record is
retrieved fron File 2. stated another way, records in the overlap
time range are retrieved frorn the first file when reading sequentially
in the forward direction, and are retrieved from the second file when
reading backwards through the tine range.

Figure 3-1. READL3AT Record Overlap Example

Tlstartl T Ir]

PHYSICAL FTLE 1

rill rt2l

PHYSICAL FILE 2

rt3l rt4l

rt5l rt6l

Tlstop l
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The calling sequence for READL3AT is as foll"ows:

CALL READL3AT ( LID , STRT-DATTII.{, STOP_DATTI},1, START_INDEX , NIJ},T_POINTS ,
MAX DIM, RET_DATTII.{, NXT_DATTIM, NIrIU_REC , DATA3A, QUAL,
LAT; LoNG, VERSIoN, sTATEs, LsT, sZA)

ARGUl.{ENT TYPE

LID cHAR't 15

STRT DATTIM tr,4 (2)

DEFINITION

Logical fil"e identifier as specified in
the oPENL3AT call

Start date/tine of Level 3AT data to be
retrieved, in UDTF

Stop date/tine of Level 3AT data to be
retrieved, in UDTF

!l_e

I

I

STOP DATTTU t*4 (2)

START INDEX I*4

NIJI,I POINTS I*4

MAX DIM r*4

RET DATTIM\/ r*4
(2,NR)

NXT DATTI},! t* 4 (2) o

NIJU REC r*4

DATA3A REAL*4
(NP, NR)

QUAL REAL*4
(NP, NR)

REAL*4
(NR)

first elenent in the UARS

data array to be retrieved

I

I

I

I

.)

Index
stand

of
ard

o

o

Number of elenents in the UARS standard
data array (NP) to be retrieved

l,laxinun nunber of records (NR) to be
retrieved

Array containing the dates and times
for the LeveL 3AT records retrieved, in
UDTF

Date/tine of next availabl.e Level 3AT
record in UDTF. zero if end of data
has been reached.

Nunber of Level 3AT records retrieved

Two dirnensional array containing the
data type specified at oPENL3AT tine.
The first index, offset by START_INDEX
is associated with the element number
in the UARS standard data array. The
second index is associated with tine.

Two d j.nensional array containing
quality infornation associated with the
data values returned in DATA3A. The
indices are the sane as for DATA3A.

Array of geodetic Latitudes
correspondingt to the Level 3AT records
retrieved

oLAT
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ARGU}.1ENT TYPE

LONG

r/o

REAL*4
(NR)

o

DEFINI TI ON

Array of geodetic longitudes
corresponding to the Level 3AT records r-,
retr ieved

VERSION

STATUS

LST

SZA

lr,2
(2,NR)

r*4

REAL*4
(NR)

REAL*4
(NR)

o

o

o

U

Array containing the source file ccB
version and cycle associated with each
Level 3AT record retrieved

Read status code
SS $_NORMAL - Normal return
PFA CLSEERROLD - Error closing

cEtaloged file
PFA EOF - Last record of file

rEturned
PFA FILET!,IGAP - Tirne gap betrreen tr{ro

pEysical files exceeded nornal gap
PFA NoDATARECS - New or held fiLe has

n6 data
PFA NOOVRLAPTRNG - No overlap between

rEquested tirne range and files time
range

PFA NRoVRIIXDIM - More records in
tfme range than can be retrieved at
one tirne

PFA RETTUPAST - Retrieved tine(s) are
bEyond processing stop tine

PFA RETT!,IPREV - Retrieved tirne ( s )
piecede processing start tirne

Array containing the Local. solar tines
associated with each Level 3AT record
retrieved (optional)

Array containing the solar zenith
angles associated with each
Leve1 3AT record retrieved (optional)

3.2.L5 READ LEVEL 35 (READL3S)

READL3S provides a Fortran-calLable read service for the
Level 3AS and Level 3Bs data. Requests are tirne-referenced by UARS
day. A fitl value of X'00008000' j.s used when data for a requested
elenent is not available. The caLling progran specifies the UARS day
range to be read, the starting wavelength bin, and the number of flux
values to be retrieved. The program also provides the wavel,ength
unit, the fl.ux unit and the distance flag which are used to specify
the units of the wavelengths and flux values returned and to indicate
whether the fl.ux values should be corrected or not. READL3S reads the
data record fron each Level. 3 solar fj.le ln the specified day range or
up to the number of days specified by MAX_DAYS if the range is too
J,arge. The wavelengths are returned in WVLNGTHS and are in the units
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specified by WLNGTH IJNITS. The UARS day nunber of the next available
\-,, day is also returnedl

when the last record of a Level 3s file has been returned as part
of a read, the returned status will be set to PFA EOF to show that no
rnore data is available for further sequential inp[t from the fite and
the time of the next availabl,e record will be set to zero.

The calling sequence for READL3S is as follows:

CALL READL3 S (LID, START-DAY, STOP_DAY, },TAX_DAYS, START_WLNGTH,
NI'M_VALUES, FLUX-IJNITS, WLNGTH_T]NITS, DISTANCF_FLAG,
RET_DAY, NXT_DAY, NTJI,I-RET-DAYS, WLNGTHS, DATA3S,

QUALITY, NI'}4-PARAUS, PARAMS, VERSION, STATUS)

ARGI'MENT TYPE !L9

LID CHAR,I16 I

START DAY I*4

STOP DAY r*4

I4AX DAYS\/ r*4

START WVLNGTH REAL*4 I

NT.IM VALUES r*4

FLUX T'NITS CHAR*l7 I

DEFINITI ON

Logical file identifier as specified in
the OPENL3S call

The first UARS day of Level 35 data to
be retrieved

The last UARS day of Level 35 data to
be retrieved

The wavelength associated with the
first value to be returned (in the
units indicated by the value of
WLNGTH_UNITS as defined below)

The number of data values (Nv) to be
returned, and correspondingly, the
nurnber of uavelength values returned in
WVLNGTHS

Indicates the units in which the DATA3S
array rri11 be returned. Possible
val,ues are:

'w/M^3' - The standard unit in thich
the data is stored (watts per cubic
neter)

t STANDARD t - Sarne as the above

't{/cM-3' - watts per cubic centineter
(calcuLated by rnultiplying the
standard values by 1. E-06 )

rMw/M^2/NIit' - Milliwatts per meter
squared per nanorneter (calculated
by nultiplying the standard value
by 1.8-06)

I

I

I

I
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WVLNGTH IJNITS CHAR*8 I

DISTANCE FI,AG CHAR*].l I

RET DAY r*4
(ND)

NXT DAY r*4

DEFINTTION

I ERGS/s/cM^2/Ar - Ergs per second per
centimeter squared per angfstron
(cafculated by rnultiplying the
standard value by 1. E-07 )

rPHoToNS/S/CM^2/NMr - Photons per
second per centimeter squared per
nanoneter (calculated by
multiplying the standard value by
503.438 times the wavelength in
nanometers )

t PHOTONS/S/CuI^ 2 / Al - Photons per
second per centineter sguared per
angstrorn (calculated by nultiplying
the standard value by 50.3438 tines
the corresponding wavelength value
in nanorneters)

Indicates the units of START WVLNGTH.
PossibLe values are:

rNl,lt - Nanometers, the standard bin
size

' STANDARD ' - Equj,valent to I Nl,! I

rAr - Angstroms, calculated as the
standard wavelength value times 10

I l.{IcRoN | - calcuLated as the standard
s/avelength value times 1. E-o3

tcM' - centimeters, calculated as the .--,
standard wavelength value tines
1. E-07

Indicates whether the DATA3 S array
solar fluxes should reported at 1

distance fron the sun or reported
the actual point of rneasurement.
Values are:

rl_Aur - Reported at 1 Au distance
(stored this way)

'TNCORRECTED' - Reported at the point
of neasurenent adjusted by applying
the inverse square law to the nean
solar distance attribute stored
with the data

Array containing the UARS day nunber
for the Level 3 solar records retrieved

The UARS day of the next available
Leve1 3 solar data record. Zero if end
of data has been reached

Number of days of Level 3 soLar data
returned

of
AU
at

o

oNIJI{ RET DAYS I*4
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ARGI]IVIENT

wVLNGT}IS

QUALTTY

NIJM PARAMS

PARAMS

VERS ION

TYPE !l_9

REAL*4
(lw)

o

DEFINITION

REAL* 4
(NV, ND)

CHAR* 2 O

(2,40,ND)

REAL*4
(lw,ND)

o

r*4
(ND)

A table used to
stored with the
the table consi
parameter name
value.

rn parameters
. Each entry in
f a pair, a
ts corresponding

Wavelength values in the units
specified by WVLNGTH_UNITS
corresponding to the solar flux array
DATA3S. lW is the number of values,

Returned flux values in FLUX tNITS.
The first subscript (Nv) is Ehe
lravelength bin index. The second
subscript (ND) is the UARS day nunber
index.

The quality values corresponding to the
flux data

The number of parameter name and value
pairs provided in PARAMS

retu
data

sts o
and i

o

o

Array containing the CCB version and
cycle associated with each Level 3

solar record retrieved

STATUS l*4 READL3 S status condition code:
SS $_NORMAL - Normal. return
PFA CLSEERROLD - Error closing file
PFA-EOF - Last record of file
PFAIFILETMGAP - Time gap bethreen trro

pEysical files exceedLd norrnal gap
PFA NODATARECS - New or held file has

n6 data
PFA NOOVRTAPTRNG - No overlap between

rEquested tirne range and flles tine
range

PFA NROVRMXDIM - Nunber of records
rEquested exceeds II{AX DAYS

PFA RETTMPAST - Returneii records
bEyond processing tine range

PFA RETTI.{PREV - Returned records
piecedes processing tine rangre

3.2.16 READ LEVEL 3AL (READL3AL)

READL3AL provides a Fortran-caL lable read service for Leve1 3AL
data. Data is requested for a latitude band (at 4 degree intervals
bets/een -88. and 88.) by tirne range and profiLe range. The profile
range as specified by START_INDEX and NIJM_POINTS nust faII within the
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range that hras returned by the OPENL3AL routine via BASE INDEX and
MAx PoINTs. READL3AL retrieves the requested portions oE all of the
rec6rds for the requested latitude band within the specified tirne
range. The tirne, the longitude, the quality values, and the version
nunbers are also returned for each set of profiles. READL3AL returns
the actual nunber of records read and the tirne of the next available
record. A fill value of Xi00008000r is used $rhen data' for a requested
element of the UARS standard array is not available. This value was
chosen because it is a reserved value and not a valid floating point
nunber (special handling required), If the nunber of records in the
tirne range exceeds the maximum dinension of the user array, READL3AL
only reads MAX_DII.{ records and returns the appropriate status.

When the last record of a Level 3AL fiLe has been returned as
part of a read, the returned status will be set to PFA EoD to show
that no more data is available for further sequential fnput at the
desired latitude and the tine of the next available record rrilI be set
to zero.

The values of the 1oca1 solar time and the solar zenith angle
associated lrith each profile are also returned if requested in the
call via the LsT and SzA argulents.

The calling seguence for READL3AL is as foLlohls:

CALL READL3AL (LID, LAT, STRT-DATTIM, STOP-DATTIII{, START_INDEX,
NT'I,I POINTS , MAX-DIM, RET_DATTI!,1, NXT_DATTIIII, NIJIII_REC ,
DATE3A, euAL, L6NG, vERsToN, srATUs,:LST, szA)

ARGI]},IENT

LTD

TYPE

CHAR'I15

LAT REAL*4 I

STRT DATTIIiI t*4 (2) I

I

r

I

I

t*4 (2)

START TNDEX T*4

DEFINITION

Logical file identifier as specified in
the oPENL3AL call

Geodetic Arid latitude of data to be
retrieved (must be at 4 degree interval
between -88. and 88 with an allorred
tolerance of 0.5 degrees. )

Start date/tine of LeveL 3AL data to be
retrieved, in UDTF

Stop date/tine of Level 3AL data to be
retrieved, in UDTF

fndex of first elenent in the UARS
standard data array to be retrieved

Number of elenents in the UARS standard
data array (NP) to be retrieved

llaximum nunber of records
retrieved

w
I

MAX DTM r*4
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RET DATTIM lr.4
(2,NR)

NXT DATTIM r*4 (21 o

NUM_REC

DATA3A

l*4

REAL*4
(NP, NR)

QUAL REAL*4
(NP, NR)

o

LONG REAL*4
(NR)

\-7. VERSTON r*2
(2, NR)

S?ATUS r*4

DEFINITION

Array containing the dates and tines
for the Level 3AL records retri,eved, in
UDTF

Date/tine of next available Level 3AL
record in UDTF. Zero, Lf end of data
has been reached.

Nunber of Level 3AL records retrieved

Two-dimensional array containing the
data type specified at OPENL3AL tine.
The first index, offset by START INDEX
is associated with the eLement n[rnber
in the UARS standard data array. The
second index is associated hrith tine.

Two dimensional array containing
guality inforrnation associated with the
data values returned in DATA3A. The
indices are the sane as for DATA3A.

Array of geodetic longitudes
corresponding to the Level 3AL records
retr ieved

Array containing the source file CCB
version and cycle associated with each
Leve I 3AL record retrieved

Read status code
S S $_NORIT{AL - Normal return
PFA CLSEERRoLD Error cLosing

cEtaloged file
PFA EoD - Last record of file

rEturned
PFA NODATAFND - No data in file for

rEguested tine range at requested
latitude

PFA NODATARECS - Neu or held file has
n5 data

PFA NooVRLPTRNG - No overlap betr{reen
rEquested tirne range and iile's
time range

PfA NRoVRMXDIII - l[ore records in tine
rEnge than can be retrieved at one
tine

PFA_REQLATOUT - No ddta for requested
latitude

PFA RETT!{PAST - Retrieved time(s) are
bEyond processing stop tine

PFA RETTI.IPREV - Retrieved tine(s)
p?ecede processing start tine

o

o

o

o

o
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port io
range ,
nurnber
availa

ARGUMENT

START DATTTM t* 4 (2)

STOP DATTIM I*4 (2)

DEFINTTION

Array containing the local
associated with each Level
retri.eved ( optiona 1)

Array containing the solar
angles associated with each
Level 3AL record retrieved

solar tines
3AL record v

tlo

LST REAL*4
(NR)

o

REAL*4
(NR)

z enith

(optional )

3.2.L7 READ LEVEL 3TP DATA (READL3TP)

READL3TP provides a Fortran-ca11ab1e read service for non-solar
tirne-ref erenced Level 3AT paraneter files, also known as Level 3TP
files. Paraneter data is requested by tine range, allowing the user
to read nuttiple records of data at a tine. The value of MAx NP
requested must not exceed the corresponding value returned by-the
oPENL3TP routine. READL3TP retrieves parameter data in the requested

o

ns of
!rith
ofr

bIe r

all of the records that faIl within the specified tine
their corresponding times. READL3TP returns the actual

ecords, the nuaber of parameters, and the tinre of the next
ecord. If the number of records in the tine range exceeds

TYPE DEFINITION

Logical file identifier specified in
the oPENL3TP call

IIIAX_DIM, the naxinun dinension of the user array, READL3TP only reads
lllAx DIM records and returns the appropriate status.

overlapping time ranges in Level 3TP fifes are handled in the
same manner as for LeveL 3AT files (see Section 3.2.14).

The calling seguence for READL3TP is as follots:

CALL READL3TP (LID, START_DATTI!,1, STOP-DATTIM, I{AX_NP, IIIAX_DII{,
RET_DATTIM, NEXT-DATTIU, NT'I!I-REC, NP, PARAMETERS, I,AT,
LONG, VERSION, STATUS)

clIAR* 16

w
I

the
with

I

I

Start date and time (in UDTF) of the
Level 3 data records associated with
the parameters to be retrieved

stop date and tirne ( in I,DTF)
Level 3 data records associat
the parameters to be retrieve

of
ed
d

I lilaxinum nunber of 3 2 -bit words to be
retrieved from the parameter file
record

II{AX NP r*4
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ARGI'}{ENT TYPE

MAX DIM I*4

RET DATTI}.,I r*4
(2,NR)

DEFINITION

Maximurn number of re
retrieved. If nurnbe
exceeds this the fir
are returned.

cords (NR) to be
r of records found
st MAX DIM records

rlo

I

o

U

o

o

o

NIJI\{ REC

NP

PARAMETERS

t*4 (2)

r*4

I*4 (NR)

BYTE
( 4 *NP, NR)

REAL* 4
( NR)

REAL*4
(NR)

r*4
(2,NR)

r*4

o

o

Array containing the dates and tirnes
(in UDTF) of the Level 3 records
associated the parameter records
retr ieved

Date and time (in UDTF) of the next
available paraneter record

Nunber of paraneter records returned

Array containing the nunber of 32-bit
uords contained in each paraneter file
record

Array containing the paraneter records
retrieved. The array contains NI,I.! REC
parameter records. The fornat and-
structure of each paraneter record is
the instrunent investigator I s
responsibility.

Array containing the latitudes of the
Level 3 data records associated trith
each parameter record retrieved

Array containing the longitudes of the
Level 3 data records associated with
each parameter record retrieved

Array containing the source file CCB

versions and cycles associated with
each paraneter record retrieved

LAT

LONG

VERS ION

STATUS
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NEXT DATTII'I

Read status code
SS $_NoRMAL - Normal return
PFA CLSEERRoLD - Error closing file
PFA-EoF - Last record of file

rEturned
PFA FILETIIIGAP - Tine gap betrreen two

physi.cal files exceeded nortral gap
PFA NoDATARECS - Nee, or held file has

n6 data
PFA NooVRLPTRNG - No overlap betl^reen

rEguested tirne range and file's
time range

PFA NRoVRMXDIII - More records in time
rEnge than can be retrieved at one
time



ARGU]JlENT TYPE r/o DEFINITION

PrA RETTIIPAST - A retrieved tine is
bEyond process j-ng stop tine

PFA RETTIiIPREV - A retrieved tirne
pFecedes processing start tine

3.2.18 READ LEVEL 3LP DATA (READL3LP)

READL3LP provides a Fortran-ca I lable read service for Level. 3AL
parameter files, also knolrn as Level 3LP files. Paraneter data is
requested for a latitude band (at 4 degree intervals between -88 and
88.) by tirne range and nurnber of parameters. The nunber of parameters
nust not exceed the value of MAx NP returned by the oPENL3TP routine.
READL3AL retrieves parameters wiEtrin the requested portions of all of
the reco
specifie
of param
returns
next ava
range ex
READL3TP
status.

ARGII,IENT

rds
dt
ete
the
i1a
cee

on

that lie at the reguested latitude band and within the
ine range. The tine, longitude, version nunbers and nunber
rs are returned for each parameter record. READL3TP also
actual nunber of records retrieved and the time of the

b1e record. If the number of records available in the tine
ds MAX_DIM, the rnaximun dirnension of the user array,
ly reads MAX_DI!.{ records and returns the appropriate

r/o

The calling seguence for READL3LP is as follows:

CALL READL3LP (LID, LAT, START-DATTIII{, STOP-DATTIM, UAX_NP, !,IAX_DII,I,
RET DATTIIT,, NEXT-DATTIII{, NUI.{_REC, NP, PARAMETERS ,
LONd, VERSION, STATUS)

TYPE

LAT REAL*4

START DATTIM I*4 (2)

STOP DATTIM T*4 (2)

DEFINITION

Logical file identifier specified in
the oPENL3LP call

Latitude corresponding to the
associated Level 3 data records

CHAR*15 I

I

I

I stop date and tine (in UDTF)
Level 3 data records associat
the paraneters to be retrieve

of
ed
d

the the
with

I llaximurn number of 32-bit words to be
retri.eved frour the parameter file
record

MAX NP I'r4
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Start date and tine (in UDTF) of the
Level 3 data records associated with
the parameters to be retrieved

LID



ARGUMENT TYPE

MAX DIM r*4

RET DATTIM r*4
(2,NR)

NEXT DATTIM I*4
(2)

NU}I-REC

NP

r*4

r*4
(NR)

PARAMETERS BYTE
( 4 *MAX_NP, NR)

LONG REAL*4
(NR)

VERSION r*4
(2,NR)

STATUS r*4

DEFINTTION

Maxirnum number of records (NR) to be
retrieved. If nunber of records found
exceeds this, the first MAx Dfl,t records
are returned.

I

1/o

Array containin
(in UDTF) of th
associated with
retr ieved

the dates and times
Level 3 records
he parameter records

I
e
t

o Date and tine (in UDTF) of the next
available Leve1 3 record associated
with a paraneter record

Number of parameter records returned

Array containing the nurnber of 32-bit
words contained in each paraneter file
record. NP nay be greater than llAX_NP,
but only I4AX_NP 32-bit words wiLl be
returned.

Array containing the paraneter records
retrieved. The array contains NIrl,l_REc
parameter records. The fornat and
structure of each paraneter record is
the instrunent investigatorrs
respons ibi l ity

Array containing the longitudes of the
Level 3 data records associated with
each paraneter record retrieved

Array containing the source file CCB
versions and cycles associated with
each paraneter record retrieved

Read status code
SS $_NORlrlAL - Nornal return
PFA CLSEERRoLD - Error closing file

EoD - Last record returned
-NoDATFND - No data in file for
Equested tj,me range at requested
atitude

NODATARECS - New or held file has
o data

PFA NOOVRLPTRNG - No overlap between
rEguested tine range and iilers
tirne range

PFA_NROVRMXDIM - More records in tine
range than can be retrieved at one
tine

o

o

o

o

o

o

PFA
PFA

r
I

PFA
n
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ARGlJ},IENT TYPE t/o DEFI NITION

PFA REQLATOUT - No data in file for
rEquested latitude

PFA RETTMPAST - A retrieved tirne is
bEyond processing stop time

PFA RETTITIPREV - A retrieved tine
piecedes processing start tine

3.2.19 WRITE LEVEL 3AT (WRTTEL3AT)

WRITEL3AT writes tine-referenced Level 3AT data in the standard
record fornat (see Appendix E). The Level 3AT file first nust be
created by calling the OPENL3AT routine. Level 3AT records are
written on UARS ninute boundaries. START INDEX and NIJI.{ PoINTS specify
the range of the data provided by the usei. This range-nust faI1
within the range specified to OPENL3AT via the BASE INDEX and
I,IAX_POINTS parirnet-rs. If the user-provided data rfnge is a subset of
the file data range, TiRITEL3AT inserts the fill value (Xr0OOOSOOOr)
for the renaining data elenents. The user must provide the fiII value
for any nissing elements in the niddle of the user-provided data
range. The user does not need to create fiII records.

WRITEL3AT aLso calculates the local solar tine and the solar
zenith angle for the record to be vritten and stores their values in
the recordrs header. These calculated values may then be retrieved
lrhen the record is read by specifying the LST and SZA arguments in the --,cal.I to READL3AT.

The calLing sequence for WRITEL3AT is as follows:

CALL WRITEL3AT (LID, DATTIM, START_INDEX, NIJI.{_PoINTS,
LAT, LONG, STATUS)

DATA3A, QUAL,

LID CHAR !t 16

REAL*4
(NW-POINTS)

y-e

I

DEFINITION

Logical file identifier as specified in
the OPENL3AT call

Date and time of the Level 3AT record
in UDTF

Nunber of elements in the UARS standard
data array provided

one dimensional array containing the
data type specified at oPENL3AT tine.
This array contains NUI,! POINTS data
values foi consecutive Elenents in the

DATTII'{

START INDEX I*4

NIJI'{ POINTS I*4

r*4 (2) I

I

I

IDATA3A
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TYPE

Index of first element of the UARS
standard data array provided

ARGI]I\,IENT



ARGT'MENT

QUAL

LAT

TYPE

REAL*4
(NW_POTNTS)

DEFINTTION

UARS standard data array starting at
elenent index, START_INDEX

Array containing the guality
information associated with the data
values in DATA3A

Geodetic latitude corresponding to the
Leve1 3AT data record

I

REAL*4 Geodetic longitude corresponding to the
Level 3AT data record (0-350)

STATUS r*4 Write status code
SS $_NORMAL - Normal return
PFA TIMAFTUARS - Record tine beyond

n6minal UARS day
PFA TIMPREUARS - Record tine before

n6rninal UARS day

3.2.2O WRrTE LEVEL 35 (WRITEL3S)

WRITEL3S rrrites a single record of Level 3AS or Level 3BS data.
The Level 3AS or Leve1 3BS file nust first be created by calling the
OPENL3S routine. The calling progran nust use the same LID as
specified to OPENL3S.

The Level 3 solar data is stored in a UARS standard solar data
array, rrhere each array elenent contains the integrated flux fron a
1.0 nrn wide wavelength bin centered on the 0.5 nn fron 115.5 to
425.5 nm. The array can, therefore contain up to 311 solar fl,ux
values. The DATA3S array nust contain the nunber of flux values
specified by MAX_VALUES in the call to OPENL3S. The cal.ling program
nust supply the sarne number of values in the QUALITY array. The units
of the flux values must be hratts per cubic neter.

Additionaf infonnation that is stored in the solar data file with
a solar spectrun includes the irradiance values for 4 coronal lines,
Lyman Alpha, a ltagnesiun line and a Calciun line. AIso, the nean
solar distance value (MsD) lrhich j.s needed to perform the
1 Au-to-actual di-stance irradiance correction in READL3S nust be
provided. This information is supplied by the calling program in the
PARAMS array, which can hoLd up to 40 parameters. Each parameter in
the array is specified by a pair of values, the first one containing
the parameterrs nane and the second one, its vaLue.

REAL* 4

o

I

I
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TYPEARGUI,IENT

LID

DATA3S

QUALITY

CHAR* 16

y-9

I

REAL'r4
(NP)

REAL*4
(NP)

I

DEFINITION

Logical file identifier as specified in
the oPENL3S call

Level 3AS or 3Bs data. The irradiance
array is assumed to be in WATTS/Mr.3
units. NP is the value specified as
MAX VALUES in the oPENL3s cal1.

I Leve1 3AS or Level
NP sane as above.

3BS data quality.

CHAR*2O
(2 , 4o)

I

I

The number of paraneter nane and value
pairs provided in PARAMS

A table used to pass paraneters to be
stored with the data for subsequent
use. Each entry in the table consists
of a pair of values, narnely a paraneter
name and its corresponding value in
AScIl. The }lean Solar Distance (ITISD)

paraneter MUST be provided.

NIIII.I PARAMS r*4

STATUS r*4 write status condition code
sS $_NORMAL - Nomal return
PFA PREVSOLDAT - Already wrote solar

rEcord to file

3.2.2L WRITE LEVEL 3AL (WRITEL3AL)

WRITEL3AL writes Level 3AL data in the standard record fornat
(see Appendix E). The Level 3AL file rnust first be created by calling
the OPENL3AL routine. Level 3AL records are written on UARS minute
boundaries. START fNDEX and NtM PoINTS specify the range of the data
provided by the usEr. This rangE nust fall wittrin the iange specified
to OPENL3AL via the BASE INDEX and t{AX POINTS paraneters. If the
user-provided data range-is a subset of the file data range, WRITEL3A!
inserts the fill value (X'00008000') for the renaining data elenents.
The user must provide the fill value for any nissing elements in the
middle of the user-provided data range.

WRITEL3AL also calcuLates the Local solar time and the solar
zenith angle for the record to be written and stores their vaLues in
the recordrs header. These calculated values nay then be retrieved
when the record is read by specifying the LST and SZA arguments in the
cal-I to READL3AL.

o
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The calling sequence for WRITEL3S is as follows:

CALL WRITEL3S (LID, DATA3S, QUALITY, NUM PARAMS, PARAMS, STATUS)

PARAIUS
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The Level 3AL records are written at standard val-ues of latitude,
i.e. every 4 degrees of latitude fron -88. to 88. For each data array
provided, the user must provide the associated GMT date and tine and
longitude values.

The cal,ling sequence for WRITEL3AL j,s as follo$rs:

CALL WRITEL3AL (LID, DATTI},T, START-INDEX, NW_POINTS, DATA3A,
LAT, LONG, STATUS)

QUAL,

ARGt,MENT TYPE

LID

DATTIM

CHAR* 16

r*4 (2) I

NIJ},! POINTS I*4

DATA3A REAL*4
( NIJM_POINTS )

QUAL REAL*4
( Nrr},r_Po r NTs )

I,AT REAL*4

LONG REAL* 4

STATUS r*4

Date and tine of the Level 3AL record
in UDTF

Index of first e1e:nent of the UARS
standard data array provided

Nunber of elements in the UARS standard
data array provided

one dimensional array containing the
data type specified at OPENL3AL time.
This array contains NIrI,! POINTS data
values foi consecutive Eternents in the
UARS standard data array starting at
el.ement index, START_INDEX.

Array containing the quality
infornation associated with the data
vaLues in DATA3A

START INDEX I*4 I

I

I

I

I

I

o

ceodetic longitude corresponding to the
Level 3AL data record (0-350)

write status code
ss $_NoRMAL - Normal return
PfA TII4AFTUARS - Record tine beyond

n6rninat UARS day
PFA TIMPREUARS Record tine before

n5ninaL UARS day

3 -4L

DEFINITION

Logical file j.dentif ier as specified in
the oPENL3AL call

Geodetic latitude grid value
corresponding to the Level 3AL data
record. A tol.erance of 0.5 degrees is
al.Lowed in the specification of this
value.
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3.2.22 WRITE LEVEL 3TP DATA (WRITEL3TP)

WRITEL3TP lrrites time-referenced Level 3AT pararoeter files, also
know as Level 3TP files, in the standard record fornat (see
Appendix E). The Level 3TP file first must be created by calling the
oPENL3TP routine. Level 3TP records, like the Level 3AT records, are
hrritten on UARS rninute boundaries. Ntll PARAMS specifies the number of
32-bit lrords to be written to the paramEter file. This nurnber must
not be greater than the maxinurn number of parameters specified to the
oPENL3TP routine via MAx NP. If the user-provided nurnber of
parameters is less than Ehat value of MAX_NP, WRITEL3TP inserts zeros
as fiII data.

CALL WRITEL3TP (LID, DATTII{,
STATUS )

ARGI'MENT TYPE rlo

LID

LAT, LONG,

Logical file identifier specified in
the OPENL3TP call

Date and tine of the associated Level 3

data record (in UDTF)

Latitude corresponding to the
associated Level 3 data record

Longitude corresponding to the
associated Level 3 data record (O-360)

Number of 32-bit rrords to be written to
the parameter file

Buffer containing the parameters to be
associated with the L,eve1 3 data
record. The forrnat and structure of
this buffer is the instrunent
investi.gator' s responsibility.

Write status code
SS $_NORMAL - Nornaf return
PFA TfMAFTUARS - Record tirne is

bEyond nominal UARS day
PFA TIMPREUARS - Record tine precedes

n5minal UARS day

The calling sequence for WRITEL3TP is as follows:

NU},1_PARAI'{S, PARAI,TETERS,

DEFINITION

CHAR*16 I

DATTII',I

LAT

LONG

NIJIII PAR'AIIIS I*4

PARAMETERS BYTE
( 4 *MAX_NP 

)

STATUS r*4

r* 4 (2) I

REAL* 4

REAL*4 I

r

I

I
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3.2.23 WRITE LEVEL 3LP DATA (WRITEL3LP)

WRITEL3LP writes Level. 3AL parameter fi1e, also known as
Level 3LP files, in the standard record fornat (see Appendix E). The
Level 3LP file nust first be created by calling the OPENL3LP routine.
Leve1 3LP records, like Level 3AL records, are written on UARS ninute
boundaries. NIJIT{ PARAUS specifies the nunber of parameters provided by
the user. This iunber must not be greater than the value of MAX NP
specified to the OPENL3LP routine. If the user-provided nunber 6f
paraneters is less than the value of MAX NP, WRITEL3LP inserts zeros
as fill data.

The LeveL 3LP records are written at standard values of latitude,
i.e. every 4 degrees of latitude fron -88 to 88. For each parameter
array provided, the user nust provide the associated GllT date and time
and Iongitude values.

The calling sequence for WRITEL3LP

CALL T{RITEL3LP(LID, DATTIII{, LAT, LONG,

ARGIJMENT TYPE !1_e

I

\7 DATTIM r*4 (2)

is as follows:

NI,M_PARAMS, PARAMETERS, STATUS)

DEFINITION

Logical file identifier specified in
the OPENL3LP caII

Date and time of the associated Leve1 3

data record (in UDTF)

Latitude corresponding to the
associated Level 3 data record

Longitude corresponding to the
associated Level 3 data record (0-350)

Nunber of 32-bi.t words to be written to
the paraneter file

Buffer containing the parameters to be
associated with the Level 3 data
record. The format and structure of
this buffer is the instrument
investigator I s responsibility.

write status code
SS $_NORMAL - Nornal return
PFA TII.{AFTUARS - Record Iine iS

bEyond noninaL UARS day
PFA TIMPREUARS - Record tine precedes

n6rninal UARS day

LONG

PARAMETERS BYTE
(4*MAX_NP)

STATUS I*4

CHAR* 16

I

I

REAL* 4 I

LAT REAL*4

I

I
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NI'!,t PAXAUS I*4

LID
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3.2.24 CLOSE LOGTCAL FrLE (CLOSELF)

The CLoSELF routine is used to terminate file access activity for
the Level o, 3AT, 3As, 3BS, 3AL, 3LP, and 3TP data. The production
progran specifies the logical file identifier associated with the
virtual or physical file to be closed, and the file disposition
(FDISP). Table 3-2 indicates the valid vafues for the DISP parameter.
If the disposition specifies cataloging of a ne$, Level 3 data file,
cLosELF closes the file and creates a catalog entry in the UARS

catalog. The production program provides the file attributes for the
catalog entry (see Table 3-3). If the program asks for a ne!, Level 3

file to be held for further use within the job, the file is closed and
the hold status is entered into the UcSs accounting. For all other
cases, the physical files are closed and the accounting is updated.

Table 3-2. FiIe Disposition Usage

ASGCAT OPENL3 ASGCAL

N/A

2

N/A

N/A

3

5

N/A

N/A

6

N/A

2

N/A

PRE-EXI STING
CATALOGED
FILE

POTENTIAL
CATALOGED

FI LE

1

3

4

Dl SP

CATALOG

FREE

HOLD

ASGCOR ASGSCR ASGUSR OPENLO

1 -- A REQUEST TO CATALOG THE FILE IS GENERATED AND THE CATALOG ENTRY

WILL BE CREATED UPON SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION OF THE JOB

2 -- THE FILE IS NO LONGER NEEDED BY THE PROGRAM AND IS RELE,ASED

3 -- THE FILE ]S NO LONGER NEEDED BY THE JOB AND IS DEIJETED FROIiI TIIE
SYSTEM

4 -- THE FILE rS SAVED FOR USE BY A SUBSEQUENT PROGRAIII IN THE SAII{E

PRODUCTION JOB AND THE DECISION TO CATALOG IS DEFERRED

5 -- THE SCRATCH FILE IS SAVED FOR USE BY A SI'BSEQUENT PROGR,A}.{ IN THE
PRODUCTION JOB

N/A

2

N/A

THE USER STATUS FILE IS
THE SA}IE PRODUCTION JOB

SAVED FOR USE BY A SUBSEOUENT PROGRAIII IN
FOR POST-PRODUCTION ANALYSIS

6
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Table 3-3. CLOSELF catalog Attributes

DESCRI PTION
REQUI RED

OPTI ONAL

start and stop
tines of data
gap N

opt iona I

DATA QUALITY PI user assigned
guality value

opt iona 1 n.m

DATA QUALITY UARS user assigned
quality val,ue

opt iona l- n.m

COMMENTS user conments optional up to 80 characters

100

The caLLing sequence for CLOSELF is as follows:

\-. CALL CLOSELF (LrD, DrSP, NW_ATTR, DATA_ATTR I STATUS)

ARGI]IllENT TYPE

ATTRIBUTE
NAME

DATA_GAP (N) ,I

LID

DISP

NIJlll ATTR

CHAR* 16

CHAR*4

I*4

CHAR*80
(2, NIJM_ATTR )

21N

FORMAT

two 23 character VMS
times
(DD-Mt0,t-YYYY
HH: MM: SS . CC)

separated by a space

DEFINTTI ON

Logical file identifier associated uith
this data fi1e. This LID nust be the
sane logical file identifier specified
in the corresponding open for this data
fiIe.

File disposition
|FREE! = File no longer needed by

progran
'HOLDI = HoId f il,e for use by

subsequent progran in job
'cAT ' = catalog a new Leve1 3A file

Number of user supplied catalog
attributes. Required only lrhen
cataloging a file. A rnaxirnum of 100
attributes nay be given.

User supplied attributes for cataloging
a created data file (see Table 3-3).
The table of attributes is meaningful
only uhen cataloging a new file. A

rlo

I

I

I

IDATA ATTR
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ARGUMENT

STATUS

TYPE

l*4

r/o DEFINITION

o

dunmy string is reguired when not
cataloging the file.

Status code
Ss $_NoRMAL - Nornal return
PFA CLSEERROLD - Error closing input

t.l- _Le

PFA PILNoTFREE - Input file could not
bE freed

PFA NODATARECS - No data records in
tIIE

PFA IINKOPTSFDU - Unknown optinal SFDU
dEscriptor id

PFA_LTNIIITCHFDSP - Specified rrrong file
disposition for. input file

3.2.25 DEASSTGN LOGTCAL rD (DASLTD)

DASLID terminates the logical connection betr^reen the production
program and the data file assigned by ASGCAT, AsGcoR, ASGCAL, ASGUSR,
or ASGSCR. The production program specifies the disposition of the
file with the DISP parameter. For a file (Level o, 1,2, 3, or
1eve1-1ess) wj,th a disposition of rcATr, DASLID creates a catalog
entry. The user provi.des the file attributes (see Table 3-4) for the
catalog entry via the DATA_ATTR parameter. If an existing catalog
file is freed, DASLID ignores the data attributes and updates the
catalog entry only for accounting purposes. For a1I other types of
files a disposition of iFREET resul.ts in deletion of the file at job
end and no catalog access. The rHoLDr option is used when the user
wishes to keep track of a scratch fj,1e, user status file or an
uncataloged file for use in a subsequent progran in the job.
Table 3-2 provides a description of the usage of the DISP paraneter.
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Table 3-4. DASLID catalog Attributes

DESCRIPTION
REQUIRED
OPTI ONALATTRI BUTE

START TIME

STOP TIME

RECORD SIZE

DATA_GAP (N)

DATA OUALTTY UARS

DATA QUALITY PI

CO},I},IENTS

*N 7, 2

file start
tirne

file stop
tine

record size
for files with
fixed length
records

start and stop
tines of data
gap N

FORIUAT

requ ired 2 3 character Vlils tine
(DD-MMM-YYYY
HH:MM:SS.CC)

requ ired 23 character VI{S tine

opt iona I encoded integer

opt iona I

user assS-gned
quality val-ue

optional n.n

user assigned
quality value

opt iona 1 n.m

user conments opt iona 1 up to 80 characters

1.0 0

two 23 character VMS
times separated by a
sPace

DEFINITI ON

Logical file identifier

File disposition
TFREET - release file
THOLDi - hold file for subseguent use
iCATr-catalogfile

The calling sequence for DASLID is as follows:

CALL DASLID (LTD, DISP, NI'III ATTR, DATA ATTR, STATUS)

ARGlJ},IENT

LID

DI SP

TYPE

CHAR* 15

CHAR* 4

rlo

I

I

I Number of user supplied attributes in
DATA_ATTR. Required only uhen
cataloging a file. A rnaxirnum of 100
attributes tnay be given.

NI]I,T ATTR r*4
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ARGI'},{ENT

DATA ATTR

ARGI'J}{ENT

ERROR

COMMENTS

TYPE

CHAR* 8 O

(2,N)

l*4

!1_9

w
I

r

DEFINITION

User supplied attributes for cataloging
a created data file (see Table 3-4).
The table of attributes is meaningful
only rrhen catal,oging a new file.
Otherwise, the attributes are ignored.
A dunny string is required rrhen not
cataloging the file

DEFINTTION

VIIS message facility condition code

Coxnments about the error condition

STATUS I*4 o status code
SS $_NORMAL - Normal return
PFA FILNOTFREE - Input file could not

bE freed
PFA NODATARECS - File contains

n6 data
PFA_LTNI,ITCHFDSP - Specified wrong file

disposition for input file or user
status file

3.3 UTILTTY SERVICES

3.3.1 ERROR CODE REPORTING (ERRCDE)

TYPE

CHAR*8o I

3.3.2 UDTF TO vIt{S TI!,!E CONVERSION (UTI,_CON_UDTF_VUS)

UTL CON UDTF vMS converts date/time in UDTF to the 23 character
vMS tine-fortat, Do-toaa-yyyy HH: MM: ss . cc.
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EF&.CDE allows the user to report error conditions encountered
during a production program. An entry is made in the systen error
file each tirne the subrouti.ne is called and the error is included on
the progran sunmary report.

The calling seguence for ERRCDE is as follows:

CALL ERRCDE ( ERRoR, COMI.{ENTS )
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The calling sequence for UTL CON UDTF VMS is as follows:

"Otrtr 
STT.-CON_UDTF_WS

ARGI'},{ENT TYPE

(UDTF_TrME, V!{S_TII.{E,

DEF

STATUS )

INITION

UDTF_TIME

WS_TIME

STATUS

t* 4 (2)

CHAR* 2 3

r*4

INSTRUMENT ID C*12

SUBTYPE c* L2

Date/time in UDTF

Date/tine in VMs character forrnat

DEFINTTION

Instrument Identifier

Type of data. The subtypes for each
instrurnent are defined by the
investigator .

Start index (lowest) into the
standard data array for which
measurenents can be taken for this
data type

uo
I

o

o Conversion status
SS$_NORMAL - Normal return
PFA INVLTDTFYR - Invalid year
PFA INVITDTFDAY - Invalid day of year
PFA INVITDTF!,ISEC - Invalid
roiTliseconds of day

3.3.3 PRESSI'RE/ALTITUDE GRID UTILITY (VERT-DEF)

VERT_DEF provides a Fortran-callable support service to obtain
UARS grid definitions. Instrument and level 3 subtypes are used to
return the associated UARS grid which includes j.ndex values, units of
grid, and valid pressure and altitude levels.

The caLLing program specifies the instrunent and Ieve1 3 subtype.
The VERT DEF routine returns the base index, number of points,
pressure and altitude leveIs, and units of grid.

When an unknown instrument or level 3 subtype in specified, the
VERT_DEF routj.ne returns a warning status in the status field.

Please note that the User's Guide also describes the grid utility
function.

The calling sequence for VERT DEF is as follows:

CALL VERT_DEF(INSTRIJI,IENT-ID, SUBTYPE, BASF.-INDEX, MAX-POINTS,
PRESSURE, ALTITUDE, T'NITS, STATUS)

ARGIIMENT TYPE rlo

I

I

oBASE INDEX I'k4
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ARGIJ}{ENT

!4AX POINTS

PRES SIJRE

ALTITUDE

TYPE

r*4

R*4
(N)

R't4
(N)

!1_9

o

DEFINITION

The rnaximun number of pressure leve1s
or altitudes for which neasurements \/
can be taken for this data type (N)

An array of the pressure levels for
this data type in nillibars

An array of the geometric altitudes
for this data type in kiloneters

o

o

o

o

IJNITS c*L2 The units in which the measurements
for this data type are expressed

STATUS I*4 completion status
S S $_NORI.{AL - Normal return
PFA INVINSTR - Unknown instrunent
PFA-INVDATAGRID - Unknown subtype

3.3.4 DECODE OBC EI.{AF INTO OBC REPORTS (oBCDECODE)

OBCDECODE extracts inforrnation contained in an OBC report fron an
OBC Level 0 record. The OBC reports and the OBC report variables are
defined in PIR 1k21-UARS-403 Rev. B. The calling program supplies the
OBC Level 0 record containing the desired OBC report, a report nuDber
identifying the type of report requested and the time of the report
requested. If the reguested tirne does not correspond to an actual
report time, the tine of the first report after the reguested tine is
used. If more than one report exists for the requested time the first
occurrence of the report with the best data quality is returned. The
requested tine must be greater than zero hrhen calling OBCDECODE.

Only the tsro least significant digits of the report nunber are
used to identify a report. Predefined oBc report elements are
converted to vAX forrnat and returned in the data arrays. A copy of
the entire OBC report in telemetry format is returned as weI1. A
FoRTRAN include file OBC REP PARMS.INC is available to al,]ow reports
and report elenents to bE re?erenced using the c.E. nnenonics.
oBc REP PARMS.INC contains pararneter statenents that equate the report
narn6 to-report numbers and report item names to offsets in the
returned vAX fornatted data arrays. Appendix H lists the oBc report
names and nunbers and the oBc variables that are reformatted by
oBCDECoDE. An example using rnnenonics to access report iterns appears
in Appendix H.
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r1_9

I

ARGIJ},IENT TYPE

EMAF REC BYTE ( 144 00)

OBC RPT NIJM I'r4

DEFINITION

LeveL 0 OBC telenetry record containing
one EMAF of data

The OBC report number of the report
requested. The include file
OBC REP PARMS.INC contains the
parEnetEr staternents to associate
nnenonics for the OBC reports rrith the
OBc report numbers.

On input, date and time in UDTF format
of the generation tine of the requested
OBC report. On output the generation
tirne of the next available oBc report
of the requested type available. If no
nore reports are in the EIIAF,
REQ DATTIM hri1l be set to zero. On
inp[t ttre va]-ue of REQ DATTM nust be
grreater than zero.

Date and time in IDTF fornat of the
returned OBC report generation

Indicates parity or fiLl data for
returned report

g = good data
1 = parity error
3 = fill data
5 = no data returned

Floating point values for report. Use
mnenonics defined in the include file
to reference returned values.

Integer values for report. Use
mnenonics defined in the include file
to reference returned values.

Returned copy of the specified report
unfornatted. The first byte is the

I

REQ-DATTIM T*4 (2) tlo

RET DATTI}.{ rr,4 (2t

OBC QUALITY BYrE ( 1) o

OBC REAL R*8 (*)

OBC INTEGER I 'r4 (*) o

OBC BYTE BYTE(*) o

o

OBC REC BYrE(28) o
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The calling sequence for oBCDEcoDE is as foLLoers:

CALL OBCDECODE ( EMAF_REC, OBC-RPT_NW, REQ_DATTIM, RET_DATTTU,
OBC-QUALITY, OBC_REAL,OBC-INTEGER, OBC-BYTE,
oBc_REC, STATUS)

Integer byte and unpacked bit values
for report. Use mnemonics defined in
the include file to reference returned
values.



ARGUMENT TYPE

STATUS I!t4

ARGI'I,,IENT TYPE

DEFINITTON

report nurnber follovred by the report
data. In terms of the G.E.
docurnentati.on this buffer contains
words 0 through 27.

Status code
ss S_NoRMAL - Norrnal return
PFA BADEPoCHYR - Bad Asco9 Epoch year

(UFL reports only)
PFA BADOBCEI,IAF - Bad E!,IAF record

hEader
PFA TNVUDTFDAY - Bad UDTF day

rEquested
PFA INVT DTFMSEC - Bad UDTF msec

rEquested
PFA INVT DTFYR - Bad UDTF year

r6guested
PFA OBCDATATIM - No data for tine

s[ecified
PFA_LTNKOBCRPT - Unknown report

First tine to be conpared

Second tine to be cornpared

r/o

o

* Indicates that the ninimun size needed varies by oBc report. The
Maximun dinension for OBC_REAL is 12, for OBC_INTEGER is 11, and for
OBC BYTE is s2.

3.3.5 CoMPARE TIMES (UIL_COMPARE_TII.{E)

UTL COMPARE TIME is a function that cornpares two times expressed
in 8-bytE forrnat-and returns a 2-byte integei result. The value of
the result is 1 if the first tine is later than the second, zero if
the times match, and -1 if the first tine is earlier than the second.

The calLing seguence for UTL CO!,IPARE TIME is as follows:

ResuLt = UTL_COMPARE_TII{E ( FIRST_TIIrIE, sEcoND_TIME)

DEFINITTONw
I

I

o
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FIRST_TIME I',4(2)

SECOND_TIME I*4 (2)

UTL COMPARE TI},{E I*2 Result:
1 iff FIRST TII.{E > SECOND TIME
o iff FIRsT-trUn = SECOND-TIME

-1 iff FIRST_TIME < SECOND_TIME
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3.3.6 COMPUTE SECONDS BETWEEN UDTF TIMES (UTT,_SEC_TIME_DIF)

UTL SEC TIME DIF is a function that returns a real*8 result
contailnfng fhe n[mber of seconds bethreen thro UDTF tiures. The
difference is positive lrhen the first tine exceeds the second.

The caLling seguence for UTL SEc TIME DIF 1s as follows:

Result = IIIL SEC TII,IF._DIF ( FIRST_UTDF_TIME, SECOND_UTDF_TfME)

ARGI.]MENT TYPE

FIRST-IIPDF-TIME I*4(21

SECOND-UTDF-TI}.IE I*4 (2 )

UTL SEC TIME DIF R*8

FIRST TI}.{E r*4 (2)

ARGI]}IENT

DEFINITION

First UTDF tine

Second UTDF tirne

Result: Difference in seconds
(first_tine - second_time)

First tine to be compared

DEFINITION

UARS processing day

Tine in UDTF format

3.3.7 CONVERT UARS DAY TO UDTF FORIT{AT ( UTT,-UARS-TO-UDTF )

UTL UARS TO UDTF converts a UARS day into a two-word tine array
in UDTF iornaE,

The calling sequence for U:IL_UARS_To_UDTF is as follows:

CALL UTL UARS To UDTF (UARS_DAY, UDTF_TII.{E)

TYPE

]/-9

r

I

o

I

uo
IUARS DAY r*4

UDTF TIME r*4(2) O

3.3.8 CONVERT UDTF FORMAT TO UARS DAY

UTL UD?F To UARS converts a date
fornat.

(uTr._UDTF_TO_UARS)

in UIDF fornat to a date in UARS
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The calling sequence for U:rL_UDTF_To_UARS is as follows:

CALL UTL UDTF TO UARS (UDTF_TI},TE, UARS_DAY )

UDTF-TII,IE

UARS_DAY

TYPE IIO

t*4 (2\ o

I*4 I

DEFINITION

Tine in UDTF fornat

uARs processing day

3 -54
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CHAPTER

RAC SIMULATED

4

SERVI CES

The UCSS provides a collection of services developed to sinulate
the production soft$rare support services described in Section 3.
These services are designed to facilitate the testing of production
processing softv/are outside of the production environment. Programs
using the sinulated services can run at the RACs or in user
directori,es on the CDHF.

In addition to providing'a test capability, the siurulated
services can be used by analysis programs that are run on the RACS or
on the CDHF. For example, guick-look files can be transferred to a
RAC and the program to analyze the data can use the OPENLo, READLo,
QUALRD, and CLOSELF routines to access the quick-look files.

The calling sequences for the sirnulated services are the sane as
for the production services. Table 4-1 lists the simulated services,
identifies the section defining the calling sequence, and indicates
the differences in the services.

4-L



SUBROUTINE
NAME

PGINlT

PGTERM

OPENLO

OPENL3AT

OPENL3AL

OPENL3 S

OPENL3TP

OPENL3LP

ASGCAT

ASGSCR

ASGUSR

INTERFACE
DEFINITION

Table 4-1. Simulated Services

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SIMUI,ATED SERVTCES
AND THE PRODUCTION SERVICES

Uses user-supplied PRoGRAM PARAMS nanelist
to supply program parameteFs
Uses user-supplied FILE PARA!{S nanelist to
provide file inforrnatiofr
Uses user-supplied DEFAULT PARAUS nanelist
to suppl-y aleiiult values for file parameters
creates file paraneter table to sinulate
the catalog access

1. Program summary report is sent to SYS$OUTPUP

Uses file parameter table to identify
file(s)
Provides access to either a single pseudo-
virtual file created via RAc data transfer
or a pool of day files
A pool- of virtual input day files is
speeified in the FILE PARAllls Nanelist via
DATA FILE NAME ANd VIRTUAL UARS DAY
REQUTRED Fr,aC in FrLE PARAI,IS Nailelist is
used to fndicate if aTl fites in the useris
processing range are required to be present

Uses file parameter table to identify file
Output file location provided in file
paraneter table

1. Uses file parameter table to identify f j-Ie

1. Uses file pararneter table to identify file

Uses file parameter table to identify file
Output file location provided in file
parameter table

1. Uses file paraneter table to identify file

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

1

2

1

2

3.1.1

3.1.2

3 .2.10

3.2.Lt

3.2.L

3.2.7

3.2.8

3.2.9

3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.4

3.2.5

3.2.6

4-2

ASGCOR

ASGCAL



Table 4-1. Simulated Services (Continued)

SUBROUTINE INTERFACE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN SIMULATED AND PRODUCTION

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

3.2

.L2

. 1,3

.L4

.15

.16

-17

.18

QUALRD

READLO

READL3AT

READL3 S

READL3AL

READL3TP

READL3LP

WRITEL3AT

WRITEL3AL

CLOSELF

DASLID

ERRCDE

UTL CON

_UDTF_Ws

1 For virtual input, files in the userrs
processing range are selected fron the pool
of files specified via FILE PARAMS

L Requires Epherneris
cataloged input via

file to be specified as
FILE PARAMS narnelist

No
Ca

1.
2-

access to the catalog
talog attributes are output to SYS$OUTPUT

No access to the catalog
Catalog attributes are output to SYS$OUTPUr

Error is output to SYS$ERROR
Error is not logged to 1og file

Same routine (UTL coN UDTF Ws)

1

2

1
2

3.2.t9

3.2.2L

3.2.20

3.2.22

3.2.23

3.2.24

3 -2.25

3.3.1

3.3.2
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WRITEL3 S

WRTTEL3TP

WRITEL3 LP

No differences
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4.L PROGRAM CONTROL SERVICES

4.1. 1 JOB INITIALIZATION (RSS_JOB_INIT)

The first proqram executed in a job run in the simulated
environment is the Ucss job initialization prograrn, RSS_JoB_INIT. It
generates the first portion of the job surnmary report, the
initialization statistics. The job initialization progra:n is optional
in the runstrean, but is provided to be consistent with the production
services .

4.I.2 PROGRAI.{ INITIALIZATION (PGINIT)

The PGfNIT subroutine provides the nechanism for passing input
parameters to a user program run in the sirnulated envirorunent. It
returns the processing tirne range, the UARS day number, and any user-
defined parameters specific to the prograrn. In the producti.on
environrnent these parameters are supplied to PGINIT by the scheduler,
but in the sinulated environrnent they are provided by the user in the
jobrs runstream. The user nust provide the required parameters via
the PRoGRAM PARAMS nanelist. The PRoGRAM PARAMS nanelist is described
in Table 4-7.
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PROG-NAI,IE

PROCESSING START TIME

PROCESSING STOP TIME

UARS_PROCESSING-DAY

LAI]NCH_DATE

DEF EXISTS

PARAI{S (n) *

VALUES (n) *

RAC SIMULATED SERVICES

Table 4-2. PROGR AI,t PARAIT{S Nanelist

DESCRI PTION

program nane

processing start tirne -
I DD-Ii,IMM-YYYY HH: MI.l: SS . CC I

processing stop tine
I DD-!{I,TM-YYYY HH : TiIM: SS . CC I

prinary UARS processing day

flag for specifying presence of
DEFAULT PARAMS narnelist (T or F)

user parameter nane n

user parameter value n

FORI,TAT

c20

c23

c23

c23

c1

c20

c20

I

*n=1to50

In the I(AC sinulated services environment, the user supplies
inforrnation about files to be accessed by the progran via the
FILE PARAMS nanelists. The FILE PARAMS namelist identifies the
prinary catalog attributes and tEe fuLly qualified file(s)
specification. In the case of a virtual input file, one FILE PARAIIIS
nanelist is used to identify a pool of physical files in whicE aII
share the sarne fiLe attributes. The physical file narnes and their
associated UARS day are specified via the DATA FILE NAI,IE and
VIRTUAL_UARS_DAy paraneters in the FILF_PARAIfS-nameTist. During the
open, the pool matching the userrs file attributes is seLected, f i.Les
hrhich exist and hrhich contain data and which are in the userrs
specified processing range are then selected.

PGINTT creates a file paraneter table which is used to simulate
the UARS catalog using FfLE_PARAMS narnelist data from the runstrean.
This namelist is described in Table 4-3. The nanelist parameters
required for a file are determined by the type of file and its usage.
Table 4-4 identifies the reguired paraneters by file service.
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NAMELIST PARAMETER

UARS launch date used as the
epoch date for UARS day nunber
- | DD-MIIM-YYYY flH : Ii&I: SS . CC I



NA!,IELI ST PARAMETER

CALTBRATION ID

CALIBRATION I"IATCH

DATA FILE NAME

VIRTUAL UARS DAY

DATA LEVEL

FILE VERSION NIIMBER ( 1)

FILF_VERS IoN_NIJI.{BER ( 2 )

LOGTCAL FILE ID

OLD NEW

PRE NXT UARS DAY

SOURCE

SUBTYPE

UARS_DAY

USER STATUS FILE NIJMBER

Table 4-3. FILE PARAIUS Nanelist

FORMAT

calibration tabl.e
tabl,e identifier

cl2

calibration day
match criteria

list of one or
more VMS file
spec if icat ions

c80 (*) See Notes 1,2

r (*) See Note 2

1st char r0r,
't' ,'2 t , t 3 t ,
or blank

c16

rOLDr or rNEWr

OT IHELDI

cL2

VALUES

I EXCT r

'PREVI
I NEXT I

I NE,AR I

or
or
or

list of UARS days
in virtual input
pool

data level c3

data type cL2

estinated file
size in blocks

I

I

I

ccB file version
number

file status flag c4

actual UARS day

c72

logical file
identi f ier

data subtype

UARS day nunber

user status file
file nunber

I

I

I

4-6

DATA_TYPE

ESTI!,TATED_FI LE-SI ZE

DESCRI PTION

file cycle nunber

correlative data
source



Table 4-3. FILE PARAMS Namelist (continued)

NAMELIST PARAMETER DESCRI PTI ON FORMAT

REQUIRED FLAG

Notes:

VALUES

rTr or rFroptional parameter
which, for input,
indicates if all
files in UARS
processing range
are required to be
present

c1

4-7

1. only one file name may be specified via DATA FILE NAI,IE for aI1 file
typLs except for virtual input files. For vfrtuaf input files up
to 250 files nay be specified.

2. The VIRTUAL UARS DAY paraneter is required for virtuaL input files
containing frore Ehan one physical file. It supplies, in one-to-one
correspondence, the nominal UARS days associated which each
physical file specified by the DATA_FILE_NAME paraneter.



PARAI,lETER

FTLE SERVICE 1 2

OLD

NEW

HELD

OPENL 3AT,
3AL,3TP,3LP

OLD

NEW

HELD

OPENL3 S

OLD

NEW

HELD

,tASGCAL

OLD

NEW

HELD

ASGCOR

ASGSCR

NEI"i

HELD

ASGUSR

Legend :

1 CALIBRATION ID
2 CALIBRATTON_I'{ATCH
3 DATA FILE NAII{E

4 DATA-LEVEL
5 DATA-TYPE

OD

OD

ND

x x x

x

OD

ND

5 ESTIMATED FTLE SIZE
7 FrLE vERsToN Nulrssn
e Locrdal FrLE-rD
g ol,o_rnw
10 PRE NXT UARS DAY

9 10 11 l2 L4 15

x2

OD

ND

ND

ND

x

x

x

D

D

x

D

D

D

D

3

x

x

x

x2

x2

x

x

x

x

D

D

x

D

D

x

D

D

D

D

D

D

OD

ND

x

D

D

D

x

4 65 7

OPENLO

ASGCAT

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

x

D1 OD

ND

x1

x

x

x

OD

ND

x

ODx

x

x

x

x

x

SD

x

souRc8
SUBTYPE
UARS DAY
USER STATUS FILE NT'IIBER
VTNTUET UARS DAY_

4-8

1L
l2
13
14
15

Table 4-4. Required FILE PARAMS Parameters and Defaults
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Table 4-4. Required FILE PARAMS Paraneters and Defaults (Continued)

For dayless calibration, UARS_DAY is set to zero and
CALIBRATION MATCH and PRE NXT UARS DAY are ornitted

x Parameter always required, no default exj,sts
x1 Paraneter required only for calibration by day with

CALIBRATIoN MATCH not equal to TEXCTI

x2 Parameter rEquired only when Dore than one physical file has been

D

specif ied by DATA_FILE._NA!.{E
Parameter required, if not
Parameter required only for
DEF CALIBRATION }IATCH
Par5neter requiFed, if not
Parameter required, if not
Parameter required, if not

D1

given, use DEF_< f i 1e-parameter-nane>
calibration by day, if not given, use

ND

OD

SD

given,
given,
given,

use DEr_NEW_< f i 1e-parameter-nane>
use DEF_OLD_< f i 1e-paraneter-nane>
use default vaLue rNEwl
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The user has the ability to supply default file paraneters via
the DEFAULT PARAIT{S nanelist. Defau}t file parameters are used when
required fife parameters are not supplied in the FILE PARAMS nanelist
and a default parameter is applicabll and has been specified. The
DEFAULT PARAIIS naneList is described in Tabl.e 4-5. Tabl.e 4-4 shows
which dEfault pararneters are applicable based on file access type.
The DEFAULT PARA}{S nanel,ist is entered in the job runstream after the
PRocRAlt PARII'{S namelist and before the first FILE PARA!,!S namelist. If
default-parameters are supplied, the DEF_EXISTS pframeter in the
PROGRAM PARAMS nanelist nust be set to rTr. If DEF EXISTS is not
specitiEd in the PRoGRAM PARAMS narnelist then defaufts rri1l not be
applied and values speciEied via the DEFAULT PARAMS naneList will be
ignored.

4-10
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NAMELIST PARAMETER

DEF OLD NEW

DEF OLD DATA LEVEL

DEF NEW DATA LEVEL

DEF OLD UARS DAY

DEF NEW UARS DAY

DEF DATA TYPE

DEF CALIBRATION I4ATCH

DEF SUBTYPE

Notes :

RAC SIMULATED SERVTCES

Table 4-5. DEFAULT PARAIUS Namelist

DESCRI PTTON

default for old or nee/
files reguiring oLD_NEw
(see Note 1. )

default for o1d files
reguiring DATA_LEVEL
(see Note 1. )

default for new files
reguiring DATA_LEVEL
(see Note 1.)

default for oLd files
requiring UARS_DAY
(see Note 1. )

default for new files
reguiring UARS_DAY
(see Note 1. )

default for aII files
requiring DATA_TYPE

FOR},TAT VALUES

c4 IOLDI,
or
INEWI

1st char
t0trt1t,
,2r rr3r,
or blanks

c3

c1,2

I

r

Default for Calibration
files with nonzero
UARS_DAY specified
(see Note 2.)

Default for calibration
files reguiring subtype

c4

cL2

rExcTr,
IPREVI,
rNEXTr, or
INEARI

L

z

There is no def aul.t
files.

for DATA_LEVEL, UARS_DAY, and OLD_NEW for held

If CALIBRATIoN_MATeH is ornitted for a calibration file then
DEF_CALIBRATIoN lrlATCH rrill be used if and only if UARS_DAY i,s
non-zero.

4-L1

1st char

r3r, or
blanks
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4 . 1.3 PROGRA},I TERMINATION (PGTERM)

PGTERM terminates a progran run in the simulated environment.
The userrs progran is responsible for deternining the success or
failure of the processing and reports the result via PGTERM. PGTERI,I

updates the accounting infonnation and produces a Program sunmary
report which is sent to the sY S I oUIPPU:P device. PGTERM must be called
at the end of each prograD.

4.L.4 JOB TERMTNATION (RSS-JOB-TERM)

The last program executed in a job run in the sinulated
envi.ronment is the job ternination progran, RSS_JOB_TERU. It
generates the second portion of the job surnmary report, the job
completion statistics. The job ternination program is optional in the
runstream, but is provided to be consistent with the production
services .

4.2 FILE ACCESS

This section describes the software support services designed to
provide access to user-managed files in the simulated environment.
Services are provided to access all levels of instrument files,
calibration fi1es, correlative files, user status files, and scratch
fi1es.

The UCSS provides the OPENLo, READLo, QUALRD, and CLOSELF
services to access Level o data in the sinulated environroent. The
access to the UARS catalog reguired to identify the requested file is
sinulated using the file parameter table created by PGINIT. The
sinulated environruent allows access to both day files and pseudo-
virtual files generated via RAC data transfer. However, rrhen a
pseudo_virtual file is specified, no other physicaf file nay be listed
as part of the DATA_FILE_NAIIIE parameter.

The UCSS provides the OPENL3AT, OPENL3AL, OPENL3S, oPENL3TP,
OPENL3LP, READL3AT, READL3S, READL3AL, READL3TP, READL3LP, WRITEL3AT,
WRITEL3S, WRITEL3AL, WRITEL3TP, WRITEL3LP, and CLOSELF services to
access Level 3 data and Level 3 data parameters at processing leve1s
3AT, 3AL, 3AS, and 3BS in the simulated env j.ronrnent. The access to
the UARS catalog required to identify the requested input file is
sinulated using the file paraneter table created by PGINIT. The file
paraneter'tab1e is also used to identify output file locations. The
sinulated environment al1ows access to both day files and pseudo-
virtual files in the same manner as described above for Level o data.

There are no differences in the functions of the Leve1 3 irrite
services fron the production versions. Write services for Level 3AT
and Level 3AL files require the use of an epherneris file as input.
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This file provides information that is used to calculate the values of
local solar time (LST) and solar zenith angle (szA) that are stored in
each data record. The cLosELF service simulates the cataloging
function by writing the catalog attributes to SYS$OUTPUT rrhen the user
proqrarn requests cataloging of a Level 3 file.

The UCSS provides the ASGCAT, ASGCOR, ASGCAL, ASGUSR, and ASGSCR
services to assign Level 0, Level 1, Leryel- 2, Level 3, correlative,
calibration, user status, and scratch files in the siurulated
environment. The access to the UARS catalog required to identify the
requested cataloged files is sinulated using the file pararneter table
created by PGINIT. The file paraneter table is also used to identify
the locations of output files. The UCSS also provides the DASLID
service to record the user supplied file disposition and to sirnulate
the cataloging function.

4.3 UTILTTY SERVICES

The UCSS provides the utility services (see Section 3.3) in the
sinulated environnent. Table 4-1 shohrs the functional differences in
these services between the sinulated and production environrnents.

4.4 JOB RUNSTREAM FOR THE STMULATED ENVIRONIT{ENT

The user is responsible for providing the f/o services to access
auxiliary files. If the user program generates auxiliary files, the
user nust define the AUX_DIRECTORY logical narne in the runstream to
identify the disk and directory where the files are to be created.

The UcSs_JoB_ID logical name is a zt character identifier for
the job. It is not required for sinulated runstreams, but
the job identifier is included on the job sumrnary reports if

2
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Fi.gures 4-1 and 4-2 present sanpLe runstreans for jobs that use
the sinulated services. The Level 1 processing job in the first
exatlple consists of tuo program steps. The job uses IJeve I 0,
calibration, and correlative data as input, generates an internediate
scratch file to pass information betueen programs, and produces a
Levet 1 file. The second exarnple illustrates a job that produces a
Level 3AT file using a Level 2 data file and an ephemeris file as
input. The epheneris file is needed for the solar zenith angle (SZA)
and Local sofar tine (LST) stored with each record in the Level 3AT
file. The following notes pertain to the annotated runstreams in
Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2r

1. The AUx DIRECToRY Iogical narne, defined for the job,
identiffes the disk and directory to be used for auxiliary
files. AUX DIRECToRY nust be defined for any job that
creates auxfliary files.
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it is provided.

The RSS_JOB_INIT program is the UCSS job initialization
program for the sirnul,ated environment. It is the first
program run in the job. Rss EXE is the logical narne
identifying the disk and dirEctory location of the UCSS.
executable code. The Rss JoB INIT can be ornitted fron the
simulated runstrean.

The UARS PASS FLAG is used to indicate the success or failure
of each job step. The UARS PAss FLAG must be tested after
each job step to prevent fuittrer-processing in the event of
job failure. The UARS PASS FLAG is controlled by the Ucss
softlrare.

A FfLE PARAMS narnelist nust be provided for each file
accessEd by the progran. TabLe 4-3 identifies the narnelist
parameters and Table 4-4 identifies which parameters are
requj-red for each type of file access.

In the case of a virtual input Level 0 or Level 3 fi1e, the
FfLE PARAMS nanelist is used to set up a pool. of physical
fileE each sharing the same general tife attriUutes. The
DATA_FILE_NAIIE parameter specifies each physical file and the
VIRTUAL_UARS_DAY parameter Lists the noninal UARS day

4

5

6

The start of each job step can be labeled to accornmodate
user-supplied conditional tests.

The JOB_STEP logical name identifies the job step number.
Each job step is nurnbered sequentially. The job step nunber
appears on the prograrn summary report.

This run conmand causes execution of the user-supplied
proqram. IIILSEXE is the logical name identifying the disk and
directory location of the MLs executable code.

The PROGRAU PARAI.{S namelist provides the input paraDeters
(see Table V-z) to the program.

The PRoGRAII PARAI'{S namel ist paraneters PROCESSING START TfI.{E ,
PROCESSING -STOP TItitE, and r,At NCH DATE may be speEified-in
either vAxTWS 25 character date End tine forroat or UARS

standard Date and Tine (UDTF) fonnat. When UDTF tine/date
fornat is used the two integers rnust be separated by one or
more bl-anks. UDTF format is described in Appendix A.

10. The DEFAULT PARAUS naroelist provides default values for
reguired fife parameters. Oefault values are used if
required paraneters are not specified in a FILE PARAMS
nanelist. Table 4-4 shows the required file paiarneters and
applicable defaults by file access type. Table 4-5 describes
each DErAULT_PARAMS paraneter.

7

8

9

11.

t2.
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associated with each physical file specified. ouring the
open, the pool with attributes natching those specified by
the user is identified and files within the userrs processing
range are selected.

The VIRTUAL UARS DAY parameter is only required for a virtual
input file Eontafning two or more phyaical fiLes.

The job ternination or exit step must be labeLed. This label
is required even when Rss JoB TERM is not used.

13.

14.

15.

15.

L7.

The
for
the
and
RSS

RSS_JoB_TERM prograrn is the Ucss job tennination program
the sinulated environnent. It is the last progran run in
job. RSS_EXE is the logical narne identifying the disk
directory location of the UcsS executable code.
JOB TERII! can be onitted from the simulated runstrean.

An SFDU file containing appropriate infornation for
generating SFDU headers should be provided whenever nen
Level 3 data f il.es are to be generated. (See Appendix G for
a description of the format and content of this file.)

An appropriate ephemdris file must be specified $rhenever a
ne$, Levef 3AL, Level 3AT, Leve1 3AS, or Level 35 file is to
be generated.

Figure 4-1. First sanple SiDul.ated Environment Job Runstream
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Figure 4-1. First sanple sinulated Environnent Job Runstrean

!
ON EPG,OR THEN GOTO JOBTERM
set default DISK4 : IMLsscRATcH]

10

13

$

$

$
c

$
s
$

$

$

$
$
$

$

$

$

$

efine/process AUX_DIRECTORY DISK3 : [AUXFILES ]
ef ine/process UcSs_JoB_ID MLs1001001000 10o 02 00

d
d
!

1
2

3

4

! First progran is UcsS Job Initialization
!
run RSS EXE:RSS JOB INIT
if ( UARS_PAS S_FIAG leQs. "raIl'r) then goto JoBTERIT
!

! STEP 1
!
JOB STEP 1:

-defiile/process JOB STEP 1

run MLSEXE: MLSLlCAf,
$PROGRAI{-PARAMS

PROG NAUE= I MLSL1CAL I

PROCESSING START TIME= t 92089 OI
PROCESSING-STOPJ-IIIIE= ' 92089 86399990 '
UARS PRoCESSING DAY=119
LAUNdH DATE=I91535 OI
DEF EXTSTS=iTI
PaR.lnS 1r.1 = 'CALIBRATIoN FLAG I

VALUES (1) =rl I

$END
SDEFAULT_PARA}.{S

DEF DATA TYPE= IMLSI

DEF-OLD uans plv= r.rg
$END -
$FILF._PARA}IIS

DATA FILE NAME=rDISK3 : [uLSLEVELo]MLSLoD119.DATr,
' DISK3 : IMLSLEVELO ]ULSLOD12O. DAT r,
' DISK3 : IMLSLEVELo ]][LSL0D121. DAT ' ,
I DISK3 : 8{LSLEVELoI MLSL0D122 . DAT I ,

VIRTUAL UARS DAY=119, L2O I l2L, 722
DATA LEVEL=16t

$END
$FILE-PARAMS

CALIBRATION ID= | CAL PARAI.{S I

CALIBRATION-yn1gg= t !yg1' t

DATA_FILE_NAME= I DrSK3 : IMLSCAL] MLSLICAr._PARA]!SL1. DAT I

DATA LEVEL= | 1l
SUBTYPE= ' MLS '

$END

5
6
7
8

9

11
t2
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Figure 4-1. First Sanple sinulated Environment Job Runstrean

$ FILF_PARAMS
CALIBRATfON ID=rCAL PARAMS I

DATA FILE N-AUN='OTSRA: [ }'LSCAL ] MLSL1CAL PARAMSL1 .NEWI
DATA-1gYBf,= t 1 t

O1P frBP= t 1814 t

susfypB=,y19 '
UARS DAY=12 0

$END
9FILE_PARAMS

DATA FILE NAME: I MLSLISCRATCH. DAT I

LOGIEAL FILE ID='SCRATCH LIDI
SEND

$ if (UARS_PASS_FLAG .EQS. I'FAILii) then goto JOBTERM
S!
$! STEP2
$!
$ JOB STEP 2:
$ -defiie/process JOB STEP 2

$ run MLsExE: MLsLLoU'T
$PRoGRAr'{_PARAMS

PROG NAIIE= TMLSL1OUT I

PROCESSING START TIME= t 2 9-[AR-19 92 OO: OO: OO. OO t

PROCESSING-STOP iIl,IE=' 29-MAR-1992 23.59. 59. gg I

uARs PROCESSING-DAY=119
L,AUNEH pn'1'5=, 91rpgc-1991 oo: oo: oo. oo i

DEF Exfsts=tT,
$END -
9DEFAULT-PARAMS

DEF NEW DATA LEVEL= I 1 |

DEF-NEW-UARS-DAY= 119
DEF-OLD_UARSIAY= 119
DEF_DATE TYPE= 'MLS'

$END -
$FILE-PARAMS

DATA FILE NAME= I MLSL1SCRATCH. DAT I

LOGIdAL FILE ID='SCR,ATCH LID'
OLD NEW=IHELSt
ESTTMATED FILE SIZE=SOO

$END
$FILE-PAXAMS

DATA FILE NAME= | DISK3 : IMLSLEVELI]MLSL1D119. DAT I

otp [gs=tfrgst
SUBTYPE= ' NONE I

$END

4 -t7
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Figure 4-1. First sanple Sinulated Environment Job Runstream

$ F I LE_PARAI.{S
DATA FILE NAME= TDISK1: [coRREL]NucD119.DATl
gClUrR[E= t NIig t

SUBTYPE= | Nlilc DATA I

SEND
$!
$ I Last Progran is UCSS Job Ternination
$!
SJOBTERM: L4

$ run RSS EXE:RSS JoB TERM 15
$ exit
Figure 4-2. Second sanple Sirnulated Environment Job Runstream
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Figure 4-2. second Sample Simulated Environnent Job Runstream

THIS JOB PRODUCES A LEVEL 3AT FILE USING A LEVEL-2
DATA FILE AND AN EPHEI,IERIS T'ILE AS INPUT.

ON ERROR THEN GOTO JOBTERM
set defauLt DISK4 : IMLSSCRATCH]
def ine/process UCSS_JOB_ID HRDI_L3AT_ITTESTo0001
def ine / process UARS_SFDU_FILE s f du_dir : UARS_SFDU_FILE. DATA
!
! First progran is Ucss Job Initiation
!

run RSS EXE:RSS JOB INIT
if ( UARS-PASS_FLAG .EQS. "rAll") then goto JOBTERIi!
!

! STEP 1
JOB STEP 1:

define/process JOB STEP 1
run HRDIEXE:L2 t6 lgat. exe

$PROGRAM-PARJAMS
PROG NA!18=r10 to 13a_held2r,
PROCESSING STERT-TIME='02-FEb-1992 oO:OO:OO.OO'
PROCESSING-STOP TrME ='02-fEB-1992 23 tsg r59.99 |

UARS PROCEESING-DAY=I25,
LaunEh Date=r o1:ocT-1991 oo: oo: oo. oo '
DEF EXTSTS = tTt

=rL3A EST FSIZEI
=r4ooT
=TSTART_INDEX I 

,

-l1l

=INUM_POfNTS I r
= t 20l

= 
rlil.AX REC COLTNT I

='1oodt

$DEFAULT-PARAMS
DEF_DATA_TYPE = THRDII

c

$(
e
c
c

$

$

$

$

$

)
$

$

$

$

s
$

$

16

DE

DE
DE
DE

SEND 
_

- 
l1l

= r3ATr

L25
125

PARAMS ( 1)
VALUES ( 1)
PARAMS ( 2 )
VALUES ( 2 )
PARAMS (3 )
VALUES ( 3 )

PARAMS (4 )
VALUES ( 4 )

SEND

FO
FN
FO
FN

LD DATA LEVEL
EW-DATA LEVEL
LD UARS-DAY =
EW UARS-DAY =

4-19
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figure 4-2. Second Sample Simulated Environment Job Runstrean

!
! EPHEMERIS file
!

SFILF_PARAMS
DATA FILE NAME=rIPD$DISK: IUoAs] SLPEPHE]! D0001.v0001 c01 PRODT,
DATA-LEVEI=t ',
DATA-TYPE= I Sl,Pephem I,
SUBTYPE=I I,
OLD_NEW= I OLD I r
UARS DAY=1

$END
!

! HRDI level. 2 input file
!

$FILE_PARAMS
DATA FILE NAHE= 'hrdi_data: hrd_12_day_012 5. dat I

SUBTVPE =_ T TEIIIPERATUEE'
OLD NEVI = iOLDr

hrdi Level 3at output data

9T'ILE_PARAMS
DATA FILE NAlilE= rhrdi data:hrd L3at day_125.datr,
FILE_VERSION NUMBER(T) =2,
FrLE-vERSIou-Nrntarn 1z 1 =2 ,
OLD-frEW='NE\,,T,
SUBTYPE= | teMPErature r,

SEND
ct

$!
I ! Last Progran is UCSS Job Ternination
9!
$JOBTERM:

run
EXTT

RSS EXE:RSS JoB TERM

t7

D$ EN
I

I

I

$

$
$
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CHAPTER 5

UCSS ANALYSIS SERVICES

5. ]. ANALYSIS SERVICES

The UCSS provides a col.lection of services that alIows a user
program read access to cataloged files in the Ucss-managed systen
space and that can stage the cataloged data from the MSS, if the data
is offline.

The calling sequences for these services is compatible with the
corresponding services available in the production environment.
Table 5-1 lists the analysis service, identifies the section defining
the calling sequences, and indicates the difference between the
analysis service and its production counterpart. The :najor difference
for all the services is that all errors are returned to the ca11er in
the analysis environnent.
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SUBROUTINE
NA},TE

PGINIT

PGTERM

OPENLO

ASGCAT

ASGCOR

ASGCAL

ASGQL

GENASG

OPENL3AT

INTERFACE
DEFINITION

5.2.2

3.2.1

3.2.2

3.2.3

3.2.4

5.3.2.1

5.3.2.2

3.2.7

Table 5-L. Analysis Services

DIFFERENCES BETI{EEN THE ANALYSIS SERVICES
AND ?HE PRODUCTION SERVTCES

Initializes g1oba1 tables
No production accounting

cLeans up files
No production accounting or sunmary report

OPENL3 AL 3.2.8

OPENL3S

OPENL3TP 3.2.t0

OPENL3 LP 3.2.LL

OPENQL

QUALRD

5.3.3

1
2

1

2

1

1
2
3

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

2

3

1

1

No production accounting

Existing cataloged files only
No production accounting
No output files

No production accounting

No production accounting

Not available as a production service

Not available as a production service

Access (Read) to existing cataloged files
only
No production accounting
No output files

Access (Read) to existing cataloged files
only
No production accounting
No output files

Access (Read) to existing cataloged files
only
No production accounting
No output files

Access (Read) to existj.ng cataloged files
only
No production accounting
No output f il,es

Access (Read) to existing cataloged files
only
No production accounting
No output files

Not available as production service

No production accounting3.2.L2
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Table 5-1. Analysis Servi.ces (Continued)

SUBROUTINE INTERFACE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN ANALYSIS AND PRODUCTTON

QUALQL

READLO

READL3AT

READL3 S

READL3AL

READL3TP

READL3 LP

READQL

CLOSELF

DASLI D

SETVERCY

GETVERCY

3.2.L3

3.2.14

3.2.L5

3.2.76

3.2.L7

3.2 . 18

5.3.4

3 .2 .22

serv].ce

servt ce

serv].ce

servrce

3.2.23

5.4.1

5.4.2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

2

1

1

Not avaiLabl,e as production

No production account j.ng

No production accounting

No production accounting

No production accounting

No production accounting

No production accounting

Not available as production

No production accounting
No output.files

No production accounting
No output files

Not available as production

Not available as production
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5.2 PROGRAM CONTROL SERVICES

5.2.I PROGRAII{ INITIALIZATION (PGINTT)

The PGINIT service establishes an exit handler and initializes
the globa1 tables and variables used by the analysis services. In
particular, it initiatizes the file version parameters in the file
version table to default values, generates and stores the current
process job identification in the progran status table and obtains a
virtual memory zone from the systen for any dynanic memory the
services may need. PGINIT shoufd be ca11ed at the beginning of each
analysis progran.

The calling sequence for PGfNIT is as follows:

CALL PGINIT (STATUS)

ARGIII'{ENT TYPE

STATUS r*4

ARGI]I,1ENT

PASS FAIL CHAR*4

DEFTNITION

Status code returned
ss S_NoRI,!AL - Norna1
other codes - Error

return
(See Table F-1)

t/o

r.lo

I

5.2.2 PROGR,A!,T TERMINATION (PGTERU)

The PGTERI,I service initiates progran ternination by invoking its
exit handl-er, which in turn closes and releases any cataloged files
left open and releases the virtual nenory zone assigned the current
process. PGTERI,I should be called at the end of each analysis program.

The calling sequence for PGTERM is as follows:

CALL PGTERM (PASS_FAIL, COND-CODE, PROG-COMMENT)

TYPE

COND CODE r*4

DEFINITION

Progran conpletion status
tPASST Successful completion
TFAILi Unsuccessful cornpletion

A VMs condition code specifying
additional status information about
progran completion

Dummy string provided to nake interface
consistent with production and RAC
sinulated services

I

PROG COMMENT CHAR*8o I
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5.3 FILE ACCESS

This section describes the softrrare support services designed to
provide access to any cataloged file by user prograrns in the analysis
environrnent. Most of these services have their counterpart in the
production and RAC siruulated environnents and will. be described only
briefly here insofar as they differ fron the corresponding services in
the production environnrent. The others, narnely those that access
cataloged quick-l.ook data fiIes, !'ril,1 be described in nore detaiL.

The UCSS provides the OPENLo, READLo, QUALRD, and CLOSELF
services to access cataloged Level 0 data from programs in the
analysis environment. The mode of access is the sane as in the
production environment but, unlike the production versions, the
analysis versions provide no production accounting and no summary
report. The appropriate sequences in which these routines are to be
called is shown in Table 3-1.

By default, the Analysis Services access production files.
access test files, define the logical nane UCSS TEST DATA FLAG to
TRUE, causing the UCSS soft$rare to disregard th6 tesETprod tile
attribute.

To

5.3.1 LEVEL 3 FILE SERVTCES

The UCSS provides the OPENL3AT, OPENL3AL, OPENL3S, OPENL3TP,
OPENL3LP, READL3AT, READL3AL, READL3S, READL3TP, READL3LP, and CLOSELF
servj,ces to access cataloged Level 3 data as well as Level 3
parameters fron prograns in the analysi,s environment. The mode of
access is the sane as in the production environment but, unlike the
production versions, the analysis versions provide no production
accounting and no sunmary report and do not support the generation of
output files. The appropriate sequence in which these routines are to
be called is shown in Table 3-1.

5.3.2 ASSTGN / DEASSTGN SERVTCES

In the analysis enviroment, the Ucss provides rnost file
assign/deassign services available in the production environent. They
include:

ASGCAL -
ASGCOR -
ASGCAL -

DASLID

assign instrurnent-oriented catal.oged fiLe
assign UARS day oriented correlative fife
assign user-generated, instrument-oriented
calibration file
terminate logical connection between analysis
program and assigned data f i.Ie

\-/ The node of access is the same as in the production envi.roment.
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However, unlike the productj.on versions, the analysis version does not
support production accounting, sunnary report generation, nor
generation of output files. For detail description, refer to
Sections 3.2.2 - 3.2.4 and Section 3.2.25.

The Ucss also provides tlro additional services whi.ch are
available only to the analysis enviroment. ASGQL assigns logical unit
number to a QUIcKLooK data file, and GENASG, a generic file assignnent
servi.ce, assigns any types of cataloged data file based on user
provided file attributes.

5.3.2.1 ASSIGN QUTCKLOOK DATA FILE (ASGQL)

AscQL assigns a logical fite identifier (LID) to a cataloged
QUIcKLooK data file (e.9. instrunent, engineering, oBc, spacecraft,
quality and attitude) for read-onLy access. It returns a unique
logical unit number (LI,N) that can be used to perforrn Fortran I/o on
the file.

ASGQL identifies the file using the input parameters (see calling
sequence betow), stages the file to magnetic disk, if necessary, and
associates the file name with the given LID. The anal.ysis progran
nust open the file using the returned LUN for read-only access in
shared mode.

The calling sequence for ASGQL is as follows:

CALL ASGQL (DATA_TYPE, QL_PASS, QL-UARS-DAY, LID, LT'N, STATUS)

TYPE DEFINITI ONARGUr,lENT

DATA TYPE CHAR* 12

t/o

I Type of QUIcKLooK data to be accessed,
nanely

I CLAES I

IHALOEI
I HRDI I

I ISAMS I
I l{Ls r

I PEI'! I
I SOLSTICE I

I SUSII4A I

I SUSIMB I

I WINDII I

I ENGINEERING I

roBcl
IQUALITY I

I SPACECRAFT I

I EXTRSC I

I SSPPGIMBALS I
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ARGI]},IENT

QL PASS

ARGI'MENT

TYPE

r*4

TYPE

r/o

r/o

rlo

I

DEFTNITION

QUICKLOOK pass number (n)
on input,

on

if >

if=
if <
outpu

0, pass n of day QL_UARS_DAY
0, the latest pass
0, the nth previous pass
t,

the actual pass number selected

QL UARS DAY I*4 t/o UARS day number
on .input,

required, if Qr._PASS > O

ignored, otherwise
on output,

the UARS day number of the pass
se Iected

LID CHAR*12 I Logical file identifier to be
associated with the requested
QUICKLOOK data file

LUN r*4 Logical unit nunber assigned to the
LID

STATUS lt4 Status code returned
SS$_NORMAL - Norna1 return
other codes - Error (See Table F-1)

5.3.2.2 GENERIC FILE ASSIGNIITENT SERVICE (GENASG)

GENASG provides a generic nanner of assigning a cataloged file.
Files that can be assigned via this service include all levels of
instrunent data files, all types of calj.bration data files, all t)rpes
of user-generated, instrument-oriented correlative data files, and all
types of quick-look data files. GENASG identifies the requested file
using the input attributes, ensures that the file is on nagnetic disk,
and associates the input LID with the nane of the identified fite.

It returns a unigue loqical unit number (LtN) that can be used to
perforn FORTRAN I/O on the file. The analysis progran must open the
file for READoNLY access.

The calling sequence for GENASG is as follows:

CALL GENASG (LID, NW-ATTRS, ATTR_NAI.{ES, STATUS)

o

o

ATTR_VALUES, LUN,

DEFINITION

Logical file identifier to be
associated with the requested
data file

LTD CHAR* 16
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ATTR VALUES cHNr* (*) (N) r

LUN I*4

STATUS r*4

Notes:

Required attributes per data t)rpe:

INSTRI,I.[ENT CORREI,ATTVE

TYPE
(=instr. id)

TYPE
(='CORREIATIVE I 

)

Number of attributes (N)

NaDes of attributes defining the
requested file
(see Notes below )

Associated values of attributes in
ATTR NAIIIES

Logical uni.t nunber assigned to the
LID

status code returned
S S $_NoRI,LAL - Nornal- return
other codes - Error (See Table F-1)

CALIBRATION CKTOOK

NIN.{_ATTRS

ATTR_NAI.{ES

TYPE

I*4 I

CEAR* (*) (N) r

SUBTYPE

sot RcE

DAY

t/o

o

o

SUBTYPE
(Note 1)

LEVEL

TYPE
(= I CALIBRATIoNT )

SUBTYPE

LEVEL (Note 2)

DAY (Note 3)

CALIBRATION ID

TYPE
(=TQUICKLoOKT )

QUICKIooK_rD

DAYDAY

NoteE 1. Not applicable for L€vel o data
2. Not applicable for levelless file
3. ilot applicable for dayless file

5.3.3 OPEN QUrCK-IOOK FILE (OPENQL)

Ehe OPENQL service opens a quick-look data file (e.9.
instrunent, engineering, OBC, spacecraft or quality) for read access
by a program in ttre analysis environment. oPENQIJ identifies the fi1e,
ensures that it is on nagmetic disk and opens the file for read access
in shared node. Ehe analysis program can then use the logical file
identifier (LID) to read data fron the quick-took file.

5-8
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UCSS ANALYSIS SERVICES

The call,ing sequence for oPENeL is as follows:

CALL OPENQL ( DATA-TYPE, QL_PASS, UARS-DAY, LTD, STATUS)

ARGUMENT TYPE r/o DEFINITION

DATA TYPE CHAR!I12 I

r*4 r/o

UARS DAY I't 4 tlo

LID

Mnernonic for type of quick-look data to
be accessed, namely

I CLAES I

I HALOE I

I HRDf I

I ISAMS I

ruI,s I

I PEl.{ r

I SOLSTTCE '
I SUSIMAI
I SUSIMB '
I WINDII I

I ENGINEERTNG I

roBcr
I QUALITY I

I SPACECRAFT I

Quick-look pass nunber (n)
on input,

, pass n of day UARS_DAY

, the latest pass
, the nth previous pass
t, the actual pass number

UARS day nurnber. Required on input if
QL_PASS > 0; ignored otherwise. On
output, the UARS day nunber of the pass
selected.

Logical file identifier

f>0
f=0
f<0
outpu

i
i
i

On

CHAR*16 I

STATUS r*4 Status code returned
SS $_NORI,!AL - Normal return
Other codes - Error (See Table F-1)

5.3.4 READ QUICK.LOOK FILE (READQL)

READQL provides a read service for cataloged quick-look data fron
a program in the analysis environnent. OPENQL must be called to
select the quick-look file before READQL can be used. Requests for
data are tirne-ref erenced by Engineering Major Frame (EMAF). Each caII
returns the instrunent data from one EMAF. If the specified tine does
not natch the tine associated r.rith any EUAF, the first EUAF of the
quick-1ook pass after the specified tirne is returned. Therefore, the
first EMAF in a file can be read by specifying a zero date and tine in

o
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UCSS ANALYSIS SERVICES

the REQ_DATTIM argunent field. on return the REQ_DATTIM field
containE the date and time of the next available EI,IAF. RET DATTIU
provides the actuat date and time of the returned EMAF. If-a tine
after the last EMAF in the pass is specified, a tno-data-readr status
is returned.

when the l-ast EI'IAF of a quicklook data file has been returned as
part of a read, the returned status will be set to PFA EoF to sho!,
that no more data is available for further sequential input fron the
file and the tine of the next available EUAF will be set to zero.

The calling sequence for READQL is as follows:

CALL READQL (LID, REQ-DATTIM, RET-DATTTM, E!,IAF_REC, PARITY,
GAP-FLAG, TIMF_FI.AG, EMAF_RATE, VERSION, STATUS

FILL,
)

ARGI]I,IENT

LTD

REQ-DATTI}I

TYPE

CHAR* 16

t* 4 (21

RET DATTIM I*4 (2') o

EMAF REC BYTE(*) o

PARITY BYrE(8) o

FI LL BYTE(8) o

DEFINITION

Logical file identifier

on input, date and time of the
reguested EX,IAF in UDTF fornat. On
output, date and tine of the next EMAF
available.

Date and tirne in UDTF fornat of the
returned EMAF, nanely ElilAF_REC

Quick-1ook telemetry record for the
seLected instrument. see Appendix D

for the specific format based on
data type. The record contains one
EIiIAF of data .

A binary array of parity flags for the
64 science Major Franes (SMAFs) in
EMAF REC. There is one bit flag per
SMAT;

0 A11 SMIFS in the SMAF have good CRC

codes
l One or nore SMIFS have CRC errors

or contain f i1l data

A binary array of fill fJ.ags for the 54
SUAFS in EI.{AF REc. There is one bit
flag per SMAF.

0 All SMfFs in the StilAF contain data
l One or more SMIFS contain fiII

Indicates rrhether or not BrtAF REC
follows a gap

0 No gap
1 EI,IAF follous a gap

Ll9.

I

tlo

oGAP FLAG l*2
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ARGIJMENT TYPE

TIME FLAG l*2

r*4 (2) 7/o

DEFTNITION

Indicates a questionable absolute tine
code (ATc) time in EMAF REc

o Normal ATc increnenE
1 Abnormal ATc increnent

Time interva I between El,lAFs in msec

CCB version and cycle number of the
quick-Iook file read

on input, date and time of the
requested El,lAf in UDTF f ornat. On
output, date and time of the next EUAF
available.

Date and tirne in UDTF fornat of the
start of the EMAF returned

7/o

o

EMAF_RATE

VERSION

l*4

7t 2 (2)

I't4 status code returned
SS$_NORMAL - Normal return
Other codes - Error (See Table F-1)

5.3.5 READ QUTCK-LOOK DATA QUALITY FILE (QUALQL)

QUALQL provides a read service for cataloged quick-look guality
data from a program in the analysis environnent, OPENoL nust be
called to select the guick-look file before QUALQL can be used.
Requests for data are time-referenced by Engineering Major Frane
(E!{Ar'). Each call returns one guality record associated with a
particular EMAF. If the specified tj,rne does not match the tine
associated with any EUAF, the first record of the quality file after
the specified time is returned. on return the REQ DATTIU field
contains the date and tine of the next available rEcord. RET DATTIIT{
provides the actual date and tirne of the returned record. If-a tine
after the last ElilAF in the pass is specified, a tno-data-readr status
is returned.

o

o

oSTATUS

When t
as part of
that no mor
file and th

he
a
e
e

The ca1lj.ng sequence for QUALQL is as follows:

CALL QUALQL (LID, REQ_DATTIIII, RET_DATTI}.{, PARITY, FILL, VERSION,
STATUS )

ARGI'MENT TYPE w DEFINITION

I Logical file identifier

last El,tAF of a quicklook guality file has been returned
read, the returned status rrill be set to PFA EOF to show
data is avaiLable for further sequential inp t frorn the
tine of the next available EUAF will be set to zero.

CHAR* 16

RET DATTIM I*4(2' o

5- 11
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DEFfNTTION

PARITY BYTE(256) O A binary array of flags for the 2048
Science Mj,nor Frarnes (slillFs) in an EMAF.--,
indicating parity errors detected

0 SIUfF has good CRC code
1 sl4IF has bad cRc code or fill data

FILL BYTE(2s6) o A binary array of flags for the 2048
S!4IFS in an EMAF indicating rrhether the
SMfFs are filled or not

0 sl4IF contains data
1 SMIF contains f ill

VERSION 1*2 (2) CCB version and cycle nunber of the
quick-Iook quality file read

STATUS r*4 Status code returned
SS S_NORI,IAL - Nornal return
Other codes - Error (See TabLe F-1)

5.4 OTHER SERVICES

5.4.1 SET VERSTON/CYCLE PARA!,IETERS (SETVERCY)

The SETVERCY service provides a means by erhich the file version
and/or cycle inforrnation for a cataloged file may be specified before
a file is actually opened or assigned via the analysis services.

SETVERCY allows the version /cycle infornation to be input in two
different forms. The first forn provides a version and/or cycle
range, a corresponding selection rule that applies to that range and a
threshold ti.me used to exclude files created after that tine. It is
partj,cularly applicable to virtual files spanning nore than one day.
The second forn provides individual values, of version and cycle for
specific days in a file's processing tiure range. Both forns can be
specified at the sane tine. when they are, the second fom takes
precedence over the first for any days where the specifications
overlap.

The calJ.ing sequence for SETVERCY is as follows3

CALL SETVERCY (LID, START-VERSION, STOP-VERSION, VERSION-RULE,
START_CYCLE, STOP_CYCLE, CYCLE-RULE, THRESHOLD_TII,IE,
FILE-REQUIRED-FLAG, NIJIT{_ENTRIES, DAY, VERSION, CYCLE,
STATUS)

ARGTIMENT rYPE Ile DEFINTTION

ARGIJMENT

LID c*15 I

TYPE !l_9

o

o

Logical file identifier of file to be
opened or assigned

Lor^rer bound of version range over lrhich \-''/START VERSION t*2 I

5-72



STOP VERSION

VERSION RULE

START CYCLE

STOP CYCLE

DAY

VERSION

CYCLE

TYPE I/O

CYCLE RULE T*2 I

THRESHOLD TTUE c*23 r

FILE REQUIRED FLAG L*l I

NIJI,I ENTRIES

DEFINTTION

versi,on rule wi.I I
given LID

apply for f il,e with

Upper bound of version range over which
version rule will apply for file with
given LID

RuIe to be used in selecting the file
version over specified version range

1 HfGHEST in range
2 HIGHEST in comroon range
9 Do not stage

Lower bound of cycle range over which
cycle rule applies

Upper bound of cycl.e range over which
cycle rule app I ies

Rufe to be used in selecting file cycle
over specified cycle range. OnIy
neaningful if version range is not
specified.

1 Highest in range
2 Highest cornnon in range

(default = 1)

Time in VAX ASCII format used as a
threshold in the selection of files by
version rule. Files r.rith values of
creation tine exceeding THRESHOLD TI!.{E
uill not be selected (If field is-Ieft
bLank current tine Lrill be used)

FIag indicating requirenent for all
files for all days wj.thin virtual tirne
range

Nunber of entries
and CYCLE arrays

(NE) in DAY, VERSIoN

UARS days for which specific values of
file version and cycLe are to be used

values of file version to be used for
each UARS day in DAY array

values of file cycle to be used in
conjunction with values of version in
vERsIoN array and UARS day in DAY array

IT,2 I

l*2 r

TT,2 I

ll,2 I

r*4
(NE)

I

STATUS r*4 0

5-13

ARGT'MENT

I*4 I

I*2 I
(NE)

I*2 I
(NE)

status code returned
SS $_NORMAL - Nornal return



ARGU}TENT TYPE I/O

PFA_FVPARALRUSD - Specified LID
already in use

PFA FVPARALRSET - Paraneters already
sEt for current or other LID

Other codes - Error (See Tab1e F-1)

5.4.2 GET VERSION/CYCLE PARAMETERS (GETVERCY)

The GETVERCY service provides a means for querying an opened or
assigned file for its version and cycle infornation.

The calling sequence for GEfvERcY is as follows:

CALL GETVERCY (LID, MAX_NW_ENTRIES, NUI,{-ENTRIES, DAY, VERSION, CYCLE,
STATUS )

ARGI'MENT

LID Clt 16

MAX NIJIU ENTRIES I !t4

TYPE w
I

I*4
(NE)

I

o

o

o

o

r*2
(NE)

l*2
(NE)

VERS ION

CYCLE

STATUS

NIJM ENTRIES r*4

DAY

DEFINITION

Logical file identifier of opened or
assigned file

Maximum number of entries (NE) allowed
for in day, version, and cycle arrays

Number of physical files accessibLe as
part of current file

UARS day associated with each
accessible physical file

Version number associated with each
accessible physical file

Cycle nunber associated with each
accessible physical file

Status code returned
SS$_NORI.{AL - Nornal return
PFA_ITNKNOWNLID - Specified LID not

associated with any files
other codes - Error (See Tabl,e F-1)

r*4
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APPENDIX A

UARS DATE AND TIIqE TORMAT

The UARS standard format for specifying a date and tirne (UDTF) is
a two-word array. The date is in the first word in the forn of
YYYDDD, specifying the year (e.9., 90) and the day of year (e.9.,
January 1 = 001) requested.

(YEAR - 1900) * 1000 + DAY OF YEAR.

The time is the second word of the array and indicates the tirne in
nilliseconds of day.

A-1





BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE

APPENDIX B

UCSS PRODUCTION SERVICE FORTRAN EXAI,TPLE

This appendix provides an example of the usage of the UcsS
services. This exanple uses Level 0 IILS instrument and quality data
as input, generates a scratch fi1e, and produces a Level 1 fi1e.

PROGRA},I LEVELO

c

c

CHARACTER* 3 LEVELI / lTI /
CHARACTER*4 NEW FILE/ INEWI /
CHARACTER*4 PASS FAIL FLAG
CHARACTER*12 INST ID/TMLS'/
CHARACTER*12 QUALJTY/ IQUALITY' /
CHARACTER*12 OZONE DATA/ IOZONEI /
CHARACTER*15 MLID/TMLS_LEVELO_LID' /
CHARACTER*1 6 QLID / I QUALTTY_LID I /
CHARACTER*I6 oZLID I t 

"1_g2gyr'._LrDr/CHARACTER*16 SCLID/ I SCRATCH_LTD I /
CHARACTER*20 PARAIT{S (2, 2O)
CHARACTER* 8 O OZONE_ATTR(2,22)
CHARACTER:I8O COMMENTS/ I I/
CHARACTER*8 O DIJI{MY_ATTR/' '/

! MLS LO EXTIAF

! SMAF parity flags
!suAr fill flags
!SMIF parity flags
!SMIF fill flags
!L1 ozone record
! scratch file record

ll,evel 1 indicator
!New file flag
!Pass/fai1 flag
! Instrunent ID
lQuality data type
lOzone data type
IMLS LO LID
!QuaIity LrD
!L1 ozone LID
! scratch file LID
! Program paraneters
!ozone catalog attribute
! Progran conments
! Dummy AAA

!Version and cycle
!Mj.ssing EMAFS flag
!Questionable tiroe flag

!Proc. start tine
!Proc. stop tine
!Ll file start tine

MLS_EII{AF ( 1O 3 04 )
PARITY ( 8 )
FrLL(8)
QUAr._PARTTY (256)
QUAL_FrLL (255)
ozREc ( sooo )
scREc ( 512 )

VERSIoN(2)
GAP_FLAG
TIME FLAG

INTEGER* 2

TNTEGER* 2

INTEGER* 2

INTEGER'I4 STRTIME(2)
fNTEGER'I4 STPTII,IE (2 )
fNTEGER:I4 L1_START_TIME ( 2 )

c
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UCSS PRODUCTION SERVICE FORTRAN EXAMPLE

INTEGER* 4

INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER't4
INTEGER* 4
TNTEGER* 4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER* 4

INTEGER:t 4
INTEGER* 4
INTEGER*4

L1 STOP TIME
II{LS_REQ_TI},{E
MLS_ACT-TIME
QUAL_REQ_TI}IE ( 2 )

QUAL-ACT-TIME ( 2 )
UARS DAY
EMAF-RATE
OZLUN, SCRLIJN
ozoNE_srzEl14000/
SCRATCH_Sr ZE I t4OO /
COND CODE

STATUS
I OERR

NlJItl OZONE ATTR

!L1 file stop tine
lMLs reguest tine
IMLS record tine
! QUAL request tine
! QUAL record tiure
! UARS processing day
! EMAF rate
!Logical uni
!ozone file
! Scratch fil
! Program con
! Service sta
! I/o error s
! No. ozone a

CODE

(2

(2

tn
siz
es
dit
tus
tat
ttr

unbers
e
ize
ion code

us
ibutes

c
EXTERNAL SSS NOR},TAL

c
c

c
c
c

INITIALIZE PASS/FAIL FLAG AND PROGRAIU CONDITION

coND_coDE = ?Loc ( SS$_NoRMAL
PASS_FAII _FLAG = I PASS t

CALL UCSS PROGRAM INITIALIZATION SERVICE

CALL PGf NIT ( PARAI.{S, STRTIME, sTPTIlrlE, UARS_DAY )

OPEN },TLS LEVEL O AND QUALITY FILES

CALL OPENLo(INST_ID, STRTIUE, STPTIME, I.{LID, STATUS)
IF (STATUS .EQ. aLoc(SS$_NORT4AL) THEN

CALL OPENLO(QUALITY, STRTIME, STPTIIIIE, QLID, STATUS)
rF (srATUS .EQ. SLOC(SS$_NORMAL) THEN

B-2
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c
c
c

c
c
c

OPEN (IJNIT=OZLLN, FrLE=OZLID, ACCESS= | SEQUENTIAL I , RECL=1250,
1 INITIALSIZE=OZONF._SI ZE, FORM=TUNFORMATTED | 

,
2 STATUS= I NEW I ,IOSTAT=IOERR)

CALL ASGCAT (UARS_DAY, INST_ID, LEVELI, OZONE_DATA,
NEW FILE, OZONE SIZE, OZLID, OZLLJN, STATUS)

rF ( STATUS . EQ. -8LOC ( S S S_NO-RI.rAL ) THEN

ASSIGN AND OPEN A SCRATCH FILE

CALL ASGSCR ( SCRATCH_SrZE, NEW_FrLE, SCLID, SCRLIIN, STATUS)
IF (STATUS .EQ. SLOC(SS$-NOR},1AL) THEN

OPEN ( UNIT=SCRLUN , FILE=SCLfD r ACCESS= I SEQUENTIAL I ,
RECL=128, INITIALST ZE=SCRATCH_SI Z E,
FORM=TIJNFORMATTED I , STATUS= I NEW' , IOSTAT=IOERR)

1

1

2

UCSS PRODUCTION SERVICE FORTRAN EXAMPLE

ASSIGN AND OPEN LEVEL 1 OUTPUT FILE FOR OZONE

CALL QUALRD(QLID, QUAL-REQ_TIIIIE, QUAL_ACT_TIME,
QUAL-PARITY, QUAT._FILL, VERSION, STATUS)

c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

SET INTTIAL TI!,IE TO START TII'{E OF PROCESSING

MLS_REQ_TIME = STRTIME

QUAL REQ TIME = STRTIUE

READ THE MLS LEVEL O EIIAF FOR THE TIME
SPECIFIED IN MLS-REQ-TI}IE

CALL READLO (MLID, MLS-REQ-TI}IE, ULS_ACT_TIII{8, },ILS-EI.{AF,
1 PARTTY, FILL, GAP-FI,AG, TIME_FLAG,
2 EMAF-RATE, VERSION, STATUS)

READ THE QUALITY DATA FOR THE EMAF WITH THE
TIME SPECIFIED TN QUAL REQ TI},{E

1
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c
c
c

UCSS PRODUCTION SERVICE TORTRAN EXAIIIPLE

WRITE DATA TO OUTPUT FILES

WRITE (OZLITN, IOSTAT=IOERR) OZREC

I{RITE ( ScRLt N, IOSTAT=IOERR) scREc

CLOSE MLS LEVEL O, ENGINEERING AND QUALITY FILES

CALL CLOSELF(IIILID, IFREEI,, DIJMMY_ATTR, STATUS)
CALL CLOSELF(QLID, IFREEI,, DI'MMY ATTR, STATUS)

CLOSE AND CATALOG II{LS LEVEL 1 OZONE FILE

CLOSE ( OZLITN, IOSTAT=IOERR)
NUM OZONE ATTR = 3

ozoNE_ATTn(1, 1) = rsrART_Tr!,tEr

CALL UTL CON UDTF WS(L1-START-TIIIIE,
1 - - srErus)-
ozoNE_ATTR(l,2) -'STOP_Tfl,tE,
CALL UTL CON UDTF WS(L1_STOP-TTME,

1 - srErus)-
OZONE_ATTR(1, 3) ='RECORD_SIZE'
OZONE-ATTR(2,3) = r14000r

ozoNE_ATTR(2,1),

ozoNE_ATTR(2,2) ,

CALL DASLID(OZL7D, |CAT r, NIJM_OZONE_ATTR, OZONE_ATTR, STATUS)

CLOSE SCRATCH FILE

CLOSE ( ScRLt N, IoSTAT=IOERR)
CALL DASLID(SCLID, iFREEr,, D[rMIrIy ATTR, STATUS)

CALL PGTERM TO WRAP TTP PROGRAM PROCESSING

CALL PGTERM(PASS-FAIT,-FLAG, COND_CODE, COMMENTS)
STOP
END

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c
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APPENDIX C

LEVEL 1 AND LEVEL 2 DATA PROCESSTNG GUTDELINES

This appendix provides guidelines for the processj.ng of Level 1

and Level 2 data by production programs. The Ucss provides the basic
interface tools for assigning and deassigning the Level l and Level 2

data. The programmer is responsible for supplying the read and rrrite
services .

The UCSS provides the ASGCAT, ASGSCR, AsGcoR, and ASGCAL routines
to assign data sets to the production programs. Following assignrnent
of the file using the appropriate service, the progranmer can use
standard Fortran OPEN, READ, WRITE, and CLOSE services to perform the
actuaL l/o on the file. when opening an existing cataloged file, the
programner must specify READoNLY on the Fortran oPEN statement.
DASLID must be called upon completion of aII I/o (after the CLOSE) to
the fi1e. If a nehr cataloged file was created, DASLID generates the
catalog entry for the fi1e. For existing cataloged fi1es, DASLfD
updates the accounting data in the catalog.

Following are exampl,es of the UCSS services available to the
progranmer with sample ca11s for assigning Level l and Level 2 data
sets. In addition an exarnple is presented of how the scratch file
capability can be used to pass data from one program to another within
a processing run.

PROGRAM LVL1A

BYTE L1REC(2400)
BYTE SCREC ( 12 00 )

CHARACTER*3 LEVELI/ I1 I /

ll,evel 1 record
! Scratch record

lLeve1 1 indicator
! Pass/fail flag

flag
!New file flag
! Existing file

'l ! Instrunent ID
'/ ! Leve1 1 file

' ll,eveI 1 filer/ ! scratch file

4 PASS FAIL FI,AG
4 NEW_FLAG/TNEW'/
4 OLD_FLAG/ 'OLD' /
12 rNST_rDl 'HALOE
12 LEVELI_TYPE/ 'NONE
t6 LLLID /' LI_INPUT_LID
15 SCLrD/'SCRATCH LrD

subtype
LID
LID

CHARACTER*
CHARACTER*
CHARACTER*
CHARACTER*
CHARACTER't
CHARACTER*
CHARACTER*
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LEVEL l AND LEVEL 2 DATA PROCESSING GUIDELINES

CHARACTER* 2 O

CHARACTER* 8 O

CHARACTER* 8 O

INTEGER* 4

INTEGER* 4

INTEGER* 4

INTEGER* 4

INTEGER* 4

INTEGER* 4
INTEGER* 4

INTEGER* 4

INTEGERTt 4

PARAMS(2,20)
CO},1},1ENTS

DIII0{Y_ATTR/ r ' /

COND CODE

IOERF
LILI'N, SCRLT'N
RECNO

sCRATCH_SrZE/ tsOO /
STATUS
STRTI!,I( 2 )
sTPTrl,t ( 2 )
UARS DAY

! Progran paraneters
! Program conment
! Dumny attribute

! Proqram condition code
! I/O error status
!Logica1 unit numbers
! Scratch record number
! Scratch file size
! Service status
!Processing start tine
!Processing stop tine
! UARS processing day

c

c
c
c

c
c

c
c
c
c

EXTERNAL SS$ NORMAL !Normal return code

PASS FAIL FLAG = TPASSi

COND-CoDE-: ?Loc ( SS$_NORMAL)

CALL PGINIT TO RETRIEVE PROGRAU PARAMETERS

CALL PGINIT(PARAMS, STRTIM, STPTIM, UARS_DAY )

ASSIGN LEVEL 1 TNPUT FILE FOR SPECIFIED DAY

CALL ASGCAT (UARS_DAY, TNST-ID, I,EVELI, LEVELI-TYPE,
OLD FLAG,, L1LID, LILUN, STATUS )

rF (STATUS .EQ.-8l,oc(SSS_NORr.{AL) ) THEN

ASSIGN A SCRATCH FILE

1

CALL ASGSCR(SCRATCH_SIZE, NEW-FLAG, SCLID, SCRLI'N, STATUS)
rF ( STATUS .EQ. ZLoc(ss$ NoR!4AL) ) THEN

OPEN THE LEVEL 1 TNPUT FILE FOR READ ACCESS IN SHARED

MODE. FORMAT IS USER SPECIFIED.

OPEN(IJNTT=L1LIJN, FILE=L1LID, READONLY, SHARED,
1 FORM=ItNFORI.{ATTEDTr ACCESS= | SEQUENTIALT , STATUS=IOLDr,
2 IoSTAT=IoERR)

c-2
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c

c

LEVEL l AND LEVEL 2 DATA PROCESSING GUIDELINES

(CHECK OPEN STATUS)

OPEN THE SCRATCH FILE ( FORMAT IS USER SPECIFTED)
OPEN (IJNIT=SCRLI N, FILE=SCLfD, INITIALSfZE=SCRATCH_SI ZE r

ACCESS= I DIRECT I , FORM= ' UNFORIIATTEDT r STATUS= | NEI{ I ,
RECL=300r IoSTAT=TOERR)

CLOSE THE LEVEL 1 INPUT FILE

cLoSE (L1LUN, IoSTAT=IOERR)

CLOSE THE SCRATCH FILE

CLOSE(SCRLI N, IOSTAT=IOERR)

DEASSIGN THE LEVEL 1 INPUT FILE

CALL DASLID(L1LID, IFREEI, , DT'MMY-ATTR, STATUS)

DEASSIGN AND HOLD THE SCRATCH FILE

CALL DASLID(SCLID, IHOLDi,, DUI{IT{Y-ATTR, STATUS)

CALL PGTERM TO WRAP UP PROGRAIiI PROCESSING

CALL PGTERM( rPASSr, COND_CODE, COIr{MENTS )
STOP
END

c

c

c
c

c
c
c

1

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c
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READ RECORD FROIU LEVEL 1 INPUT FILE

**o,"r"1, losrAr=roERR) Lr.REc

WRITE A RECORD TO THE SCRATCH FILE

WRITE(SCRLIN,RECNO, IoSTAT=IOERR) SCREC



LEVEL l AND LEVEL 2 DATA PROCESSING GUTDELINES

PROGRA},I LVL1B

BYTE LzREC ( looo )
BYTE SCREC ( 12 00 )

CHARACTER* 3 LEVEL2 / I2I /
CHARACTER'I4 PASS FAIL FLAG
CHARACTER* 4 NEW FI,AG/TNEW ' /
CHARACTER*4 HELD FLAG/ IHELDI /
CHARACTER*12 INST ID/ THALOE' /
CHARACTER* 12 LrI.VEL} TYPE/ ' NONE I /
CHARACTER*16 LZLAD liLz OUTPUT_LID ' /
CHARACTER*15 SCLID/ ' SCRATCH-LID I /
CHARACTER* 2 O PARAMS (2,20)
CHARACTER* 8 O COMMENTS
CHARACTER* 8 O DATA_ATTR(2,10)

ll,evel 2 record
! Scratch record

ll.evel 2 indicator
!Pass/fail flag
!New file flag
!Existing file flag
! Instrunent ID
lLevel 2 file subt)rpe
! Leve1 2 file LID
! Scratch file LID
! Prograro parameters
! Progran cotnment
!Catalog attributes

c
INTEGER* 4

INTEGERtt 4

TNTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
TNTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER* 4
INTEGERtt 4
INTEGERtt 4

INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4
INTEGER*4

COND-CODE
IOERR
L2-START_TIME ( 2 )
L2_STOP_Tr}.{E ( 2 )
LzLI'N, S CRLI'N
LEVEL2_SIZE/28OO/
NI,M ATTR
scRNUtt
STATUS
STRTIM ( 2 )
STPTTM ( 2 )
UARS DAY

c

c
c
c

c
c
c

EXTERNAL SS$ NORMAL ! Nornal return code

INITIALIZE PASS/FAIL FLAG AND PROGRA!,I CONDITION CODE

PASS FAIL FLAG = TPASSI

coND-coDE = ?Loc(sS$ NoRMAL)

CALL PGINIT TO RETRIEVE PROGRAII{ PARAMETERS

CALL PGINIT(PARAMS, STRTTM, STPTII,T, UARS_DAY )

ASSIGN LEVEL 2 OUTPUT FILE FOR SPECIFIED DAY

CALL ASGCAT(UARS-DAY, TNST-ID, LEVEL2, LEVEL2-TYPE,
NEW FI.AG, LEVEL2 SIZE, L2LID, L2LIJN,STATUS)

rF (srATUs .EQ. ELOC(SSS_NoRruEL) THEN
1

c-4

! Progran condition code
! I/O error status
!L2 file start time
!L2 file stop tine
!Logical unit nurnbers
ll,evel 2 file size
! No. catalog attributes
! Scratch record number
!service status
! Processing start tine
! Processing stop tine
! UARS processing day

c
c
c



LEVEL 1 AND LEVEL 2 DATA PROCESSING GUIDELINES

ASSIGN AN EXISTING SCRATCH FILE

CALL ASGSCR(, HELD_FLAG, SCLID, SCRLI'N, STATUS )
rF (STATUS .EQ. SLOC(SS$_NORI{AL)) THEN

OPEN THE LEVEL 2 OIITPUT FILE
SPECIFTED)

( FORMAT IS USER

OPEN (UNrT=L2LLN, FILE=L2LI!, FORII='IJNFORMATTED I 
r

1 ACCESS=TDIRECT I , STATUS=rNEWr, INITIALSIZE=LEVEL2
2 RECL=250, IOSTAT=IOERR)

_SIZE,

oPEN THE EXISTING SCRATCH FILE ( FORri{AT IS USER SPECIFIED)

OPEN ( UNIT=SCRLIIN, FILE=SCLID, ACCESS= | DIRECT I 
r

1 FORM= I ITNFORMATTED I 
, STATUS=rOLDr ,IOSTAT=IOEP.R)

RDAD RECORD FROM SCRATCH FILE

READ (SCRLI N, SCRNUI{, IOSTAT=IOERR) SCREC

WRITE A RECORD TO THE LEVEL 2 FILE

IIRITE (L2LIJN, L2Nt M, IOSTAT=IOERR) L2REC

CLOSE THE LEVEL 2 OUITPUT FILE

cLoSE (L2LlrN, IOSTAT=IOERR)

CLOSE THE SCRATCH FILE

cl,osE ( SCRLITN, IoSTAT=IoEPf,,)

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
c
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c
c
c
c

LEVEL l AND LEVEL 2 DATA PROCESSING GUIDELINES

SET UP LEVEL 2 CATALOG ATTRIBUTE ARRAY TO SPECIFY FILE
START TI}{E , FILE STOP TI},18, AND RECORD SI ZE

NIJM ATTR = 3

DATE_ATTR(I, 1) = .sTART_TrME'

CALL UTL CON UDTF WS ( L2_START_TIME, DATA_ATTR(2,1)
1 sTETUs) -
DATA_ATTR(1,2) = 'STOP_TII'{E 

I

CALL UTL CON UDTF v!!ls (L2-STOP-TTME, DATA_ATTR(2,2),
DATA_ATrR(1,5) = TnncoRD-SIzET

DATA_ATTR(2,3) = r2800 |

STATUS)

c
c
c

c
c
c

c
c
C

DEASSIGN THE LEVEL 2 OUTPUT FILE

CALL DASLID (L2LID, 'CAT r, Nt I.!_ATTR, DATA_ATTR, STATUS)

DEASSIGN AND RELEASE THE SCRATCH FTLE

CALL DASLID(SCLID, IFREEI,,DI,'IIIMY_ATTR, STATUS)

CALL PGTERM TO WRAP UP PROGRA}II PROCESSING

CALL PGTERI.{ ( PASS_FAIr,_FLAG, coND_coDE, CoMMENTS)
STOP
END

c-6



This appendix defines the formats for the Level 0 fiLes.

D.1 SCIENCE TELEMETRY FORI{ATS AND DECOMMUTATION

The formats for the UARS science telenetry and the engineering
telemetry are being defined by the UARS spacecraft development and
integration contractor, ceneral Electric (GE), space Systems Divisj.on,
in conjunction with the UARS Project. The science telenetry fornats
are defined by the GE Prograrn Infornation Release (PIR) U-1K21-UARS-
700, Reference 8. A copy of the current science minor frame forroat is
shown in Tab1e D-1.

D-1
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LEVEL O FILE FOR!,IATS

Table D-1. Science llinor Frame Fornat

WORD FI'INCTION WORD FI]NCTION WORD FIJNCTION WORD FI'NCTION

0
4
8

L2
16
20
24
28
32
36
40
44
48
52
56
60
64
68
72
76
80
84
88
92
96

100
104
108
LL2
116
120
124

1
5
9

13
l7
2t
25
29
33
37
4L
44
49
53
57
51
65
69
73
77
81
85
89
93
97

101
105
109
113
LL7
L2t
L25

2

6
10
t4
18
22
26
30
34
38
42
44
50
54
58
62
65
70
74
7A
a2
85
90
94
98

LO2
105
110
114
118
122
L26

SYNC ID7 I

CDFRMCNT
ENG DATA
oBc-
oBc
PSTPULSEA
ES lPITCHF
ACRIM II
CI,AES
CLAES
CI.AES
HALOE
HALOE
HALOE
HALOE
HRDI
HRDI
HRDI
HRDI
HRDI
I SAII{S

ULS
MLS
PElr{

PEM

Pnrt
PEM

SUSIM
SUSIM
WINDI I
WINDI I
PWI BAT3 HI

SYNC r99 |

CDFRMCNT
ENG-DATA
oBc
oBc
PSIPULSEB
ESlROLLF
ACRIM II
CLAES
CLAES
CI,AES
HALOE
HALOE
HALOE
HALOE
HRDI
HRDT
HRDI
HRDI
HRDI
ISAI{S
MLS
SSPPAPOS
PE!{
PEI{
Pm{
PEI{
susrr.{
SUSI}T
WINDI I
WINDI I
PWI SCCU

SYNC | 07 |

CDCMDCNT

ENG-DA?A
oBc
oBc
SSPPAPOSA
ES2PITCHF
SC SPARE
CLAES
CLAES
CLAES
HALOE
HALOE
HALOE
HALOE
HRDI
HRDI
HRDI
HRDI
HRDI
I SAMS

l.{Ls
SSPPBPOS
PE}{
PEM

PE!4

SOLSTICE
SUSIU
SUS IM
WINDIT
WINDII
PARITY

CDCUSTAT
AAIAUXARY
ENG DATA
oBc-
PWITULO
SSPPBPOS
ES2ROLLF
PWIBATlHI
CLAES
CI,AES
CLAES
HALOE
HAT.OE

HALOE
HAI.oE
HRDI
HRDI
HRDI
HRDI
PWIBAT2HI
ISAUS
ULS v
PWIACS
PE!{
PE!,I

PE!{
PWICDH
susltrt
SUSIIII
WINDII
VIINDII
PARITY

3

7
1,1

15
19
23
27
31
35
39
43
44
51
55
59
63
67
71
75
79
83
a7
91
95
99

103
107
111
115
119
t23
L27

As described in PIR 700, there are two science formats. One
format, referred to as SCI-1, j,s the nominal format. The second
format, SCI-2, is appropriate to periods of propulsion rnodule
activity. In both SCI-1 and ScI-2 formats, the science Minor Frane
(SMIF) is 128 rrords in length, where a word in this context is 8 bits.
In both fornats, the word allocations and assignrnents are constant.
The difference betvreen the two formats is that the interpretation
changes for 6 of the 17 words of spacecraft telenetry.
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LEVEL O FILE FORMATS

2 DECOM}TUTATED FILE FORMATS

2.L GENERAL COU},IENTS

The UARS telernetry data is deconmutated into 5 Level 0 fiLes.
The first record of each Level 0 file is a file labeL record which
identifies the type of file and the file contents. The file label
record is folLo$red by data records, where the nunber of data records
is dependent on the type of file and the time span of teLenetry
contaj,ned by the fi1e. Each data record contains a standard 64 byte
record header foLlowed by the telenetry words. The record header
contains infornation describing the record contents.

There is one physical record per EXIIAF for files with less than
32 Kbytes of teLernetry data per !I{Af (i.e., 15 or fewer telenetry
hrords per SMIF). There are two physical records per EIIAF for those
files with more than 32 Kbytes of telemetry data per EI{AF (i.e., 15 or
nore words per SMIF). For these files, the first record contains the
telernetry data for the first 32 SMAfs of the EMAF and the remaining
3 2 SIvIAf s are in the second data record .

Because the nurber of telemetry words varies by file type, the
record length is dependent on the type. If the data record length is
greater than the file header length, the fiLe labe] record is filled
so that it is the sane length. For data records small.er than fiLe
1abel records, the data records are filled out to the length of the
Iabel record, 2532 bytes.

The Level 0 fiLes are stored on the CDHF as flat files without
any index structure.

This appendix describes the format of the Level 0 data files
stored on the CDHF, the guick-look files, and the rrvirtualrt Level O

files produced by the UCSS data transfer soft!'rare. The fornat of the
virtual Level 0 files is discussed further in Section D.2.3.

The file labeL record format is presented in Table D-2. AU file
Iabe1 record fields are AScIf fields.

D-3
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Table D-2. Level 0 File Labe1 Record

ITEI.{
NO. BYTES FIELD NAIUE COMMENTS

1

2

3

4

5

6
7
o

9

10
11
L2
13
t4
15
16
L7
18
19
20
2L
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
35
37
38
39
40
4L
42
43
44
45

L3
L7
2t
25
29
37
41
45
49
65
69
85
89
93

101
105
109
113
12L
t25
133
141
L49
157
163
159
175
181
185
189
193
!97
20L
205
209
2L3
221
237
261
265
273
289

et
et

a1

1-
5-
9-

phys i
# phy
# phv
ccB v

4
6

72
15
20
24
2A
36
40
44
48
64
68

satellite id
data s
data s
format

c
s

#
id

ersion #
record count (=t 1')

records/EMAF

I UARS I

see
see
see
Rec.

3

1
n file

1r

e
e

TabI
Tabl,
Note
*i

D-3
D-

e'g', r

see Note 2sical records in file
ersion nunber assigned to file

file cycle (transferred files only)
spare
ATC epoch year -
ATC - .5 nsec
ATC epoch year -
ATC - .5 msec
JATC 3 year
JATC: day
JATC 3 msec
JATC : usec
JATC: year
JATC: day
JATC: msec
JATC: usec
# SMIFS expected

be

be of

fir
fir
1as
las
fir
fir
fir
trr
las
Ias
1as
Ias

gin
t!

ll

It

gin

of st
st
t
t
st
st
st
st
t
t
t
t

EI.IAF
ll

lt

lt

E},IAF

| 1989 r

year
day
ni I l isecond
microsecond
year
day
ni I L isecond
nicrosecond

- 84

- 88
-92
-100
-104
-108
-7L2
-120
-t2 4

-132
-140
-148
-156
-L62
-168
-L7 4
-180
-184
-188
-]-92
-195
-2 00
-204
-208
-2L2
-220
-236
-260
-264
-27 2
-288
-292

ll

ll

ll

ll

tl

ll

lt

ll

ll

ll

ll

ll

tl

# s!{IFs in file (excluding fill)
# stllFs f i1I
# sMIFs lrith cRc error
# SlilAFs expected
# sl.IAFs in file (excluding all fill SMAFS)
# SMAFs of total, fill,
# SMAFs with partial fill or cRc errors
# maafs expected
# EMAFs present
# El,tAFs with fill or cRc errors
# Ef,BFs nissing frorn coverage
# EMAF level gaps in coverage
type of data tirne period see Note
UARS day nunber ir ir

spare
deconrnutation progran version
deconrnutation run date/tine
rnerge file name
rnerge rerun #
merge progran version
nerge run date/tine
# edit files <= 40

3

4
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Table D-2. Level 0 File Label Record (Continued)

COMMENTS

ITEMS 46 TO 50 REPEAT 40 TIMES. THE NWBER OF REPS CONTAINTNG
NONFILL DATA IS GIVEN BY ITEII #45i THE RE]4AINING REPS ARE FILL.
THE ACTUAL BYTE OFFSET FRO}I THE BEGINNING OF THE RECORD OF AN ITEI,T
IN THE 'INTHII REP IS DETERMINED BY ADDING 292+(N-1) *56 TO THE BYTE
VALUE LISTED BELOW FOR THE ITEI.{.

46
47
48
49
50

1

25
29
37

24
28
35
52
55

edit
edit
edit
edit
edit

file
file
Ir1e
file
file

N - filename
N - edit rerun #
N - edit program version
N - edit run date/tine
N - data type trR/Ttr or trP/Bn

see Note 551 2533 x f i1t characters

Length of nonrepeating fields (bytes)
Length of nonrepeating fields & 40 edit files (bytes)

292
2532

NOTES :

3

1. Identifies version number of the Leve1 0 fomat.

2 For virtual files (see Note 3) the nunber of physical records
in the file is contained in the continuation file label
record

Identifies which of the four time period types supported
under this format are contained by the files, ab follows:

rr QLir = quick look data, approxirnately 92 E AFs
r'24HRx = 24 hours of data, approximately 1319 EMAFS
ItvIRTtt = data covering a virtual time range
trNRTrr = near real-tine data, approxinately 15 ElrAfs

contains the UARS day nurnber of the day in which the first
EMAF of the file occurs.

When fixed in a SoLSTICE or QUALITY f il,e, the file label
record is not fi11ed out at all. When fixed in any other
type of UARS Level 0 fil.e, the file label record is fi11ed
out to the length of the data record for that file tlpe, as
specified in Tables D-6 to D-20.

4

5

D-5
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Tab1e D-3. Level. 0 Data Set Infornation

FILE TYPE DATA SET TD DATA SET

CI,AE S

HALOE

HRDI

I SAMS

MLS

PE},1

SOLSTTCE

SUSIM IIAN

SUSTM ilBX

WINDT I

ACRIM

ENG INEERING

SPACECRAFT

oBc

QUALITY

cLs

HAL

HRD

ISM

MLS

PE!,1

soL

SIIIA

s!,tB

WIN

ACR

ENG

scT

oBc

QAL

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

l2

13

14

15

The file label record is intended to carry information that is of
interest to the operations personnel of the GTDM DCF and the CDHF.
The following paragraphs are provided to clarify the meaning of the
less obvious fields of the file label record.

o Iten 4: fornat version number - over the Iife of the UARS
mission, several Level 0 file forurats rnay be necessary. This
docunent wi.I1 define those formats and the fornat version
nunber field wiIl distinguish between them.

ften 5,6 and 7: physical. records - As described earlier, a
physical record is intended to correspond to one EttlAF, but in
certain cases an EIAF may be split into two physical records.
Iten 5 identifies the file Label record as the first physical
record of the fiIe, Iten 5 identifies the nunber of physical

o
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records per EMAF and Item 7 identifies the number of physical
records in the file.

Iten 8: CCB version nurnber - The configuration controlled
version number assigned to the Level 0 file when cataloged on
the eDHF.

Item 9: The cycle nunber associated qrith the cataloged fi1e.
This field has meaning only for a file that has been created
via the UCSS data transfer servi.ces as described in the UcsS
Userrs cuide (Reference 9).

Items 11 to 14: ATC - These fields correspond to the first
ATC value occurrj.ng in the first and last EMAF of the file.
The ATC will only be processed to remove obvious spike
errors. In the event that these values are not available in
the telenetry, the DcF will conpute the value expected.

Items 15 to 22. JATC - These fields contain the Julian
format Absolute Tine code (JATC) values corresponding to the
smoothed ATC val.ues of i.tens 11 to 14. The values are
obtained by converting the ATC values to creent ich lr1ean Tine
(cMT) and refornatting to Julian fornat. These fields
correspond to the first value occurring in the first and last
EMAF of the file. In the event that these values are not
available in the telemetry, the DcF wiII compute the value
expected,

Iten 36: type of data tine period - The Level 0 files are
intended to contain 24 hours of telemetry, one quick-Look or
near real-tirne pass, or a v j.rtual. tirne rlnge of 

-data. 
This

field distinguishes betrreen the four possibilities.

Iten 37: UARS day nunber - Each 24 hour tirne period
(0 to 400 hours cUT) will be numbered, beginning with 1 and
incremented by 1 where 1 is the time period (day) in uhich
the UARS launch occurs. This field wiLl contain that value.
Tine period fD values from 9000 to 9999 are reserved to
indicate test data sets,

o Items 39 & 40: decommutation run description - Th

o

o

o

o

o

contain infornati
and traceability
produce the assoc

onp
oft
iate

roduced by the DCF for qualit
he decommutation processing p
d file.

ese fields
y control
erformed to

Items 41 to 44: nerge run description - These fields contain
information produced by the DCF for quality control, and
traceability of the nerge processing performed to produce the
associated fiIe.

Itens 45 to 50: edit file description - These fields contain
infornation produced by the DcF for quality control and
traceability of the edit files and the edit processing

o

D-7
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performed for each of the edit files for up to 40 edit files.

D.2.3 LEVEL O VIRTUAL FILES

A Level o virtual file is a file containing Level 0 data covering
a user-specified tirne range. The virtual Level o data records are
copied fron the Leve1 0 file(s) that contain data for the requested
tine range. The virtual Level 0 data files are created by the UCSS
data transfer services as described in the UCSS Userrs cuide
(Reference 9). The following paragraphs describe how the Level o
format defined in this appendix accomnodates the virtual Level o
files.

A virtual Level 0 file is distinguished frorn nornal Level 0 files
by the value [VIRTrr in iten 35 of the file label record format (see
TabLe D-2). The following additional conments apply to the file 1abe1
record:

o

o

o

o

Item 4: fornat version
constructed using LeVeI
number.

irtual Level 0 files can only be
iles with the saroe fornat version

-v
0f

Iten 7 z # of physical records in file - This field will be
blank and the corresponding information will be contained in
the continuation file label record (see Tab1e D-4).

Iten 8: CCB version nunber - The value is the version nunber
of the Level 0 file used as the source for the first data
record in the virtual Level 0 file.

Item 9: cycle nunber - The value is the cycle nunber of the
Level o file used as the source for the first data record in
the virtual Level 0 fi1e,

o

o

Items 11 to 14:
virtual fiIes.

Itens 23 t
for virtua

and 37 to 0: These
evel 0 files.

ATC - These fields should be ignored for

o

Itens 15 to 2: JATC - These fields wil,l contain the JATC
times corresponding to the first and last EMAFs in the
virtual file.

fiefds should be ignoredo5
1L
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Table D-4. Level 0 continuation File Labe1 Record

ITEM
NO. BYTE FIELD NAME

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

1-
5-
9-

4

8

1

1

2

2
(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

satelLite id |UARS I

data set # see Table D-3
data set id see Table D-3
physical record count
number of physical records in file
nunber of tirae/version entries.....see Note
JATC: year - start tirne for version
entry
JATC: day - start tirne for version
entry
JATC: niLliseconds - start tine of
version entry
JATC: microseconds - start tine of
version entry
ccB version number for version
entry
cycle nunber for version entry

13 -
17-
25-
29+
32+
33 +
36 +
37+
44 +
45 +
48 +
49+
56 +
57+
64+

o

r-1)
r-1)
r-1)
r-1)
r-1)
r-1)
r-1)
r-1)
r-1)
r-1)
r-1)
r- 1)

*36
*36
*36
*36
*36
*36
*36
*36
*36
!t36
,r35
*36

2

6

4

11

L2

REPEAT ITEMS 7 12 FOR I = 1 to number tine/version entries (Iten 5)

Note3 If there are no changes in version/cycle for the virtua
this number will be zero and no tj-rne/version entries wil

1f
1f

ile,
o1low.

D.2.3.1 continuation File Label Record Fornat

A continuation file label record is present only when the type of
data tirne period field in the file 1abe1 record (see Table D-2)
indicates that the file covers a virtual tine period. Table D-4
describes the format of the continuation file label record. The UCSS

data transfer software creates this continuation record in order to
identify the ccB version and cycle nunbers of the source files froro
h,hich the Level o file was generated. The nunber of version entries
in the record is deterrnined by the nunber of changes in the ccB
version and cycle nurnbers of the source fiIes. Each version entry in
this record defines the version nunber for a specific tine range. The
tirne in the version entry specifies the start time of the range and
the tine of the next version entry specifies the start tirre of the
next range.

D-9
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D.2.4 DATA RECORD HEADER INFORMATION

The data record header format j.s presented in Table D-5. This
inforrnation is contained in the first 64 bytes of the record. Of
these 64 bytes, 4 bytes are spare. The record header inforroation
pertains to the EltlAF fron lrhich the associated data qrords rrere
extracted.

D-r.0
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Table D-5. Level, 0 Data Record Header

BYTES NA},IE TYPE COMMENTS
ITE}4
NO.

1- 2

3- 4

5- 8

9 - 10
11, - 12

1

3

4

5

6
7

8

9

13
2l
23
25

instrument data set #
record type
physical record count
15-bit SMIF Count - begin EMAF
ATC - Epoch year
ATc - 0.5 nsec count
JATC: year - begin EMAF
JATc:day - begin EIIAF
JATC: msec - begin EI.IAF
JATC3usec - beg
# of SMIFS of f
# of SMIFs with
# of SUIFS $/ith
FLAG - EMAF gap
FLAG - abnormal
EMAF rate (nsec
spare

EMAF

bad sync
CRC error

ATc increment
/EMAF)

see Table D-1
see Note 1

year
day
ni l.l isecond
microsecond

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
r
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

10 29
11 31
L2 33
13 35
L4 37
15 39
16 4L
t7 45
18 49
19 57

-20
-22
-24
-24
- 30
-32
-34
- 36
- 38

- 40
- 44
-44
- 55
-64

in
ilr

SMAF fill flags
sltAF parity flags

1.. Identifies record type as follows:

bit see Note
bit see Note

4

5

NOTES :

ata record,
ata record,
ata record,

SMAFS O to 31
SMAFS 32 to 63
SlilAFs 0 to 63

1=d
2=d.
3=d

2

3

4

5

Interpret as follovs:
o = rrno gaprl
1 = rrcurrent El,tAf' follows a gaptt

Interpret as follows:
0 = rrnorral ATc increment from last EMAFT|

1= Itabnormal ATc incrernentrl

1 bit for each SMAF in the EMAF. Interpret as foLlows:
0 = rtall SUIFS in SMAF contain datarl
1= rtl or rnore SMIFS contain fi11"

1 bit for each SITIAF in the EMAF. Interpret as follows:
0 = trall SMIFS in SMAF have good CRC'i
1= rr1 or more StilIFs have CRC errors or contain fillrl

D-11

see Note 2

see Note 3
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The comments made in Section D.2.2 on the SMIF counter, ATC, and
JATC are applicable to Items 4 to r0 of the data record header. The
ATc and the JATC are the first of the EIIAF; the 16 bit SMIF counter is
taken from the first SMIF of the EUAF.

D.2. 5 DATA RECORD BODY

Tabl.e D-6. cLAEs Level 0 Data Record

ITEIII
NO. DESCRI PTION LENGTH OFFSET

1

2

3

4

5
5
7
I
9

10
11
t2
13

#33 ,

#34,
#35,
#36,
#3? ,
#38,
#39 ,
#4o,
#41,
#42,
#43,

+64
+64
+64
+64
+64
+54
+64
+64
+64
+64
+64
+64

WORD

WORD

WORD

I.TORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

RECORD HEADER

SUrF:I , SMAF=J
SMIF=I, S}IAF=J
sMIF=I , SMAF=J
SMIF=I , SMAF=J
SMIF=I , SMAF=J
SMfF=I r SMAF=J
SMIF=I , SMAF=J
SMIF=I, SUAF=J
SMIF=I , SMAF=J
SMIF=I , SMAF=J
SMIF=I r SMAF=J

REPEAT TTEII' NO. I S

#32, SI'IIF=I, SMAF=J (r + 32 * J)
(r + 32 * J)
(f+32r.J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(r + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(r + 32 * J)

+12*
+ 12 *
+L2t
+L2*
+L2*
+L2*
+12*
+12*
+!2*
+L2*
+12*
+ 12 *

0
0

1

3

4

5

6

7
6

9
10
11

64
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

1

WORD

WORD

I{ORD

2-L3 FOR J
AND FOR I

TO

TO

:= 0

:= 0

63
31

Total Record Length (bytes): 24640

D-12

The body of the data record contains the telenetry fron one of
the i.nstrunents, the subcommutated engineering telernetry, the OBC
telernetry, the spacecraft telenetry, or the detailed quality
information for one EMAF. The detailed data record formats for each
of these types of files are presented in Table D-5 to D-20.
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Table D-7. HALOE Level 0 Data Record

HALOE RECORD TYPE #1

DESCRIPTION LENGTH OFFS ET
ITEM
NO.

1
2

3

4

5
6

I
9

10
11
t2
13
L4
15
16
L7

#45,
#46,
#47,
#48,
#4e,
#50,
#5t,
#52,
#53,
#54,
#55,
#56,
#57 ,
#58,
#5e,

+54+
+64+
+64+
+64+
+64+
+64+
+64+
+64+
+64+
+64+
+54+
+ 64 +
+64+
+64+
+64+
+64+

16 *
1,6 *
16 *
15 *
16 *
l-6 *
16 *
16 *
16 *
16 *
16 *
16 *
16 *
1,6 *
16 *
16 *

RECORD HEADER
WORD #44, SMIF=I , SMAF=J (I+32ttJ)

(I + 32 rt J)
(I + 32 * J)
(r+32*J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)
(r + 32 * J)
(I + 32 * J)

0
0
1

2

3

4
5
6
7

9

10
11
t2
13
14
15

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

SMIF=I ,
sMIF=I ,
SlilIF=I ,
SMIF=I ,
SMrF=I ,
Slrlf F=I ,
SMIF=I ,
sMrF=I ,
SMIF=I ,
SMIF=I ,
SMIF=1r
SMIF=I ,
SMrF=I ,
SI'1IF=I ,
SI{rF=I ,

SMAF=J
SMAF=J
Sl,!,AF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
sMAF=J
SMAF=J
SlilAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAP=J
SMAF=J

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

REPEAT fTEM NO. tS 2-17 FOR J :=
AND FoR I :=

TO
TO

0
0

31
31

Total Record Length (bytes) 3 16448

HALOE RECORD TYPE #2

HALOE RECORD TYPE #2 15 IDENTICAL TO HALOE RECORD TYPE #1
WITH THE FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONS :

- THE RECORD HEADER CONTENT CHANGES AS FOLLOWS:

-- VALUE FOR ''RECORD TYPEII CHANGES FROIT 1 TO 2

-- THE PHYSICAL RECORD COT'NT INCREMENTS

- THE RANGE OF THE LOOP ON J BECOMES X32 TO 63II

64
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1

t-

1

1
1
1

D-13
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ITEIU
NO.

HRDI RECORD TYPE #1

DESCRIPTION LENGTH OFFS ET

1

2

3

4
5
6
7

8

9

10
L1
L2
13
14
15
16
L7
18
19
20

10
11
t2
13
14
15
16
L7
18

19 *
19 *
19 *
19 *
L9*
19 *
19 *
19*
19 *
19*
19 *
19*
19 *

RECORD HEADER
lvoRD #60, sMIF=I
woRD #61,StlIF=I
WORD #62rSMIF=I

#63, SMIF=I
#64 , sMrF=I
#65, SMIF=I
#66 , sMrF=r
#67, SMIF=I
#68 , SMrF=I
#69, SMIF=I
#70, SMIF=I
#71 , sMrF=r
#72 

'SYIIF=I173, sMrF=r
#7 4 , SIIIIF=I
#75, SMIF=I
#76, sMIF=I
#77,SYLIF=I
#78, SMrF=r

sMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
Sl,LAF=J
SMAF=J
sMAF=J
SMAF=J
SUAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J

64
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

+19*
+ 19 *
+19*
+19*
+ 19 *
+ 19 *

0
0+
1+
2+
3+
4+
5+

64
64
64
54
64
64

1+
I+

*J
*J
*J

r + 32 * J
I + 32 * J

(

(

(

(

(

(

(
(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(

(
(

32
32

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

T{ORD

6 + 54 +
7 + 64 +

I+32

I + 32 * J
I+32*J
I + 32 * J

I+32*J
I + 32 * J
I + 32 * J
I + 32 * J

r + 32 * J
I+32*J
I+32*J
r + 32 * J
I+32*J

I + 64 +
9+64+

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

64
64
64
64
64
64
64

I + 32 * J
I + 32 * J

+64+
+64+

31
31

=0To
=0To

REPEAT ITEM NO. IS 2-20 FOR J :

AND FOR I :

Table D-8. HRDI Level 0 Data Record

Total Record Length (bytes): 19520

HRDI RECORD TYPE #2

HRDT RECORD TYPE #2 IS IDENTICAL TO HRDI RECORD TYPE f,1
WITH THE FOLLOWING EXCEPTIONS:

- THE RECORD HEADER CONTENT CHANGES AS FOLLOWS:

-- VALUE FOR IIRECORD TYPEN CHANGES FROI,{ 1 TO 2
-- THE PHYSICAL RECORD COIJNT INCREMENTS

- THE RANGE OF THE LOOP ON J BECOIqES II 3 2 TO 6 3 II

D-14
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Table D-9. ISAMS Level 0 Data Record

ITEM
NO. DESCRI PTION LENGTH OFFSET

*J)
*J)
*J)
*J)

4 * (I +
4 * (I +
4 * (I +
4 * (I +

0

0 + 64 +
L+64+
2+64+
3 + 64 +

64
1
1
1

1

L

2
J

4

5

RECORD HEADER
WORD #80, SMfF=I r SMAF=J
WORD #81, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
WORD #82, SMfF=I , SMAF=J
WORD #83, SMfF=I , SMAF=J

32
32
32
32

REPEAT ITEM NO.IS 2-5 FOR J
AND FOR I

:= 0 TO
:= 0 TO

63
31

Total Record Length (bytes):

?ab1e D-10. lll,s Level 0 Data Record

LENGTH OFFSET

8256

rTEM
NO. DESCRTPTTON

0
0+54+
1+54+
2+64+
3 + 64 +
4+64+

64
1

1

1

1
1

1

4

5
6

RECORD HEADER
WORD #84 , SMIF=I , SMAF=J
WORD #85, SMIF=I r SMAF=J
WoRD #8 6 , SMIF=I , SMAF=J
WORD #87, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
WORD #88, SUIF=I , SUAF=J

5 * (I + 32 * J)
5 * (I + 32 * J)
5 * (r + 32 * J)
5 * (I + 32 !t J)
5 * (I + 32 * J)

REPEAT ITEM NO. IS 2-6 FOR J :

AND FOR I :

63
31

Total Record Length (bytes):

TO
TO

=0
--0

103 04

D-r,5
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TabLe D-11. PEI't Level 0 Data Record

LENGTH OFFSET
rTEI.t
NO. DESCRI PTI ON

1
2

3

4

5
6
7

8

9

10
11
L2
13
14
15

WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #

RECORD HEADER
WORD #92, SIIIF:I, SMAF=J

93rSMIF=I,SMAF=J
94, SMIF=I, SMAF=J
95, SMIF=I, SMAF=J
95, SMIF=I, SMAF=J
97, SMIF=I, SIIAF=J
98,SMIF=I,SMAF:J
99, SMIF=I, SMAF=J
100, SMIF=I, SMAF=J
101, SMIF=I, SMAF=J
102,SMIF=I,SMAF=J
103, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
104 , SMIF=I , SMAF:J
105, SMfF=I , S}IAF=J

DESCRIPTION

REPEAT ITEI.{ No. I s 2-15 Fo
AND FO

TO
TO

0
0
L
2

3

4

5
6
7

8

9
10
11
l2
13

64
1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

64
64
54
64
64
64
64

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

*(
*(
*(
*(
*(
*(
*(
*(
*(
*(
*(
*(
*(
*(

l4
14
L4
L4
L4
t4
L4
14
L4
L4
l4
t4
L4
t4

I + 32 * J
r + 32 * J

I + 32 * J
I+32*J

r + 32 * J
f+32*J

I + 32 * J
l+32*J

r + 32 * J
f + 32 !t J

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

)

64
64
64
64
64
64
64

I+32*J
I + 32 * J
I+32*J

I + 32 * J

R J := 0
R I := 0

63
31

Total Record Length (bytes): 24736

ITE}{
NO. LENGTH OFFSET

1

2

RECORD HEADER
WORD #105, SMIF=I r SMAF=J

REPEAT ITEM NO. 2

3 FILL

0
0+54+ 1 * (I + 32 * J)

64
L

FORJ:=0
AND FOR I

TO
:= 0 To

53
31

420 2LL2

Total Record Length (bytes): 2532

D-16

Table D-12. SoLSTICE Level 0 Data Record
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Table D-13. SUSIM rrArr Level 0 Data Record

LENGTH OFFS ET
ITE}.,I
NO. DESCRI PTION

1

2

3

4

5

RECORD HEADER
WORD # 108 , SDIIF=I, SMAF=J
WORD #110, Sl.lIF=I , SMAF=J
WORD #112, SMIF=I, SMAF=J
WORD #114, SMIF=I, SMAF=J

4 * (I + 32 * J
4 * (I + 32 tt J
4 * (I + 32 * J
4 * (I + 32 * J

0

0 + 64 +
1+64+
2+64+
3+64+

64
1
1

1

1

REPEAT ITEU NO. iS 2-5 FOR J
AND FOR I

DESCRI PTION

TO
TO

:= 0
:= 0

63
31

Total Record Length (bytes):

Table D-14. SUSIU nBx Level 0 Data Record

LENGTI{ OFFSET

4256

rTEM
NO.

1

3

4

5

RECORD HEADER
woRD #L09, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
WORD #111, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
WORD #113, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
WORD #115, SMIF=I , SMAF=J

*J)
*J)
*J)
*J)

4 * (I +
4 * (I +
4 * (I +
4 * (I +

0

0 + 64 +
1 + 64 +
2+54+
3 + 64 +

64
1

1
1
1

32
32
32
32

REPEAT ITE}I NO.IS 2-5 FO

AND FO
53
31

Total Record Length (bytes):

TO
TO

R J := 0

R I := O

8256

D- 17
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Tab1e D-15. WINDII Level, 0 Data Record

ITEM
NO. DESCRIPTION LENGTH OFFSET

8 * (I + 32 * J)
8*(I+32*J)
8*(I+32*J)
8*(I+32*J)
8 * (I + 32 * J)

0
o+54+
1 + 54 +
2+64+
3 + 64 +
4 + 64 +
5 + 54 +
6+64+
7 +64+

64
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

J

5
6

7

9

RECORD HEADER
woRD #116, SMIF=I
WORD 1117,SMIF=I
woRD #118, sMrF=J
WORD #119,SMIF=I
WORD #120,SMIF=I
WORD #121, SMIF=I
WoRD #122,SMIF=I
WORD #123,SMIF=I

SMAF=J
sMAF=J
SMAr=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
Sl'tAF=J
SItAF=J

8 * (I + 32 * J)
8 * (I + 32 * J)
I * (r + 32 * J)

REPEAT ITEIII NO. IS 2-9 FOR J :

AND FOR I :

DESCRIPTION LENGTH OFFSET

TO
TO

--0
=0

63
31.

Tota1 Record Length (bytes): 16448

Table D-16. ACRIM Level 0 Data Record

(r+32*J)
(I + 32 * J)

64
1

1

+ 2*
+ 2*

TO
TO

0
0+
1+

:= 0

:= 0

64
64

63
31

Total Record Length (bytes):

REPEAT ITEIII NO.IS 2 & 3 FOR J
AND FOR T

4160

D- 18

ITEM
NO.

1 RECORD HEADER
2 WORD #28,SMfF=I,SMAF=J
3 fiORD #29,SMIF=I,SMAF=J
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Table D-17. Engineering Level 0 Data Record

DESCRIPTION
ITEM
NO.

L

2

3

4

5

RECORD HEADER
WORD #8,SMIF=I ,SMAF=J
WORD #9,SMIF=ITSMAF=J
WORD #10, SMIF=I, SMAF=J
WORD #11, SMIF=I, SMAF=J

4*(I+32*J)
4*(I+32*J)
4 * (I + 32 + J)
4 * (I + 32 * J)

0

0 + 64 +
l+64+
2+64+
3+64+

64
1
1
1
1

REPEAT ITEM NO. rS 2-5 FOR J := 0 TO
AND FOR I := 0 TO

Total Record Length (bytes):

63
31

8256

D- 19

LENGTH OFFSET
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Table D-18. Spacecraft Level 0 Data Record

SPACECRAFT RECORD TYPE #].

DESCRIPTION LENGTH OFFSET

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8
9

10
11
L2
13
14
15
16
t7
18
19
20
2r
22

RECORD HEADER
WORD #3,SMIF=I ,SMAF=J

0
0

1
2

3

4

5

6

7

I
9

10
11
L2
13
L4
15
16

64
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1
1

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

WORD

I{ORD
WORD

WORD

!IORD
WORD

WORD

#6, SMfF=I , SMAF=J
17, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
#19, SMIF=I , SIIAF=J
#20, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
#21,SMIF=I ,SMAF=J
#22'SNIIF=I ,SMAF=J
#23, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
#24 , SIIIF=I , SMAF=J
*25 ,51{LF=I , SMAF=J
#26, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
#27 ,SMaF:\ , SMAF=J
#30, SMIF=I, SMAF=J
#31,SMIF=I,SMAF=J
#79, SMfF=I , SMAF=J
#89 , SMIF=I , SMAF=J
19 0, SMIF=I ,SMAF=J
#91,SMIF=I ,SMAF=J
#107 , SMIF=I , SMAF=J
#124, SMIF=I , SMAF=J
#125, SIIIF=I , SMAF=J

+ 54 +21 * (I +32 *J)
+64+2t*(t+32*J)
+64+ 21 * (I +32 *J)
+64 +21 * (I+32 *J)
+64.+ZLt (I +32 *J)
+64+ 21 * (I +32*J\
+64+ZLt (l+32*J)
+ 64 + 21 * (I + 32 * J)
+64 + 21 * (I+32 *J)
+64+2L*(t+32*J)
+64+ 21 * (r+32 *J)
+ 64 + 21 * (I + 32 * J)
+ 64 + 21 * (I + 32 * J)
+ 64 + 21 * (I + 32 * J)
+ 54 + 21 * (I + 32 * J)
+ 64 + 21 * (I + 32 * J)
+64 + 21 * (I+32 *J)
+ 54 +21 * (I +32 *J)
+ 54 + 21 * (I + 32 * J)WORD

WORD

I{ORD

t7
18
19
20

+ 64 + 21 * (I + 32 * J',)

+ 54 + 21 * (I + 32 * J)

31
31

=0To
=0To

REPEAT TTE,I NO.IS 2-2O FOR J :
AND FOR I :

Total Record lJength (bytes): 21558

SPACECRAFT RECORD TYPE #2

SPACECRAFT RECORD .IYPE *2 IS IDENTICAL TO SPACECRAFT
RECORD TYPE #]. WITH THE FOLLOWTNG EXCEPTIONS:

- THE RECORD HEADER CONTENT CHANGES AS FOLLOWS:

-- VALUE FOR 'IRECORD TYPEX CHANGES FROIII I TO 2

-- THE PHYSICAL RECORD COI'NT INCRE!,TENTS

- THE R,ANGE OF THE LOOP ON J BECOMES II32 TO 63N

D-20

ITE},1
NO.
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Table D-19. OBc Level 0 Data Record

LENGTH OFFS ET
ITEI,l
NO. DESCRTPTI ON

0

O+64+ 7* (I+32r.J)
1 + 64 + '7 * (I + 32 * J)
2+64+ 7* (I+32*J)
3+54+ 7* (I+32*J)
4+64+ .7 * (I+32*J)
5+64+ 7* (I+32*J)
6+64+ 7* (I+32*J)

64
1

1

1

1
1

1

1

SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF=J
SMAF_J
SMAF=J

RECORD HEADER
WoRD #12, SI.IIF=I ,

13, SMIF=I ,
14, SMIF=I ,
15, SMIF=I ,
16, SMIF=I ,
17, SMIF=I ,
18, SMIF=I ,

I,'ORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #
WORD #

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

REPEAT ITEIII NO. IS 2-8 FO

AND FO

63
31

Tota1 Record Length (bytes): 14400

TO
TO

R J := 0
R I := 0

D-2L
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Tab1e D-20. Quality Level 0 Data Record

ITEM
NO. DESCRIPTION LENGTH OFFSET

1

2
J

4

5

6
'7

o

9

RECORD HEADER
sl,llF FILL SI{AF=J, SMIF=
SMIF FILL SMAF=J, SMIF=
SMrF FILL SMAF=J, SMIF=
SIUIF FILL SMAF=J, SMIF=

0To
8TO
157
247

TO
TO

T
T

?

15
o23
o 31

7
15

o23
o31

64+
64 +
64+
64+

64+
64+
64+
64+

0
0+
1+
2+
3+

0+
1+
2+
3+

64
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

4*J
4 ltJ
4*J
4 *J

REPEAT ITEIII NO.IS 2-5 FOR J 0 To 63

SMIF
SMIF
SMIF
SMIF

cRc
cRc
cRc
cRc

SMAF=J, SMIF=0
SMAF=J, SMIF=8
SMAF=J, SMIF=16
SMAF=J, SMIF=24

256+4*J
256+4*J
25
25

5+4*J
6+4*J

REPEAT ITEI4 NO. IS 6-9 FOR J := 0 TO 63

10 FILL . 1956 576

Tota1 Record Length (bytes): 2532

NOTE:

ach bit of a SMIF Fill byte corresponds to a SMIF as
escribed above and is interpreted as foLlo$s:
= Itthe corresponding SMIF contains datarr
= rrthe corresponding sMrF is all fill datal

Each bit of a SMIF cRc byte corresponds to a SMIF as
described above and is interpreted as follows:
0 = rrthe corresponding SMIF has a good cRctr
1= trthe corresponding SMIF has a bad cRc or is all fill

datarr

The first iten of the data record formats as shown in
Tables D-5 to D-20 is the 54 byte record header starting at byte 0 of
the record. Each subsequent item in the tables account for one of the
telemetry words assigned to that instrument, engineering, OBC,
quality, or spacecraft data. The location of the telenetry word in
the record is given in terns of an offset and a length.

For example, a given instrument nay be assigned 12 r{rords of
telemetry per SMIF. One of the words of telernetry contained in SMIF i
of SMAF j is stored in a one byte location in the record, hrith an
offset fron the beginning of the record specified by the noffsetr
field for the word. The offset value accounts for the nunber of r,rords

-E
d
0
1

D-22
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preceding the desired word in the SMIF, the 64 byte record header, and
the product of the nurnber of SMIFS preceding SMIr i of SMAF j vith the
number of words per SMIF, 12 lrords in this case.

D.2.6 IUULTIPART RECORDS

AIt logical records are intended to contain one EIitAF of data,
each of a specific type. As nentioned above, certain logical record
types (HALOE, HRDI and Spacecraft) consist of two physical records.
These record types are indicated beLow as record type 1or record
type 2, the first record type carrying the first 32 sMAFs of the EIAF,
and the second record type carrying the last 32. In these cases, the
type 1 and type 2 records are interleaved, record type 1 occurring
first foll,owed by record type 2.

D.3 ABSOLIITE TTME CODE (ATC) JU{PS AND SPLTT EMAFS

The tine that appears in the EI,IAF header is based on the Absolute
Tine Code (ATc) that appears 1.6 times in each EMAF. It is corrected
such that the first bit of the EMAF has as its timetag the EUAF header
time.

The ATcs within the EUAF increnent throughout the EDIAF and,
norninally, there is a 65536 urillisecond difference between two
successive EMAF header times. ATc drift nanagement appears as an
occurrence of a difference of 55536.5 milliseconds rather than the
nomi.nal difference of 65536 milliseconds bet$reen successive EIIAF
header tines. If the caI1er does not exarnine the nicrosecond of ATc
field in the EMAF header, then differences of 65537 are seen
interspersed within groups of the noninal 55536 differences. A clock
jurnp is an unanticipated change in the value of the ATC as it varies
through the EMAF

The DcF handles ATc (or clock) jumps as follows:

The EUAF in which the junp occurs is split into two EuAFs. The
first EMAF contains the tinetag (the EtilAF header tine) associated with
the original ATc stream. The second EMAF contains a timetag
associated with the changed ATc stream. The former EIIAF contains data
up to the point of the tine jurnp. The latter contains data beginning
at that point until the end of the EUAF.

If the jump is f orvrard,' i.e., the ATc value incrernents more than
expected bethreen two adjacently reported tines, then the tinetag of
the first EMAF has a value less than that of the second B{AF. If the
junp is backward, then the timetag of the first EtilAF is greater than
the timetag of the second EITAF. Reading sequentially, the EMAF tines
are out of order in this tbackward jurnp' condition.
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APPENDIX E

LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

It is intended that aI1 UARS scientific i.nstrument data be stored
in one or more of the comnon file fornats at Level 3. These Level 3
file forrnats are referred to as 3AT (tirne referenced), 3AL (latitude
referenced), or 3AS/3BS (so1ar data). The access to files in these
conmon formats is achieved by use of certain of the UCSS services.

As with alL UARS scientific instrunent data, Level 3 data is
naintained in files containing data frorn one instrument for one UARS
day. In addition, at Level 3, a file contains data for only one
parameter or species.

E.1.1 LEVEL 3AT DATA

A Level 3AT file consi.sts of a tine-ordered collection of data
records, Each record contaj.ns a single array of data values of one
parameter or species type for a specific tine. The data array is
organized according to the rules of the UARS standard data array (see
Section 8.2). The reference tirne values at which Level 3AT records
are created are conmon across aII Level 3AT files from al.I
instruments. The Level 3AT data record tirne is the tine associated
hrith SMIF 0 of SMAF 32 of the EMAF at LeveL 0.

The Level 3AT files are stored as flat files without any index
structure. AIl records of a given file are of the same length.

The actual record length is dependent upon the naxj.nun nuDber of
data points that can be stored in the data records.

If the file is a virtual file, the label record may be followed
by one or nore continuation file label records. The renaining records
in the file are data records.

E-1
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LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

3AT files are generated by the HALOE, I.{Ls, ISAlllS, CLAES,
and WINDII instrument investigations.

ype for a specific time. The data array is organized
to the rules of the UARS standard data array (see

.2). The index key for the record is based on the
tion of the latitude and tirne values associated with the
The standard Latitude values at which Level 3AL records may

E.L.2 LEVEL 3AL DATA

A Level 3AL data f il,e consists of a collection of profiles of
atmospheric data that have been indexed by the fatitude and tine
values associated with the profiles. Each record of the Level 3AL
file contains a single array of data values for one paraneter or
spec].e
accord
Sect io
concat
prof i I

st
ing
nE
ena
e.

be written are from -88.0 degrees to +88.0 degrees latitude in
4.0 degree increments. There is no standard time rule that applies to
the Level 3AL profiles.

A11 records of a given file are of the same length. The actual
record length is dependent upon the rnaximurn nurnber of data points that
can be stored in the data records.

If the file is a virtual file, the 1abel record nay be follolred
by one or more continuation file label records. The rernaining records
in the file are data records.

Level 3AL f il.es are generated by the II{LS , ISA}IS, CLAES, HRDI ,
PEM, and wINDIf instrument investigations.

E.1.3 LEVEL 3AS/3BS DATA

A Level 3As/3Bs file contains a single data record for each UARS

day. Each data record contains a singLe array representing a daily
nean solar spectrun.

Additional inforuration will also be stored in the record via a
parameter array. IncLuded in this information will be the irradiance
values for 4 coronal 1ines, L)rman Alpha, a rnagnesiun line, a calciurn
1ine, and the nean solar distance.

The Level 3S/3BS files are stored as flat files without any index
structure. A11 records of a given file are of the sarne length. The
actual record length is dependent upon the maximum number of data
points that can be stored in the data record.

Level 3AS/3BS f il,es are generated by the SUSIl.t and SOLSTICE
instrunent investigations.
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E.1.4 LEVEL 3A PARAMETER FILES

A Level 3A Paraneter File provides a means of associatingt
parameters with Level 3 data. The parameters are defined by each
Principal Investigator (PI) for his/her olrn Level 3 data. Level 3

Parameter Files will contain inforrnation describing the context of the
Level 3 data lrith each Level 3 data record associated with a
corresponding parameter file record.

Level 3A Parameter Files are identified by their own distinct
1eve1 . The 1eve1s used to identify Level 3A paraneter files are
Level 3TP which refers to time ordered parameter files, and Level 3LP
which refers to parameter files indexed by both latitude and tine
va1ue, Level 3TP files have the sane organization as the Level 3AT
files (see Section 8.1.1). Level 3LP files have the sarne organization
as the Level. 3AL file (see Section E.1.2).

8.2 UARS STANDARD DATA ARRAY

The UARS standard data array is the conmon data structure used
for storing UARS data so that it can be accessed and interpreted
properly by the entire UARS connunity. Since the UARS instruments are
not all performing the sane type of neasurenents, the interpretation
of this standard data array is instrument dependent. The position of
a data value within the standard array for a given instrunent has a
fixed nreaning.

It should be noted that lrhen a Level 3AT, 3TP, 3AL, 3LP, 3As, or
3BS file is created, the fuII size of the UARS standard data array may
not be reguired. In this case, only the values required are stored
and the starting index for the first stored data point relative to the
fu1l UARS standard data array is stored uith it.

8.2.L PRESSI'RE REFERENCED ARRAY

The index into the data array nay correspond to standard pressure
levels. These standard pressure level values in urillibars are given
by:

P(i) = 1000.0 * ( 10**( -i/6 ) ), i = 0,1, ... 35.

The CLAES, HRDI , ISAMS, l4LS, HALOE and WINDII instrurnent
investigations are expected to use pressure referenced data arrays.
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8.2.2 ALTITUDE REFERENCED ARRAY

The index into the data array nay correspond to standard altitude
Levels. These standard altitude level values in kiloneters are given
by:

1

I
I

(

(

(

z
) =5*i
) = 60 + (

) = 120 +
\-tzl
(i - 32)

*3
i<=1
13 <=
33 <=

2

!<=32
i <= 88.*5,

The HRDI , PEI.{, and WINDII instrurnent investigations are expected to
use altitude referenced data arrays. The HRDI and WINDII instrument
investigations are expected to produce both pressure and altitude
referenced data arrays for both Level 3AT and 3AL data. To
distinguish between the pressure referenced and altitude referenced
data for the sane species at the sane data 1eve1 , it will be necessary
to include additional. descriptive infornation with the SUBTyPE nane
for the data file. For example, a pressure referenced temperature
prof i1e may have the SUBTYPE nane of I'TE!,1P_P!', and an altitude
referenced wind component profile may have the SUBTYPE name of
nzoNwrNl zr.

8.2.3 WAVELENGTH REFERENCED ARRAY

The index into the standard data array may correspond to standard \-.
wavelength values. Each element of the array is associated rrith a
1.0 nanometer (nn) interval centered on the half nn from 115 nm to
425 nm. Each element of the data array contains the averaged set of
observations for the lravelength bin associated with it.

The sUsIM and soLsTIcE instrument investigations use the
lravelength referenced data array.

E.3 LEVEL 3 FILE FORMAT

The following sections provide a description of the file fornat
for the Leve1 3 files.

E.3.1 SFDU STANDARD INFORMATTON

The Level 3AT, 3TP, 3AS, and 3BS files are constructed so as to
adhere to the Standard Fornatted Data Unit (SFDU) structure and
construction rules (Reference 10). Level 3AT/3TP and 3AS/3BS data are
stored in this fornat at the 1evel of a single fi1e. That is, the
descriptor records that nake these files consistent with the SFDU
standard are analogous to an envelope; the ttletterrt contained within
the enveLope is a file. Other SFDU construction schenes are possibl€, V
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but this is the approach selected by the UARS Science Team.

The following paragraphs define the descriptor record
(r'envelopetr) that is required by the SFDU construction rules. This is
followed by the definition of the UARS specific records ("]ettertr)
that make up the Level 3AT, 3TP, 3AS, or 3Bs fiIes.

The SFDU standards for UARS Leve1 3 data specify that the first
40 bytes of the file should contain header information that identifies
the file as an SFDu-formatted file and that 'tpoints[ to detailed file
and record structure documentation. For Level 3AT, 3TP, 3AS, and 3BS
files this inforrnation appears as the first 40 bytes in the first
record of the fil,e. However, for Level 3AL or 3TP files, because the
files are indexed, the required 40 bytes of SFDU infonnation r,ill.
appear in one record with 20 bytes of record index data preceding it.

8.3.2 SFDU DESCRIPTOR FORIT{ATS FOR LEVEL 3AT/3TP AND 3AS/3BS FILES

The SFDU construction rules require that at least two Type,
Length, Va1ue (TLV) objects be used to construct a file. In general,
the Type or T field contains infornation that can be used to properLy
interpret the contents of the V field; the L field is the length of
the V field in bytes. The first TLv is referred to as a type Z

object, the TtZl field identifying the file as SFDU conpliant; LlZl is
the length of v[Z] in bytes. In the case of Level 3 data, the vlzl
field is the second TLv object and is referred to as a type I TLv
object. The TlIl field identifies the file as a product of the UARS

Program; L,[I] is the length of vlll in bytes. The vlll field is the
rrletterrr containing the UARS specific Level 3 file information.

The first record in a Level 3AT, 3TP, 3AS, or 3BS file contains
20 bytes ot. IIZ) and LlZl information follo!'red by 20 bytes of TtIl and
L[I] infornation. The fornat of these fields is described in
Tables E-1 and Table E-2.

E-5

It should be noted that as J.ong as the UCSS Level 3AT, 3AL, 3TP,
3LP, 3AS, or 3BS read and write routines are used, either in
production processing or using simulated services at the RAC, the user
need not concern hinself with the SFDU header information.



ITEIU
NO.

LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

Tab1e E-1. SFDU T[Z] and LlZl Format for Level 3AT/3TP or
Level 3AS/3BS Files

FIELD
NA]4E SUBFIELD NAI,IE COM}!IENTS

n ccsDn

r1

tl zi

n00ll

1

2

3

4

5

6

BYTE

TYPE 0-3 controL authority identifier

TYPE version identifier4

TYPE 5 class identifier

TYPE 6-7 spare

TYPE 8-11

LENGTH t2-19 length

data descriptive recoral identifiei rt 0001n

see Note

Note: The length field will contain a number in AscII forrnat binary
number specifying the length in bytes of the corresponding VALUE
field. The VALUE fields incl-udes the TlIl and LlIl fields as well
as the vtll field which is the UARS Level 3 file.
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Table E-2. SFDU TlIl and
Level

LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

L[I] Fornat for Level 3AT/3TP or
3As/3Bs Files

ITEI,I
NO.

FIELD
NAI,IE

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

LENGTH

BYTE

1

2

3

4

5

6

0-3

4

5

6-7

8-11

L2-19

SUBFIELD NAI.IE

control authority identifier

version identifier

class identifier

spare

data descriptive record identifier

Iength

col,[{ENTs

see Note 1

r1'l

rlir

n00r

see Note 2

see Note 3

Notes :

1 The control authority for the UARS data is 'ZURS' .

2 The data description record for UARS is TBD.

The length field wiII contain a number in ASCII format
specifying the length of the VlIlfield, which is the
UARS Level 3 file.

E.3.3 FTLE LABEL RECORD FOR LEVEL 3AT/3TP FILES

The file label record format for Level 3AT and 3TP files is
presented in Table E-3. AII file label record fields are ASCII
fields. The fi.Ie label record is padded rrith zero fill when the data
record size exceeds the file label record size.

3
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Table E-3 LabeL Record Format for Level 3AT/3TP Files (1 of 2)

ITEM BYTE
NO. OFFSET FIELD NAI.,IE

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

I

9

11

t2

13

l4

15

16

l7

18

0

4

6

18

30

34

42

46

54

77

80

83

91

94

97

105

108

\12

sateLlite identifier

record type

instrunent identifier

data subtype or species

fornat version number

physical record count

nunber of continuation records for file label

nunber of physical records in file

file creation tirne in vAx vMS ASCII format

year(3 digits) for first data record

day of year for first data record

nilliseconds of day for first data record

year(3 digits) for last data record

day of year for last data record

milli.seconds of day for last data record

data leve1

UARS day nurnber

number of data points per record (3AT)
nunber of 32-bit hrords (3TP)

base index of data point values

record length in bytes

CCB versi.on nurnber

file cycle nunber

virtual file flag

total number of tine/version entries in file

COM}{ENTS \/

I UARS '

r 1l

1t

1r

see Note 1

see Note 2

see Note 3

see Note 4

see Note 5

\/

10

19

20

2t

22

23

24

115

120

L25

734

139

140

E-8
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ITEII{ OFFSET

Tab1e E-3 Label Record Format for Level 3AT/3TP Files (Cont. )

FTELD NAME COII{MENTS

t44

148

151

154

162

l7r

nunber of time/version entries in record

year for first version entry

day of year for first version entry

nilliseconds of day for first version entry

version number of first version entry

cycle nunber of first version entry

year for nth version entry

day of year for nth version entry

nilliseconds of day for nth version entry

version nunber of nth version entry

cycle nunber of nth version entry

B

B+3

B+5

B+14

B+23
B+2 8

Legend: B = 148 + 28*(n - 1)

Notes :

1 Not applicable for Level 3TP records.

2 Mininun record size is 148 bytes.

Supplied only during file creation via RAc data transfer.

t t = physical file
rVr = virtual file created via RAc data transfer

5 There is a tirne/version entry for each consecutive change in the
version number of the source files used to produce this file.
OnIy used for virtual files created via RAc data transfer.

n = 1, 2, 3,

3

4

E-9
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26

27

2A

29

30
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8.3.4 CONTTNUATION LABEL RECORD FOR LEVEL 3AT/3TP AND 3AS/3BS FrLES
\/

The continuation label record format is presented in Table E-4.
A11 fields in this record are in ASCII fornat. This record is present
only when the file label record indicates that the file is a virtual
fi.Le created via the RAc transfer services and there is insufficient
space j.n the file label record for all the time/version entrj.es
needed.
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Table E-4. continuation Label Record Fonnat for Level 3ATI3TP or
Level 3AS/3BS Files

ITEIIT
NO.

BYTE
OFFSET

t-

2

3

4

5

5

7

8

9

10

11

t2

13

o

4

6

18

30

34

42

46

48

51

54

62

7L

FIELD NAI.IE

satellite identifier

record tlT)e

instrunent identifier

data subtlrpe or species

fornat version nunber

physical record count

number of tiroe/version entries j.n record

spare

start year for first version entry

start day of year for first version entry

start msec of day for first version entry

version nunber of first version entry

cycle number of first version entry

start year for nth version entry

start day of year for nth version entry

start nsec of day for nth version entry

version nunber of nth version

cycle nunber of nth version

COIt{l'IENTS

I UARS I

t2r

1t

1r

Legend: B=48a23*1n-1) n=Lr2,

8.3.5 DATA RECORD FOR LEVEL 3AT FILES

The data record fornat for a Level 3AT file is presented in
Table E-5. The data record contains data values in the UARS standard
data array (see Section 8.2) for the tine range specified in the

E-11
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B

B+3

B+5

B+14

B+2 3
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file's labe1 record. A fill value is used to indicate rnissing data
points within a record. This fiII value, XTOOOOSOOOT, is a reserved
val.ue that is not a valid floating point number. The data record is
padded when the file labe1 record sj.ze exceeds the data record size.

E-L2
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Table E-5. Data Record Format for Level 3AT or Level 3AS/3BS Files

ITEM
NO.

BYTE
OTFSET FORMAT collritENTs

c

c

c

c

c

r

I

I

T

R

R

R

R

R

R

R

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

0

4

6

18

26

2A

32

36

40

4A

52

56

60

64

FIELD NAIIIE

satellite identifier

record type

instrunent identifier

physical record count

spare

total nunber of points in the record

nurnber of actual points (np)

starting index of first actual point

record tinre in UDTF fornat

Iat itude

longitude

Iocal sol,ar tine (LST)

solar zenith angle (szA)

data value for first point in record

data value for last point in record

quality for first point in record

quality for last point in record

IUARS I

3r

10

see

see

see

see

see

Note 1

Note 2

Note 2

Note 2

Note 2

11

L2

13

14

Legend :

B

}(

C = character
T = time in UDTF format

I = integer R = real
B = 64 + 4*tota1 number of points

Notes 3

1 For solar instruments (LeveJ. 3AS/3BS file) the rnilliseconds
portion of the UDTF tine is 0.

2 Not applicable for solar instrurnents (Leve1 3AS/3BS file)
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8.3.6 DATA RECORD FOR LEVEL 3TP FILES

The data record fornat for a Level 3TP file is presented in
Table E-6. The data record contains parameter values associated with
the corresponding Level 3AT record of the appropriate Leve1 3AT data
fi1e, for the tirre specified in the Level 3AT recordrs header.

Table E-6. Data Record Format for a Level 3TP File

ITEI{
NO.

BYTE
OFFSET

c

c

c

c

c

I

1

2

3

4

5

5

0

4

6

18

26

2A

32

35

40

48

52

55

64

68

B

FIELD NA}IE

satellite identifier

record type

instrunent identifier

physical record count

spare

maximum number of 32-bit words
in the record

not used

not used

record tirne in UDTF fornat

latitude

longitude

spare

nurnber of 32-bit paraneter hrords

first parameter r.rord

last pararneter r.rord

FORMAT colil}{ENTs

I UARS I

3r

integer R = real
54 + 4 *number of paraneter words

7

8

9

10

T

R

R

c

I

c

c

11

l2

13

!4

c = character
T = tine in UDTF format B=

Legend:

E-l-4



ITEI'{
NO,

FIELD
NAME BYTE

0-19

20-23

24

25

26-27

28-31

32-39

LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

8.3.7 SFDU DESCRIPTOR FORMATS FOR LEVEL 3AL/3LP FILES

The SFDU descriptor records for Level, 3AL or 3LP are constructed
in the same manner as for Level 3AT, 3TP, 3AS, or 3BS files with the
exception that the SFDU inforDation in the records is preceded by the
record index key fie1d.

The first record in a Level 3AL/3LP file contains the record
20 byte key followed by 20 bytes of TlZl and Llzl information and
20 bytes of TlIl and LtIl information. The format of these fields is
described in Table E7 and Table 88.

Table E-7. SFDU TlZl and Llzl Fornat for Level 3AL/3LP Files

1

2

3

4

5

5

7

XEY

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

LENGTH

SUBFIELD NA},IE col.,tllENTs

see Note 1

n ccsDrt

I1rl

tl zir

roorl

x0001ll

see Note 2

Notes 3

1 The record key has the following structure:
chars 1-4 n 10 01rr

5-10 blank
11-12 r0.rl
13-19 blank
20 l|0||

The length field will contain a number in ASCII forrnat specifying
the length in bytes of the corresponding VALUE field. The VALUE
field includes the TlIl and L[I]) fields as hre1l as the VlIl
field which is the UARS Leve1 3AL or 3LP fi1e.

2

E-r,5

record key

control' authority identif ier

version identifier

class identifier

spare

data descriptive record identifier

length



ITEM
NO.

LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

Table E-8. SFDU TtIl and LlIl Fornat for Level 3AL/3LP Files

FIELD
NA!,IE BYTE SUBFIELD NAME COMMENTS

1

3

4

5

6

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

TYPE

LENGTH

40-43

44

45

46- 47

48-51

52-59

control authority identifier

version identifier

cLass identifier

spare

data descriptive record identifier

length

see Note 1

.t2l

rrIrl

r00ll

see Note 2

see Note 3

8.3.8 FILE LABEL RECORD FOR LEVEL 3AL/3LP FILES

The file label record format is presented in Table E-9. A11 file
label record fields are ASCII fields. The file label record is padded
with zero fill when the data record size exceeds the file label record
size.

Notes :

1 The control authority for the UARS data is 'ZURS' .

2 The data description record for UARS is TBD.

3 The length field will contain a binary number specifying the
length of the vlll field, which is the UARS Level 3AL or 3LP
fi1e.
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Table E-9. Label Record Format for Level 3AL/3LP Files (1 of 2)

ITEM
NO.

BYTE
OFFSET FTELD NAI4E COU}{ENTS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

L2

13

L4

15

16

t7

18

19

0

20

24

26

38

50

54

62

66

74

97

100

103

111

LL4

Ll7

725

t28

L32

record key

satellite identifier

record type

instrunent identifier

data subtype or species

fornat version nunber

physical record count

number of continuation records for file label

nunber of physical records in file

file creation time in vAx vMs ASCII fonnat

year(3 digits) for earliest data record

day of year for earliest data record

nilliseconds of day for earliest data record

year(3 digits) for latest data record

day of year for latest data record

mill,iseconds of day for latest data record

data Ieve1

UARS day nurnber

rnax. number of data points per record (3AL)
rnax. number of 32-bit words per record (3LP)

base index of data point values

record length in bytes

nininun latitude for records in file

rnaxirnurn latitude for records in file

CCB versi,on nunber

see Note 1

I UARS I

| 1l

1r

20

2l

22

23

24

136

140

145

148

151

E- 17
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see Note 3



Table E-9. Label Record Format for Level 3AL/3LP Files (Cont.)

ITEM OFFSET FIELD NAME COMMENTS

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

160

165

166

L70

t74

t77

180

188

797

file cycle number

virtuaL file flag

total nunber of tine/version entries in file

number of tine/version entries in record

year for first version entry

day of year for first version entry

milliseconds of day for first version entry

version number of first versi.on entry

cycle number of first version entry

year for nth version entry

day of year for nth version entry

rnilliseconds of day for nth version entry

version number of nth version entry

cycle nunber of nth version entry

see Note 4

see Note 5

see Note 6

B

B+3

B+6

B+14

B+23
B+28

n 1 2, 3, .

E-18
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Tab1e E-9. Label Record Fornat for Level 3AL/3LP Files (cont. )

Notes :

1 The record key has the following structure:
chars 7-4 | 1002 |

5-10 blank
11-12 r0: I

13-19 blank
20 r0l

2 Not applicable for Level 3LP files

3 Minirnum record size is 174 bytes

4 Supplied only during file creation via RAc data transfer.

t t = physical file
rVr = virtual fife created via RAc data transfer

6 There is a tine/version entry for each consecutive change in the
version nunber of the source files used to produce this fi1e.
only used for virtual files created via RAc data transfer.

5
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LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

E.3.9 CONTINUATION LABEL RECORD FOR LEVEL 3AL/3LP FILES

The continuation Iabel record fornat is presented in Table E-1o.
All fieLds in this record are in ASCII fornat. This record is present
only when the file label record indicates that the file is a virtual
file and there is insufficient space in the file label record for all
the tine/version entries needed.
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Table E-10. continuation Label Record Format for Level 3AL/3LP Files

ITE},I OFFSET FIELD NAME COMI{ENTS

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

L2

13

14

0

20

24

26

38

50

54

62

66

68

7l

74

82

91

record key

sateLLite identifier

record type

instrurnent identif ier

data subtype or species

format version nunber

physical record count

number of tine/version entries in record

spare

start year for first version entry

start day of year for first version entry

start nsec of day for first version entry

version nunber of first version entry

cycle nunber of first version entry

start year for nth version entry

start day of year for nth version entry

start nsec of day for nth version entry

version nunber of nth version

cycle number of nth version

see Note

I UARS I

t2l

B

B+3

B+6

B+14

B+23

Legend: B=58+28*(n-1) n L 2,

Note: The record key has the following structure:
chars 1-4 (1000 + record nunber) in ASCII

5-10 blank
11-12 r: I

13-19 bfank
20 r0l

E-2L
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LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

8.3.10 DATA RECORD FOR LEVEL 3AL FILES

The data record forrnat is presented in Table E-11. The data
record contains data values in the UARS standard data array (see
Section 8.2) for the latitude and tiroe ranqes specified in the filers
1abe1 record. A fill value j.s used to indicate nissing data points
within a record. This fill va1ue, X'OOOOSOoOr, is a reserved value
that is not a valid floating point number. The data record is padded
when the file labe1 record size exceeds the data record size.
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Tab1e E-11. Data Record Fornat for a Level 3AL File

ITEM
NO.

BYTE
OFFS ET FORMAT COUIUENTS

see Note

I UARS I

r 3r

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1o

11

L2

13

14

15

0

20

24

26

38

46

48

52

56

60

68

72

76

80

84

FIELD NAI\,IE

record key

satellite identifier

record type

instrurnent identif ier

physical record count

spare

total nunber of points in the record

nunber of actual points (np)

starting index of first actual point

record tirne in UDTF fornat

lat itude

longitude

local solar time (LST)

solar zenith anqle ( sZA)

data value for first point in record

data value for last point in record

quality for first point in record

c

c

c

c

c

c

I

I

I

T

R

R

R

R

R

Legend :

B

R

R

R

c = character
f = integer
R = real

1n
4*

1me
4+

1-L

B=8
UDTF fornat
(totaI nunber of points)

Note: The record key has the following structure:
chars L-4 (1000 + 90 + latitude + 1 + nunber of records in label)

in ASCII
5 bl,ank
6-11 date portion of UDTF record-tirne in ASCII

L2 r:l
13-20 nillisecond portion of LIDTF record-time in ASCII

E-23
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LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

E.3.11 DATA RECORD FOR LEVEL 3LP FILES

The data record fornat for a Level 3LP file is presented in
Tab1e E-12. The data record contains parameter values associated with
the corresponding LeveL 3AL record of the appropriate Level 3AL data
file, for the tine specified in the file label record. A fill value
of r0r is used $/here there are no parameter values.
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LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

Table E-12. Data Record Fornat for a Levef 3LP File

ITEI{
NO.

BYTE
OFFSET

0

20

24

26

38

46

48

52

55

60

68

72

75

84

88

B

FIELD NAI,IE

record key

satelli,te id

record type

instrument identifier

physical record count

spare

rnaxirnun nunber of 32-bit words

not used

not used

record time in UDTF fornat

latitude

longitude

spare

nunber of 32-bit parameter words

first paranreter word

last paraneter word

FORMAT CO}.lMENTS

see Note

IUARS I

| 3r

c

c

c

c

c

c

I

T

R

R

c

I

c

Legend: C = character I = integer R= real
T = tine in UDTF format B = 84 + 4 *nunber of paraneter rrords

Note: The record key has the foLlowing structure:
chars 1-4 (1000 + 90 + latitude + L + number of records in

in ASCII
5 blank
6-11 date portion of UDTF record-tine in ASCII

L2 r:l
13-20 nillisecond portion of UDTF record-tine in ASCII

1abe1)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

72

13

t4

15
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LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

E.3.12 FILE I,ABEL RECORD FOR LEVEL 3AS/3BS FILES

The file label record fornat for a Level 3As or 3Bs file is
presented in Table E-13. AIl file labe1 record fields are ASCII
fields the file Label. record is padded with zero fill lrhen the data
record size exceeds the file label record size.
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TabLe E-13 Label Record Fornat for Level 3AS/3BS file (1 of 2)

ITEM BYTE
\-, NO. OFFSET FIELD NAME

satellite identifier

record type

instrument identifier

data subtype or species

format version nurnber

physical record count

nunber of continuation records for file labe1

nunber of physical records in file

file creation ti-rne in VAx VMs AscII format

year(3 digits) for first data record

day of year for first data record

nilliseconds of day for first data record

year(3 diqits) for last data record

day of year for last data record

rnilliseconds of day for last data record

data level

UARS day nunber

nunber of data points per record

base wavelength of data point vafues

record length in bytes

CcB versi,on nunber

file cycle nunber

virtual file flag

total nunber of tirne/version entries in file

COMMENTS

I UARS I

r 1l

r 1r
(7 blanks)

see Note 1

see Note 2

see Note 3

1

2

7

8

9

10

11

L2

13

l4

15

16

L7

18

19

20

2L

22

23

24

0

4

6

18

30

34

42

46

54

77

80

83

91

94

97

105

108

lt2

116

!22

r27

136

L4L

742

3

4

5

6

E-27
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Table E-13. Label Record Fornat for Level. 3AS/3BS File (Cont. )

ITEM OFFSET COM}{ENTS

nurnber of time/version entries in record

year for first version entry

day of year for first version entry

nilliseconds of day for first version entry

version nutnber of first version entry

cycle number of first version entry

25

26

27

28

29

30

146

150

153

155

164

t73

B

B+3

B+6

B+14

B+2 3
B+2I

year for nth version entry

day of year for nth version entry

nrilliseconds of day for nth version entry

version number of nth version entry

cycle nurober of nth version entry

3 t t=physicalfile
'V' = virtual file created via RAC data transfer

4 There is a tine/version entry for each consecutive change in the
version number of the source files used to produce this file.
only used for virtual files created via RAc data transfer.

E-2 a

FIELD NAI,IE

Legend: B=150+28*(n-1) n=1, 2,3, ...

Notes:

1 Minimulo record size is 150 bytes.

2 supplied only during file creation via RAc data transfer.



LEVEL 3 FILE FORMATS

E.3.13 CONTINUATION LABEL RECORD FOR LEVEL 3AS/3BS FILES

The continuation label record fornat for Level 3AS and 3BS files
is as described in Section E.3.4

E.3.14 DATA RECORD FOR LEVEL 3AS/3BS FILES

The data record format for a Leve1 3AS or 3BS file is presented
in Table E-14. The data record contains data val-ues in the UARS
standard data array (see Section 8.2) for a specific UARS day. It
al.so contains a parameter array consisting of pairs of paraneter nanes
and their corresponding values. The lilean Solar Distance (MSD)
pararneter MUST be presented in the parameter array for each record. A
fiII val-ue is used to indicate rnissing data points within a record.
This fill values, x'00008000', is a reserved val,ue that is not a valid
floating point number.
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ITEM
NO.

Table E-14. Data Record Format for a 3As/3Bs File (L of 2)

BYTE
OFFSET FIELD NAI4E FORMAT CO}4MENTS

c

c

c

c

c

I

I

R

T

c

c

c

R

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

0

4

6

18

26

28

32

36

sateLlite identifier

record type

instrument identifier

physical record count

spare

total number of points in the record

number of actual points (np)

starting lravelength of first actual
po int

record tine in UDTF fornat

spare

spare

spare

data value for first point in record

data value for last point in record

quality for first point in record

quality for last point in record

Nunber of parameter pairs

First paraneter name

First paraneter value

Last paraneter narne

Last parameter val,ue

'UARS 
I

3t

see Note9 40

4A

52

56

64

R

RB

N

R

I

c

c

P

P+2 0

P+1550 c

cP+1580

E-3 0

10

11

t2

13



Table E-14. Data Record Fonnat for a 3As/3Bs File (continued)

Legend: C = character
I = integer
R = real
P=N+4

Note: For solar instruments
of the UDTF tine is 0.

tine in UDTF f omat
64 + 4*tota1 nunber of points
B + 4!t total number of points

(LeveI 3As file) the nilliseconds portion

B=
N=
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APPENDIX F

ERROR HANDLING

F.1 STATUS CODES

A 32-bit status code is returned to the userts program to
indicate the conpletion status for each of the UCSS software support
services. These status codes are defined to the system using the VAX
Message Utility. The Message Utility def j,nes a symbolic name for each
of the condj,tions and the userrs progEan can use the spnbolic nane to
check for a particular status.

In the RAC sinulated and production environments, the UCSS
softrrare support services only return nonfatal status to the userrs
progran. The standard s S $_NoRI,IAL condition code is used to indicate a
normal status for aII of these services. The status codes applicable
to each interface are identified in Section 3. In the anaLysis
environment, all status codes are returned to the user.

The userrs prograln should check the status code after calling a
UCSS service. These status codes are nornally hrarning indicators, but
they nay have a significant rneaning to the program. For exanple, a
status cod
conditi on
requested
check for
status che

ef
and
tirn
as
cki

ron a read servj.ce might indicate an end of data
the userrs program should not attenpt reads beyond the

e. The spnbolic nane for the status condition is used to
pecific condition. Figure F-1 provides an exarnple of
ng. Note that the userrs progran nust specify all status

synbolic names that are explicitly tested as external references.
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c
c
c

ERROR HANDLTNG

Figure F-1. UCSS softrrrare Support Service Status Checking Example

PROGRAM LEVELO

EXTERNAL PFA NOOLDFILE

PASS FAIL = TPASSI

CALL-PGINIT (PARAMS, STRTIME, STPTIME, UARS_DAY )

CALL OPENLO (INST_ID, STRTIME, STPTIME, LID, STATUS)

CHECK OPEN STATUS FOR NO DATA CONDTTION

IF (STATUS .EQ. SLOC (PFA_NOOLDFILE) ) THEN
PASS FAIL = I FAIL I

COMUENTS = TFAILED FIRST LEVEL O OPEN'
ELSE

ENDTF
CALL PGTERM (PASS_FAIL, STATUS, COMMENTS)

END

F.2 FATAL CONDITIONS

The Ucss software support services nay also detect error
conditions that prevent further processing. when the UCSS services
detect a fatat condition, processing is terninated and the program is
narked as faifed. The fatal error condition appears on the progran
sunmary report with any appropriate error comments.

Most of the fatal conditions detected by the UCSS services relate
to problens in calling sequence arguments. Conditions detected
include:

- Missing required argunent

- Argument is of wrong type or size

- Invalid values

F-2



ERROR HANDLING

Inconsistent arguments

In addition, the services detect problens in the ordering of sorne
calls (e.q. calling READLO before OPENL0) or nissing reguired ca11s
(e.9. no PGINIT caff). Table F-1 provides a list of the fataL error
conditions detected by the UcsS services. Some fatal conditions are
detected within VMS services and the user should refer to the
appropriate vMS docunentation.
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Table F-1. UCSS Softlrare Support Services Fatal Errors

SYMBOLIC NAME DESCRIPTION POSSTBLE CAUSES

PFA ATTRCNTNEG Attribute count is
negative

PFA ATTROIUITTED Required user supplied
attribute not provided

PFA BADEPOCHYR No valid ASc09 base epoch
year found

PFA DBRECERR Unable to record
processing error in data
base

PFA DUPVIRDAY Duplicate virtual UARS
day specified

Unexpected end of file
encountered hrhen
positioning to or reading
a data record

PFA FILALRDDEASG File al,ready deassigned

PFA FILALRDYCLS FiIe already cl-osed

PFA FTLENOTOPEN FiIe has not been opened

PFA FILSTOPEN Deassigned file j.s stiIl
open

PFA GENTJNREC General unrecoverable
error

PFA ILUDTF Invalid UDTF tine provided

Invalid \/}{s tirne provided

Bad nunber of attributes
supplied as an argument
in CLOSELF or DASLTD

Regu j,red user
attribute not
to DASLfD ( see

suppl ied
provided
Table 3-4)

ProbabLe telenetry data
error

Data base access error.

Error in FILE PARAIT{S

Probable error in data
file format

Two ca1ls to CLOSELF to
close the sane LID
v/ithout corresponding
open call

Called DASLID before
closing file

UCSS softrrare error.
Should not be reported
to user.

Possible error in UDTF
time specification in
PROGRAM PARjAUS nanelist

Possible error in VUS
time specification in
PROGRAM PARAI{S nanelist

PFA ILVMSTI

F-4

PFA EARLYEOF

Two calls to DASLID to
deassign the sane LID
without corresponding
assign call



SYUBOLIC NAI{E

PFA INAPSOLRDAY

PFA INCONNIJI{REC

PFA INCONRECLEN

PFA INCONRECTYP

PFA INCORNIJMARG

PFA INVACCESSMD

PFA IWALDOY

PFA IWALIDMSD

F-5

Table F-1. UcSs softl^tare Support Services Fatal Errors (continued)

DESCRIPTION

Requested date does not
match UARS day of the file

Inconsistent f i),e usage
specified by OLD_NEW

Incomplete Level 0 EMAF

Fil-e record count does
not exceed nurnber of labe1
records

Inconsistent record
length

Level 0 record type field
is invalid

Service called with
incorrect number of
argunents

Invalid access node for
file type

Invalid day of year

Invalid mean solar
distance

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Inconsistency betrreen
UARS day specified in
F I LE_PARAI,IS and day in
file.

Attempted to open or
assign a held file as
ne$, or o1d.

Missing one of the two
part EIMAF records.
ProbLem in data file
fornat

Data error in file label
record

Data problem. Record
length for the file in
catalog does not natch
actual record length of
file.

Level O data problen.
Record type for one
record Ell.AFs is not 3.
Record tl4)e for
trro record EX{AI.S is not
1 or 2.

Missing or extra
argunents in subroutine
calI

Attenpted to write to a
read only file by
calling a Level 3A write
service for a cataloged
fi1e.

Day of year not within
range of 1 to 355

Data problen.
solar distance
retrieved fron
data record by
is negative or

Mean
value
sol ar
READL3 S

zero.

PFA INCFILUSE

PFA INCOMPEI4AF



SYMBOLIC NAME

PFA INVALIiIO

PFA-IWARGDATTP

PFA-INVARGSUB

PFA INVARGTYP

PFA IWBASNDX

PFA IWBASWVLEN

PFA INVCALDAY

PFA I}[\/CALMAT

PFA INVCMATCHV

PFA TNVCOWDAY

PFA IWCYCARG

PFA INVDATALEV

Table F-1. UCSS Soft$rare Support Services Fatal Errors (Continued)

DESCRI PTI ON

Invalid roonth

Invalid argurnent data type

Internal error in
arguments subtype

InternaL error
type

in argument

f nval,id base index in
Level 3A file label record

Invalid base $/avelength
in level 3 solar file
1abe1 record

INVAlid CALIBR,ATION !4ATCH
nanelist paraneter -

InvaLid cal.ibration natch
rule specified

Invalid UARS DAY obtained
by conversioil frorn a UDTF
tine

FiIe cycle argument is not
between 1 and 31 inclusive

wrong UCSS service called
for the data level

F-6

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Month not within range
of1to12

Error in subroutine call

UCSS software problem.
Contact UCSS softrrare
rnaintenance.

UCSS software problem.
Contact UCSS softirare
rnaintenance.

Base index is not
betlreen 0 and 100

Base lravelength is not
between 115.5 and 425.5
nn.

Day of month not within
range of 1 to 31

CALIBRATION }IATCH nust
be rPREVt, TNEXTt,
IEXCTi, or INEARI

Inappropriate launch
date used for conversion

Error in call to
SErVERCY

called the wrong
service for the data
level associated with
the LID. Examples:
1. Cal1ed CLOSELF for a

file that is not a
Level 0, 3AT, 3AL,
3AS, or 3BS file
instead of calling
DASLID

2. called Level 0
service to access
Level 3A data or vice 

-versa

Invalid day of month

Invalid DMATCH argument
to ASGCAL



PFA II{VDATARNG

PFA_I}WDAYARG

PFA TNVDEFCMATCH

PFA INVDEFODLEV

PFA INVDEFOLDNEW

\J PFA_INVDISTARG

PFA INVDLEARG

PFA INVESIZEARG

PFA TNVFDISP

PTA INVFDTSPARG

PFA IWFTLETYP

F-7

Table F-1. UCSS softrrare Support Services Fatal Errors (continued)

DESCRTPTI ON

Requested data range does
not overlap virtual, file
data range

Invalid UARS day argunent

INVAlid CALIBRATION I'IATCH

in DEFAULT PARAMS ninelist

Inva I i
DEFAUL

dN
TP

EW DATA LEVEL in
ARAMS nenelist

Invalid oLD DATA LEVEL in
DEFAULT_PARAMS nfnelist

Invalid oLD_NEl{ paraneter
in DEFAULT PARAI.{S nanel ist

Invalid distance argument

Invalid data leve1
argument

Invalid estimated file
size argument

File disposition with type
with type of file accessed

Invalid file disposition
argunent

Invalid file type
specified for usage of
file

Problem with START INDEX
START WVLNGTH oT
NI',I.{ PdrNTs in read

UARS_DAY is negative

CALIBRATION UATCH nust
be tPREVr, rfEXTr, rEXCTr,

or TNEART

First character of
NEW DATA LEVEL must be
t Lt- t 2rl ,3, , or f ield
must be blank

First character of
OLD DATA LEVEL nust
f Of- rlrl tZr, ,3r,
field must be blank

OLD NEw parameter nust
LDr or rNEWt

be
or

be o

Distance flag is not
I I=AUi or ! t NCoRREgfED I

in call to READL3 s

Data level argunent is
not one of the defined
data levels

SIZE argument is zero

FDISP paraneter is not
valid for the type of
file accessed and the
UCSS is unable to
deternine requested
position. Ca11ed DASLID
with'cATi dispositions
for a scratch file.

Invalid rDIsP in cIosELF
or DASLID call (not
rcATr, rFREEr, or
THOLDT 

)

UCSS software problen
Contact UCSS software
naintenance.

SYMBOLIC NAI{E POSSTBLE CAUSES

PFA INVDEFNDLEV



SYMBOLIC NAME

PFA INVFILUTIN

PFA INVFLXUARG

PFA INVHDRDASET

PFA INVHDRDATLV

PFA INVHDRDATTP

PFA INVHDRDAY

PFA INVHDRLAT

PFA INVHDRSUBTP

PFA INVHDRTMRNG

PFA TWINDEXARG

PFA INVLATGRTD

PFA TNVI,ATLONG

Table F-1. UCSS Softlrare Support services Fatal Errors (Continued)

DESCRIPTION

Invalid file utilization
indicator in UCSS internal
table

Invalid flux unit argument

Data set in L0 file label
does not natch expected
value

rnvalid data 1evel in
Level 3A file fabef

Instrunent id in fi 1e
labe1 does not match
expected value

UARS day in file 1abe1
does not natch expected
value

Invalid latitude range
field in label record of
Level 3AL data file

Data subtype in file label
does not match expected
va 1ue

Invalid tirne range in file
labe1 record

Invalid index argurnent

Invalid latitude grid
va lue

Invalid latitude or
longitude

Invalid Ioca1 solar tirne
and/or solar angle
calculated

PFA TNVLSTSZA

F-8

POSSIBLE CAUSES

UCSS sof trrrare problen.
Contact UCSS softrrare
rnaintenance.

Flux unit specified in
call to READL3S is
inval id

Data-type is not
consistent with data set
id. Wrong Level O file
specified or bad data in
file

Data problen

Wrong Level 3 file
specified or bad data in
file

llrong file specified or
bad data in f il.e

Data problem

Wrong Level 3 file
specified or bad data in
tr-Ie

Data probLen

Index argument is not
betl^teen 0 and 1OO

Invalid latitude value
in WRITEL3AL, READL3AL,
WRITEL3LP, oT READL3LP

Invalid latitude or
longitude value in
WRITEL3AT, OPENL3AL,
WRITEL3TP, oT OPENL3LP

Ucss softrrare problen.
contact UCSS software
na intenance



SYMBOLIC NA}IE

PFA INVMAXPMS

PFA INVMAXPTS

PFA TNVNEGDYARG

PFA INV}I},ILDLEV

PFA I NVI'IMLPARM

PFA I NVI,II'MPRMS

Tab1e F-1. UcSs softlrare support services Fatal Errors (continued)

DESCRIPTION

Specified number of params
is greater than nax params
in file

Invalid rnaxirnurn nunber of
data points

Correlat j,ve UARS day arg.
is not betlreen -99999 and
9999

Invalid DATA LEVEL
parameter 1n-FILE':_PARMS
nanelist

Invalid conbination of
paraneters in rILE_PARMS
namelist

Invalid nurnber of
paraneters specified for
a parameter file

Invalid nurnber of points
argunents

F-9

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Used a number of
parameters value greater
than number of
paraneters returned fron
the open in reading a
paraneter file

Invalid MAX PoINTS
argunent to OPENL3AT
or OPENL3AL rrhen
creating a new file
Invalid naxirnun
points field in
Level 3A f il.e
1abe1 record

Invalid UARS day in call
to ASGCOR

1

1

2

First character of
DATA LEVEL nust be r0r,
,Lr, ,2, , ,3r, or field
must be blank

wrong conbination of
parameters. specified for
file

The nunber of paraneters
specified for file in
RE.ADL3 TP and READL3 LP
exceeds the maximum
value allolred for the
file

Invalid NIJI.{ PoINTS
argunent to-nnlolelt
OT READL3AL.
Inconsistent with
START INDEX and
OPENL5AT oT OPEN3AL
lrlAx POINTS value.
INV;Iid [UIt{ POINTS
argunent to-WRITEL3AT
or WRITEL3AL.
Inconsistent with
START INDEX and
MAx_P6rNTs supplied
to OPENL3AT or
OPENL3AL.

Pr'A INVIIUUPTS



SYMBOLIC NAI'{E

PFA IN\TNIJI.{RECS

PFA INVODNTiHLD

PFA INVPGCSARG

PFA INVPRGPMSIZ

PFA INVPSEUD

PFA INVQLCODARG

PFA INVRECPEMAF

PFA INVRECRNG

PFA INVRECSARG

Table F-1. UCSS Softhrare Support Services Fatal Errors (Continued)

DESCRIPTTON

Physical record count in
file labe1 record is
invalid

Invalid oLD NEI{ namelist
parameters -

Invalid oLD_NEw argument

Invalid program cornpletion
status argunent

Invaild program parameter
table si,ze argunent

Invalid use of
pseudo-virtual file

Quicklook code argunent
is not bet!,reen -100 and 30

Invalid nurnber of records
per EI,IAF field in file
1abel record

Invalid record time range
spec if ication

Nunber of records argunent
does not exceed zero

Unexpected record type
value

PFA INVRECTYP

F-10

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Data problen

OLD NEW must be
rNEFr, or THELDi 'OLDI,

OLD_NEI{ argument to
open or assigm call
is not rOLDr, rNEI{r,
or I HELD I

PASS_FAIL argument to
PGTERM is not TPASST or
I FAILI

PARAI_TBI._S I ZE argument
to PGINIT is not between
1 and 50

Pseudo-virtuaL file
specified as held or in
nulti-file virtual input
file V
Bad Quicklook pass code
specified in call to
oPENQL for Analysis
Services

STRT DATTI!.{ exceeds
STOP_DATTI!,I in READL3AT,
READL3AL, READL3TP, OT
READL3LP

Bad value of li[AX DI]l or
MAX_DAYS specifiEd in
READL3AL, REJLDL3AT,
READL3S, READL3LP, OT
READL3TP

Data problem. Level 0

data record type is not
7, 2, or 3.

PFA IWOLDNWARG

Level 0 data problen



SYMBOLIC NAI,IE

PFA INVSTRINDX

PFA TNVSTRLEN

PFA INVSTRWVLN

PFA INVSVC

PFA TWTI}IPRD
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Table F-1. UCSS Soft$/are Support Services Fatal Errors (Continued)

DESCRIPTION

Version/cycle rule
argument is not between 0
and 9

Start index less than base
index of Levef 3A file

Incorrect character strj.ng
length

Start wavel.ength is
outside allovred range

Wrong service called for
given file type

Invalid tirne period type
in file labe1 record

1

2

POSSTBLE CAUSES

Bad version or cycle
specified in call to
SETVERCY for Analysis
Services

START INDEX in READL3AT
is leEs than the
BASE INDEX in oPENL3AT.
START INDEX iN READL3AI
Less Ehan the BASE INDEX
in OPENL3AL

character string
inproperly sized

START WLNGTH in
READL5S is less than
BASE WVLNGTH in
oPENi3S.
START IvVLNGTH exceeds
BASE WVLNGTH
+ I.'AT Nt,It{ VALUES
- NW-VALUES.
S TART-WVLNGTH and
NIJI.I VELUES are
supptiea in the call
to READL3S.
BASE WVLNGTH and
MAX NUM VALUES aTe
suplried in the carl
to OPENL3S.

Used QUALRD oT QUAIQL to
read non-QUALITY data or
used OPENL3AT to read
Level 3AS/BS solar data

Data problen. The t)rpe
of data tiroe period
field in the Leve1 o
file header is invalid
(not I QLi, i24HRr,
tVIRTT or TNEART 

)

PFA INVRULEARG



PFA IWTMERNG

PFA INVTWERS

PFA INVI'DAYRNGE

PFA INVI'DTFARG

PFA INVTJDTFDAY

PFA INVI DTFI.{SEC

PFA-TNVUDTFYR

PFA INWERSARG

PFA TNWERTIM

PFA I}NTVIRSPEC

Table F-1. UCSS Software Support Services Fatal Errors (Continued)

DESCRI PTTON

Invalid tirne range
pararneters

Inconsistent time fields
in version entries of the
Level 3A label record

Invalid UARS day range

Invalid UDTF tine

InvaLid day of year in
UDTF tine

Invalid nilliseconds of
day in UDTF tine

Invalid UDTF year

ccB version argunent is
not betr,reen 0 and 9999
inc 1us ive

Inconsistent tirne in tirne/
version entries

Invalid virtual file
specification

fnvalid virtual flag
Level 3A file label

tn
record

PFA IWVFLAG

F-L2

Data problen

POSSIBLE CAUSES

1 STRT DATTM exceeds
STOP-DATTIM iN
PGINiT. In sinulated
environment, a
problen in the
PRoGRAM PARAI.{S
narne l isE.
STRT DATTIM exceeds
STOP-DATTIM in
oPENLo, OPENL3AT, or
OPENL3AL

Data problen

UCSS Softrrrare error.
Contact UCSS Softrrare
maintenance

UDTF tine argument not a
valid tirne

UDTF day of year not
between 1 and 366

UDTF nilliseconds of day
not betrreen o and
I63 99999

No year on IIDTF tirne

Bad version specified in
calL to SETVERCY for
Analysis Services

Data problen. Tines in
the tiure version entries
in the label record (s)
are not increasing.

lilore than one physical
f il.e specified for a
non-virtual input file

SYMBOLIC NAI{E



SYMBOLIC NAI{E

PFA IM/WVLUARG

PFA LIDINUSE

PFA LIDNOREUSE

PFA LIDNOTOPEN

PFA LIDOTHERUSE

PFA MISINITPARM

PFA UISSARG

PFA MISSMSD

PFA MSDCOWERR

PFA NOCLSNEW

PFA NODASGNEW
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Table F-1. Ucss software support Services Fatal Errors (continued)

DESCRIPTION

Invalid wavelength unit
argument

Current
been run

job has already

Specified LID in use

Attenpted to reuse the LfD
that is assigned heLd file
or a newly cataloged fj.Ie

File corresponding to LfD
is not open

Specified LID is reserved
for other use

Missing required parameter
in FILE PARAMS namelist

Missing a reguired
argunent

Missing nean soLar
distance

ltean solar distance
conversion error frolTr
oTs$cwTD

Failed to close a new
Level 3A file

Failed to deassign an new
Level 1or 2 file

POSSIBLE CAUSES

I{tavelength unit
specified in OPENL3S or
READL3 S is not INMI,
ISTANDARDI,'A"
TMICRONT, or rCUt

UCSS Software error.
Contact UCSS softirare
ma intenance

Reused LID rrithout
calling DASLID or
CLOSELF

Called ASGCAT, OPENL3AT,
OPENL3AL, OPENL3LP,
OPENL3TP, or OPENL3S
$/ith a LID associated
$rith a file that was
held or cataloged

CaL1ed read or vrite
service without calling
the open service first

Atternpted to reuse LID
assigned to ner^r1y
cataloged file

Ucss service called
without all required
argu:nents

uean solar distance not
supplied as paraneter in
call to WRITEL3S

Mean solar distance
specified as a solar
paraneter is negative or
zeto

Missing cLosELF call
for a new Leve1 3A file

Missing DASLID call for
a new Level. 1 or 2 file

PFA JOBALRDYRUN

Missing narnelist
parameter



SYMBOLIC NAME

PFA NOFILE

PFA NOFILECRE

PFA NOFIPARENT

PFA NOFSTAVAIL

PFA NOHELDFILE

PFA NO},IATVIRPMS

PFA NOIUORLI'NS

PFA NOOVRI.APTI.{

PFA NOPGTNTCAL

PFA NOPGTRMCAL

Table F-1. UCSS Softr^rare Support Services Fatal Errors (Continued)

DESCRI PTI ON

FiIe does not exist

New file was not created

No natching entry in file
parameter table for
requested file

Exceeded number of entries
in file status table

Hel-d file not found

VIRTUAL UARS DA
DATA FIIE NAfrE
not aqual-

Ya
Lis

nd
t si,zes

No more logical unit
nunbers avail.able

File titne range and
requested time range do
not overlap

PGINIT hras not cal1ed

PGTER}{ was not calLed

Required data not
ava i labl e

PFA NOREQDATA

F- 14

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Possibly specified
nonexistent file narne in
FILE PARAI.{S nanelist

Assigned file was not
opened before call to
DASLTD

No FILE PAR,AMS nanelist
corresp6nding to the
reguested file in the
runstrean

Contact UCSS softuare
nai.ntenance

1. Failed to specify
xHOLDrr on caII
to DASLID or CLOSELF

2. Did not specify sane
LID

Error in FILE PARAUS
namelist

Attempting to access too
nany files at one time

The tine range specified
in the open call does
not overlap the file
tine range. In the
sinulated environnent,
probable inconsistency
betrreen the processing
time range and the file
tine range.

Missing PGINIT call
before calling UCSS
services

Program terninated
!,rithout calling PGTERI,!

File specified as
required input by the
scheduler is not
avai lable



SYMBOLIC NAI.{E

PFA NOREQRECS

PFA NOUSFREQT

PFA NOVERTIMRNG

PFA NOVIRFILID

PFA NOVIRTAVAIL

PFA PGTNTPREV

PFA RECLENERR

PFA REQATTNOSUP

PFA REQFILMISS

PFA SEQTIMERR

PFA TOMANYFILE

Table F-1. UcsS Softhlare support Services Fatal Errors (continued)

DESCRTPTI ON

VirtuaL file contai.ns no
data records

Attenpted to assign user
status file when no user
status files are defined
for the job

Version tine range not
found in tirne version
array

No virtual file table
entry for the logical file
ident i f ier

No roon in virtual file
table

PGINIT already called

Expected record length
does not match actual
record lenqth

Required catalog attribute
not provided

Missing one or more
required physical files
for a virtual read

current record tine is not
later than previous record
time

Exceeded maxirnurn nunber of
FILE PARAI,IS nanelists
supp6rted by UcsS

F- 15

A1I physical files have
no data

Scheduler does not know
of the use of user
status files in this job

UCSS softuare error.
Contact UCSS softrrare
rnaintenance.

UCSS softrrare error.
Contact UCSS software
maintenance.

Contact UCSS softuare
ma i,ntenance

Two ca1ls to PGINIT in
same progran

Data error. Data record
length is incorrect.

Required catalog
attribute(s) not
provided to DASLID
(see Table 3-4)

One or nore LeveL 0 or
3A files needed for a
virtual file are
indicated as required by
the scheduler, but are
unava i labIe

Data tines are not
increas ing

User provided nore
FILE PARjA!{S namelists
than-supported by the
Ucss software. Contact
UCSS software
maintenance.

POSSIBLE CAUSES



SYI{BOLIC NA}IE

PFA UNEXBLKARG

PFA TJNKNOWNLID

PFA I,'NKREQSFDU

PFA USFNIjMGTMAX

Table F-l. UCSS software support services Fataf Errors (Continued)

DESCRIPTION

Unexpected blank argunent

Attenpt to close or
deassign an unknown LID

Required description id
is not available for
current file

User status file nunber
greater than naxinun
defined for job

F- 16

POSSIBLE CAUSES

Called CLOSELF or
DASLID with incorrect
LID
CalLed CLOSELF or
DASLID rrithout
corresponding open or
assign

AII portions of the
current file are
required and:
1. UARS SFDU file

nissing or
unassigned, or,

2. Error in reading UARS
SFDU file, or,

3. SFDU descriptor id
with attributes that
are subset of current
filets attributes is
not present in UARS

SFDU file

The use of this user
status file nunber has
not been defined to the
scheduler

1

2

1. Logical file id is
blank in call to any
of the services

2. old-nerr-flag is blank
in call to OPENL3AT,
oPENL,3AL, OPENL3S, or
ASGCAT

3. Flux units,
wavelength units, or
distance flag is
blank in call to
READL3 S



APPENDIX G

LEVEL O SFDU FILE DESCRTPTION

The infonnation used to build the SFDU record for Level 3A data
is obtained from the SFDU file, an exarnple of r.rhich is shown in
Fj.gure G-1. Note that the file is known to the UCSS Software Services
by its logical nane, UARS_SFDU_FILE, which rnust therefore be linked to
the actual file's narne before a job that is to generate a nel, Level 3A
fil-e with the desired SFDU record is run.

G-1,



LEVEL O SFDU FILE DESCRIPTION

Figure G-1. Sample UCSS SFDU File

$sFDU_GEN_PARA!{S
CONTROL AUTHORITY ID
DEFAULT-DESCRIPTIdN ID =

$END

$DESCRIPTION_TD-PARAMS
DESCRIPTION ID
ATTRIBUTE NAMES
ATTRIBUTE VALUES =

$rNo

rHR75r
ITYPEI,
IHRDII,

I LEVEL I

I3ALI

t zuRs r

t zERo I

I SUBTYPE I ,
rz_wrNDr,

$DESCRI PTION-ID_PARAMS
DESCRTPTION ID
ATTRIBUTE N-AMES

ATTRI BUTE VALUES =
$rNo

r HR12 r

ITYPEt,
IHRDII,

I SUBTYPE I ,
I wrNDS r ,

I LEVEL I

r2l

$DESCRIPTION_ID_PARA}.{S
DESCRTPTION ID
ATTRTBUTE N-AMES

ATTRIBT'TE VALUES =
$END

i HRo6 r

ITYPEI,
i HRDI I

I LEVEL I

I3ALI

$DESCRIPTION-TD-PARAMS
DESCRIPTION ID
ATTRIBUTE N-A.},,IES

ATTRIBUTE VALUES =
$END

The file is cornposed of two different types of nanelists whose
structures are described in TabLes G-1 and c-2. The first namelist
contains general paraneters reguired for constructing the SFDU record
and occurs only once in the fiIe. The other nanelist contains a
specific data descriptive record identifier (DDRI) and the attributes
of the data for hrhich it is defined. It occurs once for each defined
DDRf supported by the UCSS.

G-2

t HRo1 |

I TYPE '
I HRDI I



LEVEL O SFDU FTLE DESCRIPTION

Tab1e G-1. Structure of SFDU GEN PARAMS Namelist

NAI'{ELI sT PARAIT{ETER DESCRIPTTON

CONTROL AUTHORITY ID

DEFAULT DESCRIPTION ID

DESCRTPTOR ID

ATTRIBUTE NAMES

ATTRTBUTE VALUES

control authority identifier
for UARS data as described
in Tables E-2 and E-7

data descriptive record
identifier to be used if
attribute rnatching is
unsuccess fu I

data descriptive record
identifier for UARS data at a
particular documentation leve1

array of attribute narnes
(up to 20 allolred)

array of attribute values
(up to 20 allorred)

FORMAT VALUES

c*4 n zuRsil

c*4 r zEROrl

Table c-2. Structure of DESCRIPTfON ID PARA!.{S Narnelist

NAMELIST PARAMETER DESCRI PTION FORMAT VALUES

c*4 Note 1

C't2 0 Note 2

c*20 Note 3

Notes :

1 The first two characters are associated with the instrument
identifier and the Last trro are nuneric digits (See Reference 1).

2 The attribute nanes nust belong to the set described in
Tab1e G-3.

3 Ihe allowed values for the specified attributes are the sane as
those with which the pertinent files can be cataloged.

The attributes that can be used to define the sets of data
associ.ated hrith a particular DDRI are those that normally characterize
a science data file in the UCSS environnent. Their nanes and possibl.e
values are shorrn in Table c-3. One or nore of these attributes can be
used in the definition. see Reference 1 for a lnore detailed
description of the manner j.n which DDRIS are defined and rnaintained.
Note however that because of the way attribute matching is done in the
UCSS Softrrare Services, if different DDRIS are to be assigned to

G-3



LEVEL O SFDU FILE DESCRIPTION

different levels in the document hierarchy, e.g. 'TYPET at one level
and 'TYPET and iSUBTYPE| at another leveI, then the DDRI assigned to
the lorrer leveI, e.g. the latter in the current example, should
precede the one assigned at the higher Ievel, e.g. the forner, in the
SFDU fi1e. otherwise, natching will conplete before the desired DDRI
is found. lloreover, if no DDRIS with natching attributes are found at
any 1evel of documentation, the default value in the GEN SFDU PARlils
namelist will be used instead, or, if that value is missTng, Ehe
default value assumed by softs/are Services when the SFDU file is not
accessibLe or nonexistent, narnely rzNoNr.

Table c-3. Allowed attributes for DESCRIPTIoN ID PARAIIIS Nanelist

ATTRIBUTE NAII{E DESCRI PTION POSSTBLE VALUES

TYPE

SUBTYPE

LEVEL

instrurnent identif ier

data species or measurenent type

processing Level of data

See Note 1

See Note 2

r3ALr r r3ASr r r3ATr,
r3LPr, r3TPr, r3BSr

r1r to I g9gg r

i CI,AES I ,
TSUSIUT and

DAY

Notes

1 Identifier for one of the
'HALOEi, 

IHRDI" IISAMSI,
IWINDII t .

UARS instruments, narnely
rMLSr, rPEMr, TSOLSTTCET,

see Reference 1, Iten 4 for the range of data descriptive record
identifiers presently allocated to each UARS instrument.

2 Dependent on UARS instrunent.

G-4

UARS day number



APPENDTX H

LE"T/EL O OBC REPORT NAMES

H . 1 OBC REPORT NAI{ES AND NUII{BERS

Table H-1 shor'rs the oBc report nanes and nunbers that are decoded
by the oBCDECODE routine.

H-L



Table H-1. OBC Report Names Decoded by OBCDECODE

REPORT NBR VARIABLE

ACS801 01
IRSLEW
IYSLEW
I CAL
MODE

EYSLEW3

ACSZ04 04

ir
its
its
ytes

SUBSCRIPT

OBC BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC IN?EGER
OBC_INTEGER
OBC REAL

OBC REAL
OBC_RELL
OBC RE,AL

B
B
D

B

B

1
1

2

3

2B
2B
2B

1B
5B

B
B
B
B
B
B
B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

B

0.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

OFFS ET

00.0

DECODE

ytes
ytes
ytes

4 Bytes
4 Bytes
4 Bytes

it

YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE

1
2

3

4
5
6
7
I
9

10
11
t2
13
L4
15
16
L7
18
19
20
2L
22
23
24

1
2

1
2

1

1
2

3

EX
EY

EZ

00.0
02.o
04.0

ACSZ09 09

GYRto1 12

TF

TFYEAR
TUPDATE

5 Bytes OBC INTEGER

NTEGER
NTEGER

1
(
3

4
(

OB

OB

OBC B
OBC-B
OBC_B
OBC B
OBC-B
OBC-B
oB-B
oB-B
OBC_B
OBC_B
OBC-B
OBC-B
OBC-B
OBC B
oBc-B
OBcB
OBC-B
OBC_B
OBC-B
OBC B
OBC-B
OBC-B
OB-B
oB-B

2

UD]TF
CI
c-r

e
es

yt
yt

05.0
17.0 5

uDrr )

CNGX

CNGY

CNGZ

CNGXl
CNGYl
CNGZl
CNGX2
CNGY2
CNGZ2
CNGX3
CNGY3

CNGZ3
CNGX4
CNGY4
CNGZ4

CNGX5

CNGY5
CNGZ5
CNGX6
CNGY6
CNGZ6
CNGXT

CNGYT

CNGZT

yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte

1,0.
11.
L2.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
2L.
22.
23.

Byte
Byte
Byte
Byte
Byte
Byte
Byte

yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte

EOGBRFl
EOGBRF2
EOGBRF3

1
2
3

0.0
4.0
08.0

OBC REAL
OBC-REAL
OBC_REAL

EPH801 13

H-2

00.6
00.7
03.3
03.5
08. o



Table H-1. OBC Report Names Decoded by OBCDECODE (Continued)

REPORT NBR VARIABLE OFFSET DECODE SUBSCRIPT

t2.o
16. 0
20.o

00.0
04. 0

08. 0

ytes
ytes
ytes

EOGBVFl
EOGBVF2
EOGBVF3

4B
4B
4B

B

B

4

4

4

OBC REAL
OBC REAL
OBC-REAL

4
5
6

EPH802 15

HGAZol 21

uFLz01 24

vPLe"o2 25

uFl,tog 32

sEP801 43

PMO801 53

sPPgo1 s4

EOGVFAL 08. 0

HGTAFLGA
HGTAFLGB
HGLRFLGA
HGLRFLGB
HG}IIODCUR

HGTRGCT'R

HGGI}ICA
HGGII.{CB

00.0
00. 1

00. 2

00. 3

01.0
02 .3
07.0
08.0

IT
rT
rT
IT
IT
IT
YTE
YTE

00,0
02.o
04.0
t2.o
15.0
20.0
24.O
25 .0
26.O

2 Bytes OBC INTEGER 1

oBc
oBc
oBc
oBc
oBc
oBc
oBc
oBc

1B
1B
1B
1B
3B
1B
1B
1B

2B
2B
2B
4B
4B
4B
1B
1B
1B

yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte
yte

yte
yte
yte

Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bir
Bit
Bit

BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
BYTE
INTEGER
BYTE

1
2

3

4

1

5
1
2

1

2

3

4
5
6
7
I
9

_REAL
_REAL

s1
s2
S3
Plu111
PM112
PM113
scP11
SCP12
scP22

OBC REAL
OBC_REAL
OBC-REAL
OBC-REAL
OBC REAL
OBC_REAL
OBC-RE,AL
OBC REAL
OBC-REAL

1
2
3

4
5
6
7
I
9

PM115
PIr{116
PI.{119

TUS

BETAl

PFTRGFLG
PFRATEFL
PFOFSETF
PFOCFLAG
PFPRFLAG
PFEPFLAG
PFAUTOFL
PFSTAT5
PFSTAT4

OBC REAL
OBC REAL
OBC_REAL

5 Bytes (RETITRNED fN RET_DATTIM)

2 Bytes OBC REAL 1

LByte OBC TNTEGER 1

YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE
YTE

1

2

3

14.0

22.O

20.o

1

1
1

1

L
1

1

1

L

OBC B

OBC-B
oB-B
oB-B
OBC-B
OBC_B
OBC-B
OBC.B
OBC B

00.0
00.1
oo .2
00.3
00.4
00.5
00. 6

0L.3
01.4

H-3

TDAY



REPORT NBR VARIABLE OFFSET

PFSTAT3
PFSTAT2
PFSTATl
PFI'{ODCUR
PFACQSTS
PFACQSTT
PFACQST6
PFACQST5
PFACQST4
PFACQST3
PFACQST2
PFACQSTl
PFFDCSTS
PFFDCSTT
PFFDCST6
PFFDCST5
PFFDCST4
PFFDCST3
PFFDCST2
PFFDCST1.
PFGOLSTS
PFGOLSTT
PFGOLST5
PFGOLST5
PFGOLST4
PFGOLST3
PFGOLST2
PFGOLSTl
PFTRGSTE
PFTRGSTT
PFTRGSTS
PFTRGST5
PFTRGST4
PFTRGST3
PFTRGST2
PFTRGSTl
PFSI.]NST8
PFST'NST7
PFSUNST6
PFSt'NST5
PFSI,'NST4
PFSI'NST3
PFSIJNST2
PFSI'NST1
PFTRGCUR

PFTRGPRM
PFTRGSEC
PFACQCNT
PFACQTHR
PFOCSWCT
PFTIMER
PFTII.{ESL

01.5
01.6
01.7
o2
03.0
03.1
03.2
03.3
03.4
03.5
03.6
03.7
04.0
04.1
04 .2
04.3
04.4
04. 5

04 .5
04.7
05. 0

05. 1

05 .2
05.3
05.4
05.5
05. 5
05.7
06,0
06. 1

06 .2
06.3
06.4
05. 5
05. 5

06.7
07.o
07.1
o7 .2
07.3
07.4
07 .5
o7 .6
07 .7
08
09
10
11
t2
13
14
15

Bir
Bit
Bit
Byte
Bir
Bit
Bit
Bir
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bir
Bit
Bir
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bit
Bir
Bit
Bit
Bit

DECODE

INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER
INTEGER

OBC BYTE
OBC_BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC_INTEGER
OBC-BYTE
OBC BYTE
OB-BYTE
OBC_BYTE
OBC BYTE
OBC BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC BYTE
oB-BYTE
OBC BYTE
OBC BYTE
OB-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC_BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
oB-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC_BYTE
OBC BYTE
OBC_BYTE
OBC BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OB.BYTE
OBC-BYTE
oB-BYTE
OBC_BYTE
oB-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC-BYTE
OBC INTEGER
oBc-INTEGER
OBC_INTEGER
OBC_INTEGER

it
it
ir
it
ir
it
ir
it
it
it
it
it
it
it
it
it
ir
ir
it

B

B

B

B

B

B
B
B
B
B
B

B

B
B

B

B

B

B

B

Bit
Bit
Byte
Byte
Byte
Byte
Byte
Byte
Bytes
Bytes

oBc
oBc-
oBc-
oBc
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Table H-1. oBc Report Nanes Decoded by oBcDEcoDE (continued)

SUBSCRTPT

10
11
L2

1
13
L4
15
15
L7
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
2A
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
4A
49
50
51
52

2
3

4

5
6
7
I
9



Table H-1. oBC Report Nanes Decoded by oBcDEcoDE (continued)

REPORT NBR VARIABLE OFFSET DECODE SUBSCRIPT

PFGT}.{CUA
PFGTMCUB
PTGMCI.IDA

PFGIi{CMDB

18
2t
24
25

3 Bytes
3 Bytes
1 Byte
1 Byte

oBc
oBc
oBc
oBc

REAL
-REAL

INTEGER
INTEGER

sPP*02 55

sPPt03 55

PFTARGA
PFTARGB
PFT1MAX
PFTlMIN
PFT2MAX
PFT2lIIIN
PFGOAI,A
PFGOALB
PFOFSETA
PTOFSETB
PFRTIIIAXA
PFRT}IIAXB

3 Bytes
3 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
3 Bytes
3 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
1 Byte
1 Byte

2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes
2 Bytes

OBC-REAL
OBC REAL
OBC-REAL
OSC-REAI,
OBC-REAL
OSC-REAI,
ogc nner
ogc nnal
OBC_REAL
OBC-REAL
OBC INTEGER
ogc-tNteeen

OBC RE,AL
OEC REAI.,
oac-Rnar,
OSC_REAI,
OgC-REAI,
oac-REAt,
OBC-REJAL
OSC-REAL
ogc-nnar,
OAC REAL
OSC-REAL
OBC_REAL

00
03
06
08
10
l2
14
L7
20
22
24
25

1
2

3

4
5
6
7
8
9

10
1
2

PFPSCMDA
PFPSCMDB
PFSLRATA
PFSLRATB
PFSSERRA
PFSSERRB
PFSTCUAl
PFSTCUA2
PFSTCUA3
PFSTCUBl
PFSTCUB2
PFSTCUB3

00
o2
o4
06
o8
10
L2
14
15
18
20
22

1
2

3

4
5
5
7
I
9

10
11
t2
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LEVEL O OBC REPORT NAIUES

H.2 OBC REPORT UNEI,IONICS

The following sarnple code shows how to use the nnemonics defined
in UCSS INCDIR:oBC REP PARMS.INC to refer to OBC report variables.

INCLUDE/LIST IUCSS INCDIR:OBC REP PAR}IS.INCI

INTEGER*  ACSO4, OBC EX, OBC EY, OBC EZ

PARAMETER(
PARJN{ETER
PAR'AI,IETER
PARA!,TETER

ACs04 =04 )
(oBc_Ex
( oBc_EY
(oBc Ez

=1)
=2)
=3)

c
c
c

END OF INCLUDE FTLE

CALL READLO (LID, REQ-TII,IE, RET_TII'!E,
1 PARITY, FILL, GAP_FLAG,
1 VERSION, STATUS)

OBC_FRM,
TIME-FLAG, EIiIAF_RATE,

c
c
c
c

CALL OBCDECODE ( OBC_FRM, ACSO 4, REQ-TIME, RET-TI!.{E, QUALITY,
1 OBC-REAL, INT_VAR, BYTE_VAR, OBC-REC,
2 STATUS)

USE THE MNEI{ONICS CONTAINED IN THE INCLUDE F'ILE TO REFERENCE THE
VALUES FOR EX, EY, AND EZ

Ex = oBC_REAL (oBc_EX
EY = OBC_REAL (OBC_EY
Ez = oBC_REAL (oBc_Ez

END

H-6
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! OBC REAL
! OBC_REAL

s=02D
s=02D
s=02D



ATC
ccB
CDHF
CPU
cRc
DCF
DCL
DEC
E!,{,AF

GE

GMT

GSFC
tlo
JATC
LTD
NASA
oBc
PI
RAC
SFDU
SI-|AF

SUIF
UARS

ucss
UDTF
vAx
vMS

APPENDIX I

GLOSSARY

absolute tirne code
Configuration control Board
central Data Handling Facility
central processing unit
cyc1ical. redundancy check
Data Capture Facility
Digital cormand Language
Digital Equipurent Corporation
engineering major frarne
ceneral Electric
Greenwich },lean Tirne
Goddard Space Flight Center
j.nput/ output
JuLian fornat ATC
logical file identifier
National Aeronautics and Space Adrninistration
onboard conputer
Principal Investigator
Renote Analysis conputer
standard fornatted data unit
science najor frame
science ninor frane
Upper Atnosphere Research Satellite
UARS CDIIF Softrrare Systen
UARS date and tine fornat
virtual Address Extension
virtual llenory systen
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